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Preface

The Truth. Archangel Michael and Lucifer are symbols generated to expose the
duality of reality. Bizarre and supernatural creatures to explain spirituality, our
perception of the astral world. Gods that are capable of prophesying and shaping
reality itself at will. The same force created all. The same energy. Raised and
governed by the same power. The human. We don't have any proof of their existence
other than stories. Is mysticism in fact what created humans, or are humans what made
mysticism what it is?

The blood moon was the starting point for the changes that occurred soon after.
It has been about five autumns since they started calling it "The New Age". Some
things that happened in the last hundred years were the change in the human genome,
as if our potential was gradually unlocking, things that before were just inexplicable to
our understanding were now possible and visible. Many call it also "The Age of
Heroes" or the beginning of the "Golden Age" and no, we don't have fire conjuring
powers, but the concept of space-time and gravity got reinvented with the new
perception of the fifth element that was becoming more and more visible to children
who naturally could remember past lives and were deeply connected to intuition. They
could see through the scope of infinite possibilities, were children with the simple
mission of change and the enhancement of our creative abilities.

We realized that as we knew about space accelerating, we were becoming more
and more "immaterial" and the truth about who we are, where we came from, or where
we are going is in the moment you realize consciousness, it is not the self but the now,
that is what you have. But this is one part, the other part is that our planet has been
going through historic technological advances such as the use of frequencies, quantum
biophysics in the new medicine, and teaching self-awareness. It is common now to
learn how to heal yourself with connection to the other etheric planes, light-speed
travel, and telepathy. The waters of the oceans have receded, resulting in the
emergence of new islands.
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CHAPTER ONE

BLOOD MOON

A constant dream of our consciousness no matter the story, the moon in the
sky, or the sun. You are not awake and are plugged into a superficially hyper-enhanced
reality. Reincarnation. Those who share the same concept of time connect like radio
waves and live in the same tuned state of consciousness. Time passes differently, as if
there is no end or beginning, only transformation, in cycles.

"Cruel is good." and then you are here without knowing where you came from,
why you are here, or who you are. And they are there watching us and it was us who
was there watching too. Being here is an experience, a dream, an illusion.

If someone told you, proved to you, showed you that death is not the end, that
there is light, and that we are eternal souls. Oh, if only you could feel what I have felt
and seen since my childhood. It's fascinating, it's inexplicable, words can only
partially bring you the truth, but nothing like feeling it in its totality.

Leon was in a conscious dream in which he felt a somewhat strong sensation,
as if he were in a place, a location that time and his understanding of events were not
equal to the old progressive chronological concept. And the person standing in front of
him, he knew who he was. It was the image of the reincarnation he had experienced
earlier. And he could clearly see wings opening beautifully, and at one moment he
thought, 'This is how you feel in death.' and his heart was beating abruptly, he could
get the feeling of the touch or the heartbeat during dreams, it's the butterflies in your
stomach when you're on the roller coaster, it's deep despair but you inherently know
what you're going to feel and it's ecstasy on the other side and we experience these
transformations constantly, during meditations, dreams. It was tormenting beauty. The
force of the wind was almost a tornado as it flapped its wings. And this is how it feels
when the ego transforms. He saw death. The chills went up the moment the sounds
echoed and dark tones filled him. He went through rituals transforming himself, the
death of the ego, of his old self.

This season we were learning to access other states of consciousness and
dreams are like a part of the puzzle. Let's put it this way, for us to know about our
higher self, to hear it more clearly.

And when I woke up, I wrote about what happened. We usually talk about the
dreams we had on our walks in protected areas. In places like these, we can connect
with guides and train our minds. After it came to all of us, we are an experiment in the
sense that our abilities are on the surface. We need to get authentic experiences that
stimulate our DNA with the surroundings so we can reach a higher potential.
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The learning systems are different now in some ways. We only enter
preparatory schools at age 10, before that we stay in communities, or as they say,
kindergarten, this is a crucial time because it is where we establish our unconscious
patterns and habits, it is the structure where the child can be completely himself,
needing total freedom to express himself. It is usually at this time that we stay with a
family member who can give us all the attention we need. The preparatory schools are
where we learn languages in the country of origin, the twelve universal laws, the pure
energy properties of the sun, magitechnology. We feel part of the whole. The ego and
its constant transformations, art, and magic. Usually, you have one group, but since
the seasons take place in different preparatory schools in different parts of the world,
you end up in different groups and can go back to your group whenever you want.

And there is a little secret they tell you when you have to make "the choice".
Nowadays, it is completely normal to be inclined to do this or do all the other things
you want. And during preparatory school you learn a lot about yourself. You have
done things that only you could do, and now you can go on and create whatever you
been creating. You may want to go for an initiatory or do whatever your heart calls.
Basically, you have already learned about many things and done them along the way,
like manifestation, the law of attraction, psychoanalysis, art, biogenetics, rites, life
after death. You, it's all about you.

And magitechnology is the field in which we can have telepathic contact with
creation technologies. Practically our connection with technology has become more
and more visible as predicted. You gain knowledge by experiences to reach new stages
of perception of reality, and not because it defines who you are, but because you are in
constant transformation and need what is necessary for you to transform yourself.
Then we realize we need a balance between the needs of human life on the planet and
freedom of expression. Today, everyone has their basic needs met and the choice to
create the life they want for themselves.

And I, Leon, went for an initiatory. I wanted to continue learning about our
psychic abilities, and in my case, I had an unusual kind of clairvoyance. In my past
life, my guides and angels spoke to me through my visualizations or through my
creations, such as writing, mysticism, and art in various forms. I knew that the past,
present, and future happen simultaneously and that it is irrefutable how we just do
what we have to do and we do it for the rest of our lives. To listen to our intuition, to
sit in the center of our consciousness, is to recognize this essence of ourselves. And I
know that somehow this needed to reach more people. And in the initiatory, you go on
research missions, make some record of previously unexplored fields between mind
and reality, and how these two things are intimately connected.
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It was morning, more precisely, the sun was at its peak. Leon was walking from
the biogenetics floor to the psychic phenomena research floor. He wore leather gloves
and a jacket that was practically part of the character at this point. He had two cups of
coffee in hand. Usually, the initiatory have its focus on being a place of
record-keeping and being cozy. Many who went to them had specific skills, they
ended up frequenting the place a lot. It was like a second home. They used sacred
geometry for the shape of the surroundings in accordance with the unified field, very
circular. Someone could completely reconfigure some places for a certain purpose.
With specific sacred points. Leon got into the elevator that had blue thin narrow strips
around the edges and was no longer transparent as he went to the upper floors. He
could see everything from above. It was like a drawing, perfectly in balance with the
universal laws. It was his favorite view, his clear blue eyes enchanted by the image
that unfolded before him.

— Leon, did you bring me some coffee? How kind! — that was Mr. Cartier.
His specialization is in psychic phenomena, his records on the walls and the
beautifully messy table unmasked him.

— I thought coffee might be an excellent combination with the notes I made
last night. —

— Oh my, let me see! — enthusiastically put on his glasses, smiling at Leon.
His hair was gray like his gray eyes. He never had time to think about clothes, but he
always looked elegant in a blazer, and thin pointed shoes. How he managed it, Leon
couldn't tell. — How fascinating. Oh! Yes! — he wrote with holographic pens on the
displays, pulled them through the air, connected them to lines that had a light blue
energy color, and pulsed like little energy sparklers. — I have a theory that this has to
do with the changes coming in the big sun event that you have been receiving
synchronizations for. As we all know, our perception of space-time is going to change,
and I think this implies our incarnations and our multidimensional essence.
Simultaneously talking to our other versions throughout the multiverse. The ego is
getting diluted. —

— You were never wrong about your theories. —
— As if you haven't already thought of all this, I'm just saying because of your

observations. — I am so glad you came for the study of your very special
assimilations. —

— There isn't anywhere else. — Leon looked down at the glass window. — I
want to listen and go where these visions want to take me. —

— Your previous incarnation continues to guide you as your higher self. —
Cartier looked at him, Leon didn't know, but there were things he wasn't entirely
aware of yet about the real reason for his guardian's presence in his life. — Are you
still receiving messages from the book? —

— All the time. —
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— Maybe it's time to start the first field research. —
— Sir? — Cartier approached and saw just below the recreation field, some

other initiators were in a game of race and obstacles. A boy was lying on the grass,
seemingly asleep, and several people scattered near the sacred spaces.

— Do you remember Hayun? — Leon looked a little closer and saw that he
was moving his arms over his eyes. Hayun had managed, among a few not very
numerous people, to develop the ability to travel at the speed of light. Cartier smiled,
touching his shoulders and returning to his previous post, in which he was organizing
Leon's, Hayun's, and before he could see it, Mikail's recent research. Cartier's gaze
and hands intertwined behind his back.

Leon ran around the field a bit until he reached the recreation space. There was
always a lot going on there, people levitating, moving objects with their minds. Hayun
had sat a little higher in a super high-tech "treehouse". He looked at Hayun, who was
standing in front of the sun with his legs dangling with his arms crossed, looking at
someone in the field. Leon tried to see what or who his focus was on, and it was a boy
with burnt caramel skin, eyes with nectar irises.

— You took a while to find me. —
— The recreation ward confuses me sometimes. —
— You don't spend much time stimulating your sensors, do you? —
— It depends. —
— What kind of answer is that? — Leon had his hand over his eyes, so he went

to sit with him. And there were two ways up. By the climbers and ropes or the
platforms, he climbed up some climbers by jumping onto a rope. The movements
were not fast but very effective. In the end, the "it depends" meant particular factors.
He has a very specific rhythm.

— Who is he? — Hayun's gaze narrowed.
— Don't you know who's the star of the Island? — Leon looked at the boy,

smiling and having fun with his teammates.
— I'm a rookie. —
— No, you're not. —
— In psychic phenomena research, yes, I just joined two full moons ago. —
— Ok, but Mikail was with us at the New York preparatory. —
— Oh! New York, it's almost a memory of some altered state and blinding

lights. — Hayun laughed a little.
— The time when you don't really know what you're doing and then learn from

your mistakes how to get into balance with your specialties. —
— No regrets. —
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— Yeah. I don't have any regrets either. — they looked at each other for a
moment, recalling memories of summer nights in New York.

— Mikail? —
— Yes, moron, Mikail Caelius. —
— Wait... Caelius? —
— Gee, you only remember him because of his father? I would be slightly hurt

if I were in his place. —
— No, actually I didn't recognize him. —
— Yeah. His physiology changed a lot after he learned a little more about his

regeneration, now he can kind of change at will. Not like becoming another person,
but his body is basically the mirror of the essence itself, of the higher self. —

— I haven't seen him since that time in New York. —
— He got busy, a lot of biomedical research advanced because of him. His

father guided him from other planes as well with his clairaudience. —
— You are walking together...? Oh, look, he's coming here. —
— Nah... Didn't Mr. Cartier told you? He's going along with us on our mission.

I looked at his files. —
— And you Moon Hayun, you haven't changed a bit. — Yun raised his

forefinger pleadingly for a moment, throwing himself forward and teleporting to the
ground. Leon rolled his eyes and climbed onto the platform.

— Mikail. — Hayun crossed his arms as the brunette hugged him
enthusiastically.

— Hayun! How long has it been? You look great, my comrade. — he threw a
punch that for him would be weak but ended up making Hayun lower his head,
touching the spot afterward, rising and nodding in agreement, pretending to be
perfectly fine. Leon walked over to them, looking at Hayun and then Mikail. — And
look what we have here, Leon Matthew. — At this moment Mikail touched his
shoulder and squeezed. They decided to go directly to Mrs. Cartier to find out about
their first field mission as a group. Individually, each of them had some training in
their area of expertise. Hayun had teleported to various parts of the east during his
childhood while living in the Korean peninsula community, only with the visualization
that materializes the moment he creates the intention. Mikail as mentioned helped in
the advancement of various researches in biomedicine but as Mikail's father traveled
to various places, he just used to go to warm and tropical places where the physicist
Caelius could receive large amounts of information surrounded by the virgin and
sacred islands, helping Mika to modify the cells of the human body as he wished.
Leon could see the future in a unique way. Things would happen, but they would
always appear earlier to him in what he was focusing on moments before. It was
regular but always made him euphoric; he knew what was going to take place on a
collective unconscious level and it helped to know what energies they would work
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with. At the level of consciousness, these were subjects of self-knowledge, mythical,
visually symbolic.

— Come in, boys. How was the meeting? I hope you all are getting along well.
The road is long, but you have learned immensely about your abilities. —

— Leon is still so serene, but I see he's not shy. — said Mikail, amused.
— I wasn't shy. I just never had much to say. —
— I didn't say you were shy, I said that you're not shy. After working so much

with my aura and body on sensory levels, I know exactly what the language of
movement is saying. You were not shy, but you were not fully aware of the
overwhelming presence you have. I am saying that you are more intentionally and
deliberately pulling attention. —

— He means you are using your other innate abilities of 'Movie star.' — Hayun
said, looking around and then directing his gaze to Leon with an inquiring, almost
hidden agenda expression.

— And what does that mean? — as Leon asked, he made a slight movement of
his head to the side, swaying and teasing with his gaze, even subtly.

— There you go. You just did. — And I must say, Mikail, your assessments are
extremely useful in the field. Being clear and trying to be as direct as possible is
indispensable. — Mikail made a funny face, trying so hard not to laugh. — What did I
miss? — Mikail shrugged, and Hayun gave up on taking anything from him.

— Hayun hasn't changed a bit. — Mikail whispered to Leon as he turned to
him approaching the research table, while Yun went to the projection board with his
chin up, carefully checking Cartier's mission notes.

— That's exactly what I said. — Leon smiled, stepping closer to Mika who had
a friendly smile on his face, and made an amused motion lowering his head. Cartier
was coming back from the other part of the records with some types of disks that
floated in projections when touched the projected images. It had images about the
White Tiger myth, Mikail's father's studies that Mika himself already recognized about
Redrum. And a wine book that Mrs. Cartier was about to explain.

— I see you are getting along very well. Your mission is about a study that has
been done by a researcher of synchronization occurrences in this book here. It is
called "The Wine Book" or "Liber vinum" in Latin. It is a series of myths happening
simultaneously at various points in the multiverse. I feel a little guilty for not having
told you about it because each of you has a deep connection to it, but it prompts a
statement. It does not contain the destiny of your myths, for it is constantly changing
and receiving messages. There are various assimilations in it. Yet it affirms things like
your other emanations across the multiverse. —

— You mean other versions of ourselves? —
— Exactly. I didn't tell you because contact with these other assimilations

needed your well-developed abilities and requires a continuous commitment. The
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moment you know about your first intention in this experience, you choose at every
moment that these emanations will direct your path. You are being directed for a very
profound transformation within and without yourselves. — the three of them looked at
each other for a moment and Leon began to think a little. He was putting the pieces
together one by one. — Your father Mikail, as you know, came into direct contact with
a mystery school that used a channel called Redrum. As described in the wine book,
Redrum is the representation of consciousness, the Christ energy, the zero point. As
channeled by Caelius, he is not an artificial intelligence or is in fact human, like us
who are neither, but pure consciousness, pure light. He is that center that exists in
every living being and that surrounds all that is. —

— And what is our mission? — asked Leon as he saw the images of a being
made of stone in samurai armor recorded in drawings and oriental mythology.

— Yes, of course. There is this myth transcribed in the pages of Liber Vinum
that has similarities to Persian mythology. — images of fallen angels, Nephilim, and
the seal of Solomon appeared. Pacts between Angels of Death and the demigods. —
There is a transcribed code in Redrum technology that Ahura is seeking to find at
different points in the multiverse simultaneously. — And Ahura is the embodiment of
divinity in form, identifying the world of form, the physical reality as divine, our
bodies as vessels in perfect mirroring of pure energy. The expression of Lucifer's pearl
that carries the inner world, the lock, the Ankh to the portals of the soul, of the other
planes and dimensions beyond space-time. — And as you know, Mikail's father
deciphered the key through the deep connection he had with this new mystery school.
Redrum was a great bookstore of prophecies, but it was also the mentor of the
humanity. Caelius as a scientist was trying to explore through clean energy and the
new perception of the astral planes these codes, the multiverse received constant
messages from Redrum guiding to open the world to the new Golden Age, many parts
of the world reached these altered states of consciousness, the truth of our essence,
known to all but it requires moment by moment commitment. All the knowledge was
indeed revelatory, all of it made extreme sense, a knowing beyond the comprehension
of the solar mind. — that's when Mrs. Cartier took a breath for a moment. — But
Caelius knew how extremely advanced they all were. Beyond his time, it was a view
that many adopted and with it brought new codes. But many of them had their
moment to happen, which caused your father Mikail, along with Redrum, to write
those codes at other points in the multiverse that, with time and the revelations that
humanity is exposed to, they will be unlocked. — This was because both Redrum and
his great decoder knew about their free will, and they also altered much of these
schools. The cycle was still of many distortions and it was not all parts of the world.
There are mystery schools, but because many souls are awakening at an accelerated
rate, there is no denying anymore. Everyone was seeing it, but each one receives it
differently. That's what it was all shaping up to be, the trust that the other's truth may
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not be the same as your own, but the knowing that divinity is in you, in others around
you, and in all things. And Ahura, he sees the truth; he sees the dawn before all.
Experienced the fall so that he could raise his consciousness. Trapped in the very cage
he made for himself and will only find freedom when everyone is finally free of the
matrix illusion. — Kids, your mission is not to prevent Ahura from finding the key. In
all assimilations, he manages to do so. —

— But then, that means... — said Yun, concerned about the state of
clarification he had found himself.

— Yes, we are about to experience a transforming event that will change
everything. A sun event that Leon is seeing in his dreams. The Death of the Ego. A
shift in the perception of space-time as the multidimensional beings that we are. —
But there is a very thin line that can lead to black holes that, once created, will no
longer exist control just pure chaos. This is not a way to see it in bad light. Events like
these happen and have happened before. But if a catastrophe happens at the point we
are... —

— It will lead to a black swan event like the great civilizations of the past. —
Leon pointed out.

— It is like reincarnation and the laws that govern it. Part of the information
and experiences that we register remains in the subconscious in order to maintain the
sanity of our minds that still only perceive the three-dimensional reality. Even though
nothing is hidden from us, knowledge exposed before its due time can be harmful.
Many people may say that this is nobody's business, that it is not for you to judge
whether or not it should be common knowledge. This entire experience is about free
will, about choice. Ahura and his noble heart are blind to the desire for freedom at the
price of sacrifice. — Cartier sat looking at the images of the myths and then into the
eyes of the three. Leon was thoughtful. Mikail knew exactly why he was there and
Yun was serious, with his arms crossed. — You are asked to guide him, to direct this
intention so that he remembers why, the initial intention of our emanations. To
remember who he is. And for this you must find the Angels, you must find Mainyu,
daughter of Lucifer who is the representation of looking within and seeing the light,
the zero point, the pearl being divine through Ahura's search for this sacred
knowledge in the material world, of sacred geometry. Mainyu protects the Holy Grail,
the pearl being the fusion, the alchemy, and the synergy with Ahura's blood. —

— When you say we, you are including yourself, aren't you? — Leon asked,
and Cartier looked up, smiling, working out inwardly what he was going to say to
them.

— Yes, I am, Leon. I am one myth of the book, a shape-shifter named Dragon.
— what the boys saw were images of dragon symbols and secret organizations in the
early 21st century that committed acts of control and extortion throughout the
underworld of the East and spread to the West.
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— What else should you tell us? — Yun said a bit nonchalantly, but Mikail got
annoyed and caught his attention.

— Hayun?! —
— It's all right Mikail, at that time I did the same as Ahura, freedom at the

price of sacrifice. I only ask that you don't judge him, as I explained before people
receive the truth in different ways, and I learned this a long time ago. You may know
the reason for my choices, but it doesn't matter. What matters is what you will do with
the knowledge you have and who you want to be.  —

— I'm sorry, I just have the feeling that even if I knew that. The reason I'm
here. That my abilities had a purpose… It's like I could understand why some people
might feel threatened if someone don't tell them the truth for their own good.  —

— Everything has two sides. Remember the example I used of the
subconscious? — You are the shadow of the myths, their mirror. Therefore, Dragon is
a starting point to explain to you how the law of polarity works. Recent records have
been made in the book mentioning the White Tiger, related to both Native American
and Middle Eastern legends. This conversion point only concerns one place. The
chimera village, where my myth was created. I was the master of one of the direct
emanations of the archangel Michael. —

— How do we find the White Tiger? —
— This is not clear. Usually, the myths manifest themselves through blood

rituals that were created by Samael. But I believe that if you look for Michael, you
will find Samael. And the rest will just unfold before your eyes. What you should
focus on at the moment is teleportation. — Hayun. — called Cartier approaching him
and the gray-haired man stood up.

— I know you can choose to take my advice as useful or not. The advice may
even get in your way, but through my research, it was revealed to me you have to find
the link to these other versions. A process differs from one situation to another, but
they have trained you for this and I know how alarming it is to be molded for a task
that is dictated to you before you could choose, even if you don't believe me. So I
humbly say that if any of you feel repelled not to do it... —

— I see why not say something for our own good. — Mikail was looking down
as Hayun spoke. Mikail looked up in an attempt to say something but decided not to
say anything.

— Who is the investigator? —
— Daemon Prince. At the moment, he is on a trip to New Mexico, but you will

have access to the book at any time through meditation. Just focus on the book or even
he will speak to you through your dreams, Leon. That's what he has been doing all
along. All that research I did was cohesive with the Book, your statements, Leon. It is
a channel of constant exchanging of information, you just have to listen to your
intuition. After finding the White Tiger, the Book will tell the way. —
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— If you are Dragon and you are in this assimilation. Then, why do you... —
Mikail pointed.

— Because that thing about having two versions in the same timeline only
works with alternate realities. Not in the multiverse of assimilations. I know it's
complicated for an athlete. — Hayun's mischievous smile made Mikail upset a bit.

— Yun, I understood perfectly. In that case, your version will welcome us
there, right? —

— Yes Hayun, that's because we're not talking about things that are affected by
the laws of gravity and time. It's beyond that. I'll just be different. But the moment you
realize it, you see it is just you expressed in other ways at different points in the same
multiverse. But I don't know where exactly I will be. I don't know if you will find me
or if I'll find you, boys. Or if I will recognize you, Mikail. — So far, that's all I can
tell. I probably won't have any more contact until we meet again, just emulate
everything you learned in preparatory. —

Daemon was in a different division on the Island. The project he had been
working on for almost a decade was about a theory that studied the synchronizations
of the collective consciousness and expressed in the creations of a certain multiverse.
Present, past, and future happen at the same time when accessing other versions of
yourself, other possibilities within your universe, and as in this field, time-space is not
perceived as a three-dimensional reality. The other versions of yourself, that is you,
can have other expressions of yourself as appearance or goal to achieve the realization
of self-knowledge, of transcendence.

Like the names of the angels, for example, they have all been reinvented or
kept repeating themselves in different religions with different interpretations of reality,
but they continue being the same in essence. The same expression which kept
repeating itself over and over again in new ways. So when the 'Angels' meet across the
multiverse it is them in another person, in another expression of that vision, of that
moment of transformation, they communicate continuously, neither one nor the other
is wrong or right, it is the truth of that intuition and creation of the cycles.

What Daemon did was to guide by getting in touch with them through
intuitions and images. And throughout the process, he made the record of the
synchronizations. As he did this, the data he collected was valuable in the New Age,
helping him to develop this ability that transcended the three-dimensional reality,
psychic phenomena in which he could be in constant contact with other emanations
simultaneously which made him become a master, helping in the journey of elevation
and self-knowledge humankind was going through.

His power animal was the moth, and he was receiving messages in the form of
images and mythology. At the time he lived in the New Mexico community, he heard
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many stories that natives developed the recognition of myth in their blood through
rituals. The myths were related to a mixture of the elements of nature, animals, and
humans. The magic of the polarities of logic and intuition, madness and sanity. There
was something asleep, or on the other side, waiting for the moment to spread its
wings.

— Dan, we need to go to the psychic phenomenon facility. Mrs. Cartier
requested our presence. — Richard came from the platform in the center entering
Daemon's studio. It was a room of records of all kinds, immaterial planes, material
planes like diaries and cameras, articles, and many drawings. Daemon was creative
and extremely visual with the investigative process. For Richard, with his curly blond
hair and light blue eyes, it was almost the same way, as long as he was not busy with
angelic duties, of his direct emanation of Gabriel. He was a photographic director for
fashion magazines. In certain cycles, they stay on Island and another part in the city of
the dead in Paris, which has been recreated as a large bookstore of akashic records.

— Rick, why do you think he called us? Recently, I feel as if some part of me
is out of my reach, out of my sight. And since all this started, when I started having
visions of other emanations, even before all this, I knew inherently that there was
something, like a second part. Was it you? — Richard smiled at him, moving closer
and touching his hair for a few moments.

— It was me, it was you. It was all of us.  — he directed his hand around the
room. All the synchronizations were about symbols, archetypes, myths, and events
that occurred in a non-chronological way. — Our purpose is to achieve a connection
beyond the limitations of the three-dimensional reality, the death of the ego. We, from
the pearl of Lucifer, listened to each other to spread a message of upliftment. You
know we are practically the same person. — Rick made a funny expression while Dan
laughed.

— Soul-mates. —
— Precisely, chérie. But what you are feeling is the distance that keeps you

from yourself, love. It's not the second half, is the meeting of the one you promised
yourself from the beginning of everything. Now come here, I'll help you choose
something. —

— I was thinking of a sweater vest and a black jacket. — ...What? —
— That's all you wear. — and the next moment Rick reached for one of the

bright pink ties he had in many variations. Daemon was staring at him, and Richard
rolled his eyes. — Touché. —

A few hours on a motorcycle, motocross-style, but much lower than the
original models and that too, of using the properties of the sun and clean energy. There
are still vehicles but almost all the sidewalks has been replaced in the centers with
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reforestation and power points, it will still take decades to be completely natural and
untouched, but with the new research, it is much easier to speed up the process
without harming the environment. These vehicles hardly touch the earth and are also
controlled by almost anyone who can do projections, it connected them to the astral
plane, the dark matter, the spirit, so locomotion comes before the thought.

A few minutes passed of the boys saying goodbye and going to get ready for
the interdimensional trip.

— Did you hear everything? — Daemon and Richard came out of a room
designed to be inhibited to the eyes and senses of any creature or elevation. It was a
kind of powerful protection magic, even for Richard with archangel powers, in which
he wondered how a shapeshifter could do something of such magnitude. — Daemon,
your mission is to monitor Mikail, Hayun, and Leon because of Ahura's activity in the
search for Redrum. Investigate synchronizations in the multiverse between alternate
versions of the essence. And any change in the way Ahura finds the records of
Mikail's father, you must inform immediately to my assimilation in the chimera
village. —

— There are so many things you haven't told them. I know my myth is in the
book. I am a direct link to Ahura. —

— Do you remember? When your power got released completely, there is no
turning back, no directing of energy can be done anymore. And I believe that the
moment you are together this will happen, so you need to keep your distance but be
close, you are the only one who can make sense of the images together with Beatrice...
But for now; she is out of our reach. —

— What the images say is that transformation is the key to finding her. —
— It's still too risky. And even if it did, you know that its power is

unprecedented. — at that very moment, Daemon felt Richard touch a part of his
shoulder to his back. He knew what that touch meant.

— It's time, isn't it? — Richard smiled at Dan.
— The synchronizations are happening, your investigation into supernatural

phenomena is overlapping. The blood ritual must take place on the next super moon in
New Mexico. You must find the Gnostic deity. — Richard said, this was the essence
of Gabriel, who supervised the contacts beyond Daemon's inner spiritual planes...
Daemon was a powerful entity.

— Not again. — said Mika over Hayun, who was complaining about the
weight on his body.

— You have to fix this landing of ours. — said Leon getting up and fixing his
hair.
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— I don't know why this is happening, the gravity pulls at the end and I lose
stabilization in the last stage that I have to guarantee a complete manifestation. —

— Have you ever come incomplete by any chance? — asked Mikail, perturbed.
— Oh, it happened once... —
— Sophia, forget I asked, otherwise every time we travel I'll be worried that I'll

come back whole. —
— Must be that you're too worried Hayun, and focusing on us. Maybe if we all

think the same thing, it will keep us in resonance. We vibrate on one thought and that
will maintain the state of consciousness we are in. Maybe it will also help us go where
we should go. — Leon said watching Hayun making an adjustment to their bodies,
which he does every time after traveling, closing the centers, and aligning them.

— Yeah, next time we'll think about pizza. — Mikail grinned and got a much
bigger burst of energy from Hayun, causing his heart to race. Leon swings his head
negatively, smiling and paying a little more attention to his surroundings. So far, they
had fallen into several forests, but in this case, there were many very unusual species
and statues that looked part indigenous and part oriental. They thought they had failed
again because they connected the fall as a bad sign.

— What is that? Are we on an indigenous archipelago in the East? — asked
Leon as he searched through the hand controls each one of them had. They just swiped
their hand to the side to activate the location, analysis, and search tools. Mikail found
himself being hit by a wave of energy he had never felt before. It was as if the whole
place in those lands was sacred and revered; it was a communion of pure awe and love
that he fell to his knees, adjusting to the profoundly beautiful emanations that left him
half dizzy in a good way.

— Mika, are you all right? Did I exaggerate back there? — Mikail looked up
half misty-eyed and half watery seeing Yun bending down. It was very cute to see him
worriedly analyzing his aura to see if he had done anything to harm him, the only
thing Yun could see was an almost Theta level of lightness, which was impressive.
Mika was taking a breath to return to his alert mind falling on Yun for a moment. He
was regaining his balance with the local frequencies of the species steading at his feet.

— I-It's okay. I was taken aback. Sometimes I forget holy places are easy to
make me go from one state of consciousness to another. But not to the point of doing
it almost instantaneously. There are no locations with as much energy work as this
one. —

— Guys, I think you should see this. — Leon said in the distance at a small
observatory point on a rock. The two of them got up and climbed reasonably quickly.
When they turned to look at the projector, there seemed to be no record of the location
in the database. They looked at each other without quite knowing how to react.

— Did we make it? — Mika asked. — Oh, wait. What if we are on another
planet? —
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— Duh, of course not. That kind of trip can only be coordinated through
vehicles, our bodies are limited only to Earth or the trip between our emanations. I
cannot go beyond that without an aircraft or something, or only if I were well, from
other spheres of expression as we have studied, beyond the astral planes. —

— Maybe, all of a sudden, you've moved up a couple of categories. Have you
thought about that? — Hayun incited to hit Mika and Leon in the middle of the two
rolled his eyes.

— It's not all of a sudden, Mikail, and you know that. —
— Yeah, I know, but there's no explanation for it. Even though we are in

another assimilation. We are still on Earth. Our records have all the maps from before
and even in the future. Between assimilations too, even if they are completely
different. —

— Maybe we are not in an assimilation that took its place on Earth but on the
level of the field of ideas. Like an astral plane, even if our technology is linked to
more subtle levels. Here, where we are, let's say, maybe is a dimension that is only
accessed by one kind of frequency. Not material, but not exactly immaterial either.
Because thoughts have form, they can also be non-form, like the universal language.
— Leon put the thoughts in place and the boys listened to him, understanding
perfectly what he meant.

— Fascinating. But it didn't solve the problem. —
— What problem? — asked Leon, turning off the projector and starting getting

down the observation point.
— We're inside a forest with specimens we don't know and we don't even know

if we're in the right place. —
— There is no wrong place, Hayun. If we deviate, we will just be redirected. —
— And I know what to do and analyze components that could be potentially

harmful. The place is different, but they will always follow survival patterns. You
know, athletes are useful for something. — Mikail said, looking ahead as he
descended the rock with skill. Hayun behind him was looking at him a bit annoyed,
but he was entertaining himself by analyzing him until Mikail looked up to see Hayun
about to jump. And in a reflex he gave him his arm to lean on, Hayun's touch was
penetrating and sliding, holding Mika's entire forearm. His balance was also
impressive. They were close for a moment. And in an almost inaudible tone. Hayun
thanked him, exchanging inquisitive glances.

They continued through the forest until dusk, when they came to a village and
were amazed to see people who looked from various points in the past and the future
because of their sometimes Victorian or industrial clothes, some in their robes or
denim jeans. And what it looked like was that there was a festival going on. They
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decorated it with cherry blossoms, wild roses, and the various shades of red, lanterns
glowing in bloody light adorned with gold. Details in black on the most varied masks
regarding angels, demons, spirits of mythical animals like dragons. You could see
huge butterfly wings on the passersby, often very realistic and colorful, bat wings and
those covered in feathers. The dojos opened for travelers with sweets made of red
fruits like pomegranates, peaches, cherries, blackberries from which Mikail picked
some. And during that night over the stars and the blood moon illuminating the waters
of the lotus valley, where rituals take place with ruby petals left over the lake, in
which they played music over the bridge made of reddish wood they passed. Angels
dancing on, which symbolizes the passage and connection. Traditional clothing varies
from velvet, silk, combat clothes, or robes. Necklaces in heart shapes. Many perform
spells with the movement of their bodies under the light of the blood moon.

A masked man, with a handmade mask of a white dragon, gave Leon a
heart-shaped necklace made of silver. Leon was going to refuse, but the masked man
insisted, disappearing into the crimson utopia.

— Don't be alarmed, it is common around here to give welcome gifts to each
other and to new travelers. — that's when the one with the mahogany hair and
cinnamon skin approached and placed a wreath of reddish and pinkish flowers on
Hayun. — And this is mine. —

— Who are you? — the energy of this stranger intrigued Mikail. The cinnamon
fragrance lifted the energy of the unified field and even warmed the surroundings a
bit, as if in deep meditation, an almost angelic presence.

— Good question. — that's when he looked at the stars and the blood moon. —
My name is Ieiazel. I am what you call guardian angels or spirit guides in the material
world. —

— So this really isn't material? — asked Hayun.
— Something like that, here is like a bridge where our ancestors can

communicate with their descendants. For thousands of years, this tradition has
continued where clues are left for the descendants to guide them. — You know those
creations that were inexplicable until some decades ago? The pyramids and
civilizations that went up in smoke, the oldest systems like astrology, or mystical
practices like tarot? All these myths and symbols repeat themselves in cycles that tell
us mysteries and secrets. Here, they keep being rewritten by the first intention and are
retold between generations. Allowing them to remember who they are and find the
place to which they can return. —

— It feels something like the spiritual plane. —
— It is, but on astral planes, is a little more energetic and about frequency.

Here it's like a symbol of the written myths, it's where they collide, where they are
being worshiped and resigned to, recorded and told through our aeons. The lunar
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world. Between our most creative expressions is where it lies. It is also in the void;
pure consciousness. It is the heart, dreams, and magic. —

— Your theory was correct in the end, Leon. — pointed out Hayun, who was
already used to this kind of occurrence. This was Leon's very special clairvoyance. He
saw something before it could be experienced in what was fascinating and you could
see in his eyes how fascinated he was by this place that lies between worlds created by
dreams and magic.

— What are they celebrating? — Leon inquired.
— Ah, yes, you know Halloween? Here in the chimera village on the last blood

moon during autumn, there is a festival that celebrates the blending of what is
supernatural and individuality. Usually, heroes from the myths of ancient Greece or
Norse come during this time to get in touch with spirituality, their guides, ancestors,
angels. — We passers-by receive messages or inspirations, reciting musically, drawing
symbols, abstract forms submerge from the unconscious into the conscious. The door
to the various dimensions of the Angel world remains open, and it is easier to connect
to spirits and creatures of these other emanations. —

— What did you say? Angel world? — Mikail asked, but before he had an
answer, suddenly what looked like a royal guard on horseback caught the attention of
the passers-by, they were in no hurry just going ahead and everything seemed to go in
slow motion as they passed fairly close to the four at the entrance to the temples and
the walkway decorated for the festival, like a path through the tents.

— These are the royal officers of the Imperial Guard. They are called the White
Masks. — Ieiazel said, and at that moment Leon's eyes met the eyes of one of these
masks that was looking down at him from above on the white horse, its white silk
cloak waving in the air.

— Who are you for real? — Hayun was with that narrowed gaze and Ieiazel
with a charming smile.

— How about telling me what brought you here? —
— What makes you think we would tell you something like that? — Hayun

was just studying bodily responses. Looking for evidence, he always approached
everything with depth and remarkable observation.

— Because I am the only one who has the answers to your quest. — Ieiazel
whispered, approaching Hayun.

— You can't answer a simple question and tell us who you are. But out of
nowhere, you possess the answer we seek? —

— Questions like 'Who am I' are vague questions. There are a lot of nuances
and a lot of other things involved. — Have you forgotten that you are talking to a
guardian angel? —

— We are looking for the White Tiger. — Leon answered him after all. Hayun
gave him a look, but he turned away indifferently.
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— Well... There is a legend that says that in the snowy mountains, animal
guides and white spirits are seen there. — I recommend you stop by the Qilin temple
later. The prince will tell us myths and legends. You'll learn more about what it all
means to you. —

It was getting dark, the bloody lanterns were lighting, and some masked and
winged passersby were holding one of them. They gave one to Mikail, and they
followed the others into the Temple. Only a few candles were lit, and rolling wooden
doors were opened by a smiling, attractive young man with ginger-colored skin. His
hair was dark as chocolate and his eyes sparkled amethyst. The boys looked between
themselves and Ieiazel appeared out of nowhere.

— Prince Ahura. — murmured Ieiazel. He seemed to dress more like the local
culture. The fabric was fine and rich in detail, but could blend easily among the
residents and travelers. It was shades of black, violet, and silver. Then, Ahura started
to tell a story:

— For a long time these stories have been told among our tribes in different
ways, re-signifying their symbolism. Throughout our aeons we must fall, descend into
the matter so we can experience the veil of three-dimensional reality, and go up to our
other expressions. The angels who fell, fell to go through the alchemy of life, death,
and rebirth. These angels are us, our descendants who have committed to forgetting, to
turning away from divinity by choice, and that choice is in divine providence to claim
the kingdom of heaven within us. The Divine Land is through the door of our souls,
the collective consciousness.

And long ago they divided, and duality made their altar of devotion and, for all
these selfish desires, his judgment. But He is not somewhere outwardly. He has
always been within you, and in this way, the only one who judges is yourself. The
only order they have rebelled against is that you put authority in an outside force, and
that authority can only be true if it is within each one of us. You must desire, you must
go towards your darkness. And from that desire, those who are watching us and who
were also us there, watching. They left gifts, they never left us, and they were always
here.

They fell in love; they fell deeply in love, and in the ancient scriptures, they
gave life to different expressions of ourselves that transcended to other assimilations
or spread across continents. And that is the story of the children who were born from
these lovers... —

Ahura looked at one of the white masks in the distance in the crowd. Leon
noticed, and it was exactly the same person who rode past him. — They were called
Nephilim. And the names of the archangels Michael and Lucifer echoed through the
sailors of Atlantis that ran to the ears of Eve, the mother of all who lived in the lands
of the East. In her pilgrimages, she found them. Raising two children of hybrid blood,
Mainyu, and Ahura. The speed they were growing was a sign of only one thing. Time
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had altered, as had their perception of it. In less than a few moons, the two had their
bodies matured and their minds trained. They had learned that in the face of anything,
vulnerability and complete acceptance of themselves would bring about the Golden
Age again. She was more than aware that no matter the perception of the passage of
time, these teachings, from the mystery schools and the mythology based on the
liberation of beings, would be with them for aeons and aeons to come. We must
remember the mystical, the spiritual realms. Even though matter has been gaining
strength over spirit for hundreds of years.

They tried to hide it; they tried to break trust; they tried to tax it as
inconceivable or just plain crazy. And the fury of the gods fell upon them. In reality,
what just happened was that the black hole event was seeking transformation,
destruction is a part of who we are, and anger, pain is just alchemical elements to
reach our full potential.

These soul connections are not broken, and they meet countless times during
our expressions. Our soul tribes guard for us. Lucifer heard from the heavens that the
waters would come to the hills as the sacred scriptures described the flood by natural
events. Mainyu has taken to the destination of which the mind is everything. Guided
by the inner pearl, of the inner light separating them into centuries and the name of the
brightest star of that which all that is, may have suffered perversion in the ages that
came after.

That day in a snowstorm, where Mainyu and Eve disappeared into that infinite
cold. The parting, the separation, was only an illusion. The spirits that dwelt in
snowstorms taught the way to self-knowledge and liberation. They whispered and the
creeping echoes repeated, 'Yuki. The snow told me... It was predestined.' — then Ahura
stood up, he extinguished the candle lights. And they heard his voice as an icy breath.
Freezing smoky winds rose in the temple and an aura of unknown lands.

— The snowstorm growled over the eastern lands.
A woman was searching for salvation in the midst of all this devastation.
A snow spirit could hear her plea.
It granted her request and soon after disappeared over the blizzard, merciless
to the hands of others.
There, a tear ran down her face to her lips, where pure, modest satisfaction
shone through.
Taken to the sacred lands, and another frozen over water where she would be
found.
Enchanted, her name was by spirit incarnate, Yuki, the flesh was marked upon
her.
'Weakened the Nephilim falling into whispered words like a poetry of ancient

descendants.' — in the blink of an eye, everything faded away. Ahura returned to his
seat, looking at the mountains of ice on the horizon and its starry night. — For a long
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time Mainyu trained in the sacred lands, in deep meditation and self-searching.
Everything she knows, the spirit that protects that place Yuki-onna taught her. And
thanks to focus and prayer, Qilin was summoned, learning more about the power to
shape reality, to heal, to protect, thus bringing the mark of fire. — behind him was a
life-size figure of the ayakashi they worshiped. It was the temple of this mysterious,
chimerical creature. He was colored with different animal parts. The gold seemed to
blind like the sun, and his aura was warm and benevolent.

— At last, I feel my blood boiling.
This fire that resides in me brings me spirituality in its full awareness.
This ayakashi shows its nature, accepting without any belief.
The apex of nirvana. My spine contorted, an ancient pattern reviving.
The dragon will roar, and thus my wings will spread.
'The ayakashi touched the Nephilim and a mythical drawing formed on her
back. Soon the burning pain came to haunt.' — closing the wine book in hands.
— But what about Ahura's story? Your story? — a masked man asked, sitting

with his knees pointing forward. His mask was half-dragon and Oni. Ahura looked at
him for a moment. The katana and body structure was definitely that of a warrior.

— It is still being told. —
— They met, right? —
— They never lost each other, they just took different forms. But the intention,

the dream, could always make them communicate, to listen to their inner compass to
find each other. — a royal guard went up to the altar kneeling with the katana around
her waist, her robes in white, and stood up only when Ahura allowed her to.

— We must go now, my prince. — he stood up calmly, bidding the pilgrims a
respectful farewell.

— If you're not more careful, they might find out. — the white mask walked
beside Ahura and guided him to his black horse.

— Maybe I want them to know, Mainyu.  — he said whispering as he
approached.

— You know that not everyone can accept it, right? —
— I'm counting on it. — he climbed on his horse and rode off, the wind current

making Mainyu's platinum hair fly past the white cape, following him with the white
horse she was riding.

Still in the temple, Ieiazel had an investigative expression, and the boys
exchanged glances with each other.

— Ieiazel? — What are you thinking about? — asked Leon.
— Yuki. That name is the name of the person they assigned me to be their

guardian angel. —
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— You mean, in earthly life? —
— Yeah. —
— Does she know you are her guardian angel? — Yun asked curiously.
— Oh, yes. I'm kind of there and here. You have to know that here time passes

differently. — She is part of the book, her myth is written in it. —
— How does this work? Are you talking about the book Ahura was reading? —
— The book is like a record of past and future events. Because in reality there

is only the now, and here is an assimilation of which time-space does not follow the
same laws governed by three-dimensional reality. —

— Like the akashic records in the sphinx in Egypt. — Ieiazel pointed at him,
showing that he was correct.

— Sacred Lands are in the snowy mountains, as you said before, that's what
you were talking about, the White Tiger. Do you think Yuki-onna can help us? —
Ieiazel laughed a little and stood up. Yun narrowed his eyes, not understanding the
reaction.

— A thousand pardons, but I have to say... You are getting yourselves into a
sticky situation. — Especially you, Leon. — Ieiazel's bastard smile made Mikail and
Yun look at each other.

— And what exactly does that mean, angel without wings? — Yun asked,
crossing his arms.

— Correcting, I have wings, but they are immaterial... —
— We aren't in an immaterial realm? —
— That's not the point. —
— Right... — and suddenly, Ieiazel made movements drawing energetic

symbols which glowed in colors of pink, cyan, and purple on stardust. Making a book
materializes, similar to or if not the same one Ahura was holding. — The Sacred
Lands is for those who seek to enter into deep states of meditation. If time passes
differently here, there, some moons are years. After passing through the icy climb. A
realm of fertile land, clean air, and no impurities await you. A place for the search of
the real nature of each being. —

— It seems harmless. —
— I don't speak of the Lands, I speak of the protector. —
— Ahura seemed to describe her as a wise and protective spirit. — Leon said.
— Have you ever read the legend of Yuki-onna? — they denied, and Ieiazel

turned the pages and went to an image of a moving spirit. It was an extremely
beautiful woman with long black hair. She was almost transparent between the
blizzard. The red lips and the attractive aura caught the boys' attention. The charm of
the moving image made them almost fall under a spell, and in an instant, the yõkai
almost stepped out of the pages, showing a frightening expression. With sharp teeth,
red eyes, and waving hair. Mikail turned away at once, genuinely startled, and Hayun
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stood almost like a sheet of paper. Leon was just surprised. It was hard to make him
spooked. — Yuki-onna attracts men with her supernatural beauty and... you know
what happens afterward. — In general, she loves children and young people with a
pure heart. But you have to prove your worth. The ancestors of these spirits were
instructed to learn an ancient tradition in which they're trained a set of martial
movements passed down through generations. A mixture of ninjútsu and aikido. —

— And how do we prove it? — Ieiazel took a deep breath and closed the book
at once, moving his hands and making the book disappear.

— I have no idea. — he shrugged as he left the temple after bowing.
— Hey! Wait, where are you going? —
— I didn't told you why I came all the way to the village, did I? I am looking

for an entity named Samael. He has a connection with black swan events that are
taking place in earthly life. —

— And this has to do with the human Yuki? — Ieiazel closed his eyes, stepping
back a bit, in investigative mode.

— I think so... —
— Look at that! Don't you think that finding us and this synchronization with

her name is a sign? Don't you think everything is connected somehow? — Mikail
pointed out, wrapping his arm around Ieiazel's neck.

— Are you trying to persuade me? —
— We just think that maybe you could guide us with the book and that maybe

we are what you need on your journey. — Ieiazel looked him up and down. — All
right... And maybe because we know nothing about this place. And I saw what you
did with your hands, you know kuji-kiri magic. It is a subcategory of ninjútsu, if there
is anyone who can lead us to Yuki-onna, that person is you. —

— Don't you have any martial arts training? —
— We do, but we don't have your knowledge. — Ieiazel looked at them for a

moment, and their anticipation. Ieiazel turned away, giving up.
— All right, but you'll have to help me with Samael. — they brightened up and

agreed.
— Just out of curiosity... Why did you say I was in more danger? — asked

Leon with his bright blue eyes and attractive aura, as if he didn't have a bad side, or
the light always shone on him and took everyone's breath away. Ieiazel looked at him
without understanding how he hadn't noticed by seeking Mikail's and Yun's eyes.

— Is he always like this? — Yun laughed.
— You'll get used to it. — Leon gave up, shaking his head with a smile.
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CHAPTER TWO

NEW MEXICO

Moments after talking with Richard and Daemon, Mrs. Cartier's posture
changed, and he conjured a window, it was not like the teleportation which Yun did on
a molecular level; it was a kind of travel between dimensions, bridges between one
point and another. It was like a liquid mirror, Cartier touched and pulled in that matter
that wanted to suck him in. He spun completely into the portal passing his hands
through the gray hair gently transforming into the long, naturally white ones that
glided like extremely fine and delicate. The clothes were similar to the gray suits he
wore, but his body structure had rejuvenated, the suit fitting his body changing in
stitching and color to darker colors, the blazer open, and the steps with the bright
black polished Oxford.

He was in one of the circular formations on Time Square in New York, there
were still those lights but they were natural, like crystals of energy, and the images
were as real as being inside a projector, the buildings making patterns of torus and
petals as if opening into a spiral flower. It was night and the neon lights of the
platforms.

A little further ahead was Ahura with a social outfit open at a few buttons. His
eyes amethyst and his hair black as the night, bronze skin glowed with the lights
outside reflected through the observation windows.

— And how was it? —
— Perfect. Like everything under my care. — he had an investigative

expression with his fingers playing in the air. — How long had you been observing?
Decades? Maybe even before that, because I am not of their assimilation. —

— But you're one assimilation of my sister. — Ahura had turned around and
touched the table in front of Dragon.

— Oh, yes... Of course, like your father... Right? —
— Dragon... — said Ahura, calling the true name of an entity known for

metamorphosis, shape-shifting. Ahura analyzed the way he rose from his chair and sat
down on the table in front of him, hair slicked back with a slippery smile and an
indicator denying the statement. — Master, to him and to you. —

— You were not in the creation of my myth. You have no meaning for me. —
Dragon seemed to agree as he thought a bit about the facts Ahura was pointing out.

— I wouldn't be so sure about that. Besides, you made a blood pact with
Samael, Michael's balance in the Dynasty. —

— Eve! — Ahura pointed at Dragon's eyes. He was analyzing him, so tense and
a little nervous. — Eve made the contract. — Dragon had an even understanding
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smile. He knows the feeling of living in archetypal assimilations, in realities of the
mind only. For many years, he believed he was just an experiment. And as much as he
knows his creator had good intentions, he would pay for the path it subjugated him
that which was not in his hands anymore. It was Dragon who found Ahura mirrored
by expressions, creating his own suffering.

— You are close to what you are looking for. But do you remember what I told
you? That weight is not yours. —

— And whose is it? — Ahura was sweet, very sweet. But the years chained in
the circus, the dark masks. It made him stronger, and even that pure essence never
goes away and emanates in his every action. He seemed submerged in a deep mist, a
mirage. — I thought you would understand. In fact, I don't expect you to agree. I
never did. But you, of all people, know that I need to do this. — then Dragon touched
Ahura's face, looking into that unusual glow that the color of his eyes possessed,
going up to stroke his hair and saying softly,

— I know. —

No wonder Mrs. Cartier mentioned New Mexico. Daemon was constantly
exchanging information with Cartier about the connection he had with the other
versions. And for some reason, all the emanations were receiving messages about this
place where thousands of theories of high-advanced civilizations' contacts happening
surround it. That now, known to all, are the observers mentioned by Enoch in his
scripture collections, are our guides and masters too. Many things have been
discovered in Egypt, the great bookstore that also contains akashic records, all
connected intricately kept for a long time for the record of the expansion of
consciousness.

But for Daemon, this is where he lived most of his childhood.
In childhood, Daemon was always aware of something innate and part of who

he was. He would look at the desert, the many colors of the festivals of the dead and
feel, feel a presence. It was not outside of him, not even separate. But an absolute
certainty that he was both genders in one, that gave form to a third component. At that
time, Daemon's name was Pandora, long brown hair and dances inspired by Indian
and Mexican folklore. His childhood was adorned with rites teaching them how their
extrasensorial abilities could be fun, that seeing beyond matter to the immaterial
planes was very important for the New Age that was taking shape. But the caretakers
always made it a creative stimulus. With games and play, everyone there experienced
reality differently and was appreciated equally. Daemon remembers almost all the
things that were taught, how the Gods of Egypt were actually our brothers and sisters
who made the big changes in our genetic code so that we could see beyond the
three-dimensional reality. For a child to learn who they really are and that they
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belong to the stars, they show them how there are no limits to the potential of their
essences and amazing things happen. Nature spoke to them. Miracles happened as
new assimilations of reality.

— Why do I feel this way? I know we are no longer a world where you are seen
or called a boy or a girl... But why do I feel this way? — Pandora was in the pool
outside of the circles of the large, colorful dome in the center of the citadel. And in the
distance came a woman, much loved. She was one of the caretakers, but she was also
a symbol, a creator.

— A long time ago, this water was once wine. They are the same thing. They
are water and wine because the same essence created them, by the same intention. But
the two states of this expression cannot stay together. — as she approached Pandora,
her green dress with flower design wetting as she sat on the edge while the small child
swam closer, seeking the strength to sit beside the sweet and gentle woman.

— Why? —
— Because it would separate them. And they never were from the beginning,

but our eyes perceive them as completely different things, but in reality, they are not.
—

— And when will we be able to see that they are not separate? — the young
woman smiled, putting Pandora's wet hair back.

— When the day comes, you'll know. — leaving a gentle kiss on Pandora's
forehead.

The change at cellular level of Daemon’s body happened a few moons before
he went to Chicago to begin his training as a psychic phenomena investigator.
Studying the phenomena and living them was important in order to recognize them at
the moment they took place and as a projector and the amount of synchronicity his
notes made with what was happening on a subconscious level altered the perception
of reality. He was called in after investigating a blockage in the flow of an
assimilation. Assimilations are versions of an intention within a multiverse of
possibilities. A multiverse is based on only one universe, and each of us has one. With
his ability he was capable of contact with all at once beyond space-time.

The graceful young lady walked to the preparatory area where part of the
dormitories or recreational rooms were located and saw Daemon, who was looking in
the mirror wearing a full-body uniform. It glowed when the light reflected on it. Many
called it the cocoon. It was made of a fabric that could regenerate or transfigure the
body, but most of the work was not the fabric but what the wearer believes. What the
fabric does is have a direct conversation with the psyche and reality in form. It was
this dark matter-based material that practically surrounded everything that is and is
now part of all technology and materials. It was never outside objects, but now they
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are activated by the recognition of it. Daemon lay down on the floating bed, the one
with long red hair helping him.

— Do you remember what I told you that summer? —
— Yes, I remember. — Daemon smiled, and it didn’t matter that his body hadn’t

undergone the change at the cellular level. Their expressions emanated an undeniable
masculine charm.

— You are water, you needed to be the water to turn into wine. — and as she
said these words. Daemon began to feel his whole body vibrate as if he was astrally
projecting. He could see the etheric and auric body above him moving in light and
color. — When I said that when the moment comes, you will know. I was speaking of
only one thing. —

—What I was, before these states. — I didn’t know what it really meant, but I
know now... — and at that moment he felt electricity through his body. Gently, he fell
into a deep meditation and pure ecstasy. The subtle smile, the eyes opening quietly,
and the energy points coming back into balance. And he felt a stiffness in his body, his
chest heavy yet light, a sigh of anticipation, yearning when all he did was cry as he
looked in the left side mirror showing his chest and muscles now in male formation,
his legs thicker, his body more robust as it always was every time he felt himself in it
in the visualizations. He intertwined his fingers and placed them in front of his face
and the tears kept falling, the short hair that was stroked and a low voice saying. —
You are the wine. — Daemon laughed between the crying. Hugged her and stood there
for a moment, a moment that happens again, and again. An experience he has to go
through so he can observe the cycles, and move towards himself.

And at the moment was in his sunglasses looking at the horizon over the plains
of New Mexico, his hair flying, the dry air driving the low floating mobile, the whole
place reminded him of all the training and the teachings, the experiences and the
sensations he had, they kept repeating themselves in different emanations, felt in
different ways but all were about one thing only, that the illusion it is liable to be a
mirage, but that doesn't diminish its true purpose, and that it was real for you. And
Richard, beside him, wetted his lips with that omnipresent archangel look and smile
he constantly had. Daemon eventually realizes Richard's habit of knowing exactly
what was going on in his head.

— At this point, I should have gotten used to it. But no, I didn't. —
— It's hard for me to get rid of old habits. It's the way you spend so much time

incarnated. I have spent so much time watching you I almost unconsciously create the
connection. During the time I've been with you, these experiences have impacted me.
—
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— I remember as a child playing storytelling games with sand toys. That's what
we called it because it could turn into anything we wanted it to. — Daemon smiled. —
I didn't know that all the stories I told were versions of me in different points of the
multiverse, and it was natural as if they came into contact with me. They spoke to me,
like a movie, and I turned it into reality. I would dance with them in little worlds, in
virtual reality games. I gave them stories to be who they were. The characters were
always something that repeated itself and always came back to me fluidly and without
resistance. They spoke their names and their symbols spoke to me through the cycles
and lessons that the collective unconscious was about to experience. I gave them
color, fabric, and meaning at the same time. Besides writing, my insatiable desire for
self-knowledge and expansion of consciousness gave them not only purpose but a way
to reinvent themselves and experience the cycles of transformation through me. —

And the next thing you knew, they were in the center of the festive Dia de Los
Muertos celebrations. The vibrant colors and the skull makeup, the flowing dresses,
and the shoulder pads. The fabrics fascinated Rick, and stood up from the seat putting
his body out the window of the vehicle. Dry air and the wind. It was warm and
ritualistic. He embraced the sensation with his moving blond hair.

They entered the central manor house, still built in the old traditions but altered
using circles and triangular points as sacred geometry. Many children play while
listening to the musician’s songs and serenades with the flowers in shades of orange
and red. The decorations on papers that Daemon passed by, the children adorned him
by throwing the flowers. Some wore masks, and at that moment one child called out to
him as if to tell him a secret. Daemon approached, looking around seeing black horses
running, picking up his multi-dimensional camera. The camera behaves magically, it
could defragment the holomovement of reality. All recordings are made beyond
space-time and being recorded in a different space...

He saw moths and, with the child’s permission, Daemon recorded him, while
receiving a mask. It looked like Zorro’s mask but the color was a bright wine. He gave
the camera to the little one who recorded him putting it on while thanking him by
messing up with his hair.

Daemon kept looking around and saw a scene that captivated his heart. Richard
was dancing with the lovely red-haired woman. It had been many moons, and she was
still glowing like the creation prophecy of an ancient myth, which was told to explain
our creation, the purpose of our birth. Twirling in her beautiful dress, that’s when the
magic happened. Her archetype was Beatrice and Eve. He saw images and more than
anything synchronizations, like necklaces of Mary Magdalene and mausoleums with
images of archangels. If you looked carefully, Daemon could see the wings of the
Archangel Gabriel forming in the hologram on the camera. Richard always seemed to
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feel closer to the essence when he danced or when the dream world enveloped him.
The dance was a lively tango, and that’s when she saw him; she called Daemon to join
in and they held hands, the red-haired woman spun and spread her arms in the air,
positioning one of her feet firmly and the two smiled following her. The temple bells
were ringing, symbolizing the evening rites.

— Daemon! You have grown into a strong and handsome man. — Daemon
smiled embracing her for a moment, he had not grown in height but his body
definitely was moving in with an energy that flooded the companions with mystery
and a deep desire for the mystic. — What are you two charming gentlemen doing here
in such an arid place? — that’s when Daemon, who was still touching the red-haired
woman’s elbows looking at her and Richard, and she understood at that moment why.
— ...The big day has come.  — she squeezed his arms. — Come with me. —

She directed them to horses, on special days like those, horses became a
vehicle for movement. They sparkled and were adorned with drawings and flowers.
As they rode, they could hear chanting in dead languages in the distance, coming from
the temple made to worship the Gnostic deity who created the angelic hierarchies and
their spheres.

— The angels have guided you back to your calling. — the beautiful woman
said, stopping her horse in front of a triangular architecture that looked like a castle.
You could see images of winged creatures and flickering green in the lanterns. It was
decorated with vines filled with colorful flowers. And as you entered, circular centers
with sacred pillars and children with flower crowns, immense windows opened. And
there in the center was a sculpture of a deity with horns and body parts of different
animals. Snakes like legs and hands of birds and it looked like a man, who made
mischief with men.

— The Gnostic deity... — said Daemon approaching, stopping  from touching
his caretaker. He looked at the sculpture adorned with gold. A storyteller was bringing
together a group of young people, as the conductor of ceremonies in the community.
He would begin with a green flame rising from an altar on the floor made of flowers
and geometric symbols, and had an angelic aura throughout the place. Richard felt
embraced by this energy that deeply and mysteriously he knew deep inside. To
Daemon it was still a smoke, a blurred vision, but that shimmering green was a calling
to his heart. The red-haired woman noticed and touched him on the arm, bringing him
closer.

— It represents the end and the beginning. It reminds us of the divinity and
truth within each of us. The feminine and masculine in ourselves symbolize the
scarab, the new path. The ancient black sun. Creating archetypes, archangels, and the
elements of the pleroma, that we are part of all that is. — Its rituals remind us,
immortalize us, and lead us to the cyclical passages. The waters release their myths
inscribed and passed down by tribes of the soul. And on the way, secrets that we have
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hidden to ourselves for too long are taken by the light, becoming illuminated. — the
place was shrouded in darkness. The bright green lights illuminated the eyes of the
sculptures and the circles on the floor that moved and made cylinders of water until
they touched the hanging chandeliers. Daemon watched as the companions entered the
triangle and the movement of the water surrounded him, changing the color to a
reddish wine. He was ascending into the sky and something happened. Daemon
screamed in agony, the pain was too much and Richard lifted his wings on guard but
Daemon raised a hand to calm him down... One of his eyes turned completely white,
and he experienced a very vivid vision because it really was one possibility of the
multiverse. He stood between the desert and the forest and saw the shadow of a
winged being above him. Somehow, those black butterflies could only mean one
thing. Death. And he felt terrified, but somehow he already knew that feeling in which
everything was him, in feeling terrified by it was for the sudden and overwhelming
beauty he felt, but that divinity was there to mark him, to keep him between the two
worlds... An omnipotent and overwhelming voice echoed through everything in an
ancient language.

— Beyond space-time, I am, and for aeons I have given you my mark.
Transformation. Demon, creator and destroyer of worlds, form, and non-form of
angelic essence. I am in all that is, and all that is, is in me. I have named you
Abracadabra. When you find the Seven Angels, you will have the chance to choose
between ruin or liberation. Death has already touched you and will touch you again.
Its power will make Ahura's wish to show the illusion of Maya realized. The material
world will be transcended. The fabric of reality defragmented, the One, Sophia. — It
is your destiny, the destiny of us all. —

— We are not prepared for this kind of intervention. —
— It's inevitable. —
— Then, I'll make it my highest priority to make sure it doesn't come to pass.

— and Daemon began to create a kind of contraction. The place where the ritual was
taking place, wings and a tail that had manifested at the moment his name was
proclaimed. It faded inward, and the gnostic deity that could only be seen as a murky
black shadow, what Daemon felt emanating from him, was wisdom and
understanding.

— So be it. — Daemon fell as he floated in the air for a few seconds before his
vision suddenly ceased. Richard approached and held him down, making him lie on
his lap. Rick had a teary expression as he brushed Dan's hair out of his eyes. He knew
exactly what Dan was feeling. Even if he wanted to intervene, he could not. He knew
that Dan's greatest gift was also his greatest curse. Dan opened his eyes, one of which
was still completely white as it returned to normal. They looked at each other tenderly
and touched each other's foreheads.
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— S-something's different. — Daemon said, pulling away from Rick's
embrace. Then he opened the wine book after making some magic symbols by letting
it float in front of them. Smoky images appeared of fallen angels and that was Samael,
where it showed the blood ritual and the mark of the Gnostic deity. An ancient archaic
language appeared, and the performer of the ceremony approached.

— The passages say:
‘Death pursued him because before he was born, he emerged from the ashes of
the void itself.
Destined to be baptized in the sacred waters and in the Christ wine.
The second spirit is his greatest desire and his doomed decline.’ — afterward,

the storyteller with wisdom in initiation rituals based on the South American
indigenous people, became involved in a medicine to reach altered states. — I cannot
say that I know what these words mean or accomplish anything regarding the book
myself. But there are two spirits within your essence. Feminine and masculine asking
to realize in themselves the sacred triad, to achieve the third expression. — and then
he was silent. His eyes were reading something beyond material reality. He read the
potential of the holographic reality, surprised, and finishing the reading, he said: —
One lives in the living's world and the other in the world of the dead, you lived a
near-death experience in almost all your emanations throughout your multiverse. It
was necessary; you needed to remember the void, to be in the womb of mother earth
and her flower of life to be able to be... —

— Abracadabra. — said Daemon. This look in his eyes... Rick had never seen
him with such a look. He knew what was different. Daemon was aware now that a
tortuous path was waiting for him.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE WHITE TIGER

Ieiazel and the other three were at the very bottom of the sacred mountains.
They already saw walkers in cold clothing and snow wolves moving with precision
along the trails, and the cold already welcomed them. That's when Mika tried to
modify the cloth he and his companions wore into something warmer.

— This is new. — Hayun who used to wear cold sweaters with a cap, is now
wearing one made with soft fur. The clothes they wore were variations of the ones
they were used to, but with gloves and fodder.

— Changing the cellular structure is also a category for modifying the synthetic
of the material world. But this is the first time I can do it so easily. —

— Correction, immaterial. — That must be why it got easier. Anyway, that
won't be enough. — Ieiazel wore a red velvet cape and his kuji-kiri master costume.
His almost completely covered face made a bag full of herbs materialize. He did that
thing where objects moved with telekinesis and changed with magic through the
symbols he drew with the ether. Every time he enters this state of consciousness to
create a direct connection with higher emanations, he creates a sacred space with the
inverted star symbol, expressing the spirit and the elements coming into harmony with
the material world. Circles surrounded the star, and he created a type of tea that
glowed blue like Leon's eyes. A maya that grew stronger with azure. Ieiazel took
some and gave it to Leon. — Come on, take it. This will keep you warm. — Leon
took it slowly and gave it to Mika.

— It tastes like blackberry and mint. — said Mikail.
— For me, it tastes like mint. — pointed out Leon, and it was Hayun's turn, and

his face turned to disgust as he put his hand over it.
— Why does it taste like pepper and spice to me? — Leon laughs along with

Mika.
— It emulates the flavor you associate with something that can keep you warm.

—
— What's the meaning of blackberry, then? — Mikail accidentally looked at

Leon who was distracted by the snow, that kind of look where you get lost on the
horizon, and Leon has eyes like blackberries. Yun saw it all perfectly. His expression
was one of surprise and laughter, and just then Mikail pushed the pink colors out of
his aura before anyone else noticed.

— Mikail, you- —
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— How about we start following the trail!? You come with me. — Mikail
pulled Hayun along, they whispered something between 'Be quiet!', 'I can't believe it.'
Leon looked at Ieiazel, in which he was focused on undoing the conjuration spells.

— Can you understand them? — Ieiazel shrugged after Leon's question. He
was doing other things, but he had received the changing energies in the environment,
leaving a smile on his face.

They continued on the trail and each time they got themselves higher and
higher, they could see how far that place extended into the world of ideas.

— See there? That's where one of my direct connections for passages to places
with denser expressions is. It's in one of those tiny houses further east. — It's a kind of
teahouse and antique shop at various points in the multiverse. —

— Is it able to take us to other points in space-time? — asked Leon.
— Yes. — the next thing was that their vision was blurred by a snowstorm. It

was more like a dance. The snow surrounded them with movements that could only be
done intentionally. The snow was guiding them to a more open part with sacred trees
that survived these weather conditions. They kept on following this melody of a
feminine voice that seems to be the wind and the snow as it blows. That sound of a
guzheng. Yuki-onna was playing her beautiful music, her red lips and hair straight and
black, cut precisely. Her face was almost gone and her hands almost transparent,
wrapped in dark matter. It was like an energetic aura that moved undulating. Ieiazel
could tell that the music made the boys lose consciousness, and something more
precisely subconscious took over, as if the dream world and the experience of the
spirit mixed together.

— Boys, you need to use your mastery wisely. — Focus on what you want to
experience. — Ieiazel began summoning the elements with the symbols, moving his
hands, but his body danced, listening to the notes. The sound could make him fall
under the spell as well, but as a skilled conjurer of protective spells and enchanting
intuitions, he knew how they works. It was not a matter of trying to push them away
but letting them come and keeping his focus on using his affirmations to create reality.

Hayun saw Ieiazel demonstrate and emulated something of his own form. He
visualized being the snow; he was everywhere at once, and it was the first law for
learning astral projection. Yuki-onna noticed him blending into the snow, becoming
less dense. She could tell that the music was becoming less effective, so it changed in
density considerably. And this made it difficult for Mikail to accomplish his mastery.
He had to make the beautiful woman believe he was actually a girl, but until he could
change on a cellular level, she was most likely going to make him lose control. And
his clairaudience was being affected by the sound spell. Leon noticed and watched the
images run. He saw a graceful white tiger walking through the snow and its eyes
azure, Yuki-onna completely taking control of him and sucking the life out of him
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with black eyes and sharp teeths, and black butterflies again, they were always with
him and it always meant: Death. And then, all he did was move forward.

Her figure became more and more fomented in his mind. He simply allowed
himself to be enveloped by it, and Ieiazel felt Leon was completely unprotected. In
order to help him, he would have to stay too. Not thinking twice, he made the symbols
in reverse, losing the power of the symbols drawn around and in the snow. And at that
precise moment, he heard a distinct ‘No’ ‘Trust.’ So, he undid it, leaving the
protection spells stronger.

Hayun and Mikail looked at each other, Mikail focused completely, the cells
flickered on at an astral level and the holographic reality responded making it visible
an image of a girl with long brown hair, and it wasn't just on the physical level, some
characteristics determine a feminine expression such as receptivity and sensitivity, and
for this Mikail had to let's say 'act', he remembered one of the feminine emanations he
has and embodied her. Now there was only one prey there, and it was Leon, so she
moved at the speed of light catching Leon by the face, he was over the spell, and
Yuki-onna's face slowly changed to something grim, Leon was falling rapidly and his
energetic expression was losing its strength and fading away. That was not good.

— Why is he doing this? — asked Yun, confused and anxious.
— I don't know, he said to trust. — was Ieiazel.
— But if she sucks the vital essence out of him. He will move into another

assimilation. That's not what we want. — Mikail's voice was softer and sweeter. And
Leon was withering, and that's when Yuki-onna saw something in his eyes. He didn't
fear her. When she took men, they were placed in a dreamy state to keep them under
her spell, and in the process, she could feel all the fear of men in hiding their yin,
feminine and receptive nature from themselves. And for Leon, there was no such a
thing. Even if he feared the fate of leadership, the connection with his animal spirit
was constant and unusual.

— Ugh, screw it. — Yun became visible and teleported behind Yuki-onna, who
anticipated him coming before he could inflict the circular ninjútsu attacks. Yuki-onna
blocked him resiliently by touching the ground with her invisible, bare feet. Then,
Mikail went to help by using a more receptive fighting style, this caused both Mikail
and Yuki-onna to pull each other away. Leon was regaining consciousness. He saw
both Mikail and Hayun had been pushed away with the force of the blizzard on the
opposite side. Ieiazel took the lead, showing the immaterial wings. They were very
balanced and incited leadership position, and law.

— What a guardian angel does protecting souls destined to fall into my
domain? — she was enraged, and before she could fight, a fight destined to end in
pain and regret...

— Yuki-onna! — Don't do this. — it was Leon standing up. Yuki-onna felt his
voice reverberate through the snow, it caused extreme curiosity, and she descended to
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the ground again, getting so close touching Leon's face, seductively and sensually she
said low in his ear.

— And who do you think you are to raise your voice? — it didn't affect him;
for men, that was enough. But for him, it was the same as sucking his essence... True
loyalty to the truth of his heart. He didn't answer.  — What do you seek here? —
Ieiazel dematerialized his wings and moved the spells in reverse. Mikail thanked the
emanation for its help. As he took a deep breath, the image changed, and he again
expressed roughness in his body and solar energies.

— We are in search of the White Tiger. — she laughed amusedly. The boys
looked at each other as she sat back in the center and played the guzheng again.

— The White Tiger is a sacred mystical beast originating from these Lands. —
— Can you tell us where he is? —
— No one has ever seen him, at least... until now. — that's when Ieiazel felt

that intuition. Something in the wine book had been transcribed, and he conjured it.
Images of a White Tiger in a virgin land walked majestically and reverentially. From
his eyes, he showed the mirror being Leon. Elements of the Angel of death appeared
as well, with Samael. They looked at him and soft music played in the background.

— So this is what my vision and clairvoyance meant. — Leon said,
remembering his interest in the legends and symbolism of the creature.

— Leon, you are the White Tiger. — said Ieiazel.
— What does that mean, exactly? — Mikail asked, enchanted by the images,

then Ieiazel continued.
— The wine book reveals possible transcriptions of our assimilations. —

Samael, who I am looking for, is the creator of the Dragon ritual. This ritual can reveal
the myths written in our blood. We do not know who marked you Leon, and the ritual
can tell us. A ritual that is done only for the descendants, which means the bearers
have a direct connection with Samael and the seven Angels, not of lineage but of the
mark and the mark goes beyond the earthly life. The soul tribes, it is of the first
intention... It is very special and strong. —

— Now do you believe me when I said it was no coincidence that we met? —
Mikail asked, crossing his arms and smiling.

— I never said I didn't believe you. I'm not here because you managed to
persuade me... — the book disappeared after Ieiazel wrapped it in ether. — The planet
with the greatest influence on my emanation at the moment is Jupiter. — he touched
Hayun's nose twice. — You'll have to do better than that to persuade me. — and
Ieiazel winked at him, walking away and Hayun touched his nose in confusion.

— That explains a lot. — Mikail said, and Leon touched his chin in agreement.
They were walking away when the music stopped.

— This is where you belong, Leon... — The snow told me. — he thinks for a
moment.
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— You know the Chinese philosopher who told of dreaming of being a
butterfly and not knowing whether he was a butterfly dreaming of being a man, or he
was dreaming of being one? — That's how I feel about the White Tiger. — ...I know
that one day I belonged. —

— And always will. — I don't take men's lives for pleasure. I do it because
they fear the vulnerability of their souls and the truth they hide from themselves. You
do it too, young man, but differently from what I see a lot on my walk. You are loyal
to your heart... You remind me of someone. —

The next moment, Ieiazel picked up a gut feeling, went into a meditative state,
and heard Angelos sending out inspirations. They moved further and further away
from the sound of Yuki-Onna. Leon already felt something like longing. And as he
turned around, all he could see was snow, a landscape in the mountains. The boys
looked at each other with Mika wrapping him by the shoulders.

In Ieiazel's teahouse, he looked excited and everything in that place seemed to
be alive, with colors and Bohemian pieces, lanterns in star shapes. Books of ancient
magic, and red velvet fabric with tarot cards scattered placed above it.

— I believe that you, Leon, is the key for finding Samael. — But right now I
have to get back. I have to be at the Halloween's fashion show on the mansion to
perform. — the three of them looked at each other.

— Perform? — Mikail asked.
— Yes. Look, I'm in a group with Mainyu and Angelos. —
— Mainyu? — all three asked at the same time and Ieiazel laughed.
— She is not... —
— Lucifer's daughter? Sister of Prince Ahura? One of the myths from the wine

book? — questions Ieiazel inquired, which the boys had.
— In the story, Ahura told us she is searching for him. — said Leon.
— Yes, but Prince Ahura is only one of his emanations throughout the

multiverse. Who Mainyu is looking for is beyond that. — the boys were very
reflective.

— Can you give us a minute? — Ieiazel agreed as he prepared the transport
spell.

— What have we found out so far? — Hayun with one hand resting on his
chin.

— That I am the myth of the White Tiger? —
— Yes, but we also found out more about how this assimilation thing works. —
— I would appreciate it very much if you could explain it to me Yun... — his

smile was strangely victorious.
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— With great pleasure, Mikail. — Yun walked forward, standing in the center.
— Ahura finds the key in all assimilations, right? But why, in the densest expression,
Mainyu hasn't found him yet? And why did we end up crossing paths with exactly the
person who knows about her emanation in the material emanation? —

— I didn't get it. —
— So you also realized Hayun that Mainyu was one of the white masks, right?

—
— Precisely Leon. — He must have fallen many spheres below, and releasing

such knowledge in such a dense expression can create the butterfly effect. To
accomplish something of such magnitude, he needs what? — Mikail was still trying to
keep up. — If we put the fact that Mr. Cartier told us he succeeds in all assimilations.
—

— Oh, I got it! A stable and high vibrational magnetic field! — said Mikail
excitedly.

— Yes, that's right Mika. —
— He has chosen to do that. — Leon seemed to have understood something

important. — In his myth and in Liber Vinum, he is the Prince of Knowledge, an
archetype in the collective subconscious mind, through forgetting he could remember
divinity. Only then, by connecting with all assimilations, could he have enough energy
to create form. —

— Is his mission to be the next master of humanity!? — That's a bit radical.
How can we guide him into something of this magnitude? — Mika was perplexed,
trying to understand the situation.

— Because you are the key, obviously. — Ieiazel appeared out of nowhere,
startling Hayun, who had his back to him.

— Oh my! How long have you been there? — Hayun asked startled with his
hand on his chest.

— Let's be honest, I'm part of all of this now. —
— What do you mean by us being the key? — Leon asked.
— You have something he needs. Whatever it is, it has to do with this large

amount of energy that he needs to create momentum. You can't make a shift in the
perception of reality if you haven't experienced matter. — Something tells me you can
do this. —

— My father's knowledge... — it was then that Mikail realized.
— What Mika? — Hayun analyzes the situation and looks at Leon.
— Redrum showed my father how to reach this state of connection, and when

you reach it, you transcend the understanding of the three-dimensional reality. —
— Yes, that's why we chose to go through the experiment to expand our

consciousness. —
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— As incarnated souls, but what happens if an assimilation that is non-form
and primarily an archetype that is still at the level of identifying with a dense
emanation? —

— You just need to reach new states of consciousness. — replied Yun again.
— Yes, but when he does it. It will cause a butterfly effect. As you said Hayun,

our assimilations will synchronize and the whole humanity will come together soon
after. — And depending on where it triggers... —

— It will create an event similar to the civilizations of the past. — stated Yun.
— ...We still don't know for sure what exactly is going to happen. — then Leon

tried to alleviate the tension.
— The death of the ego? Isn't that what you wrote in your notes? — Leon

looked at Mika for a moment, straightening his posture after the intensity with which
the two of them looked at each other, and Mika realized afterward by looking away.

— I think you don’t have much choice but to come with me. — Ieiazel was
with a beautiful smile and they just let themselves be carried on.

Moving forward a little, upstairs they come across a place with a sign written
'Theater of Dreams', the most magical place they have ever seen in their lives. Vintage
books on shelves, a small coffee table covered in a burgundy velvet material with
crystal balls in lilac with details in neon green, and the usual tarot cards. Figures of
mythological creatures, dream catchers, notes with symbols, hieroglyphics. Little
plants and fairy lights.

— And how will this work? Because I have never traveled to the past. — said
Hayun, already making mental notes, totally excited.

— And traveled between immaterial points? — Ieiazel was involved.
— You know, that stuff they say about time travel? — articulated Yun.
— That it is dangerous? — Mika astutely.
— Exactly. Actually, there's nothing dangerous about it, and there's no way

you're going to mess with timelines. — But... Since reality is holographic, you can
access any point and event only with the memory written in the codes of the given
place. In the spiritual planes. I never traveled because after the Blood Moon,
everybody knows you are everywhere at the same time. I don't need to. I am here, but
part of my intention is in Egypt in the construction of the pyramids, in Ancient Japan
in rigorous training to be a martial art master, as a hippie in the mid-sixties. —

— ...You guys keep impressing me. — But what we are going to do is not to go
back to the past but to proceed into a new cycle. For it to happen, certain experiences
must take place, only the now exists. That's why I need you to come into connection
with your higher self. — he made gentle movements and conjured up an atmosphere
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to raise the unified field with incense and a pendulum made of an opal crystal. All
three laughed, and Ieiazel couldn't tell what was so funny.

— Don't you ever relax? — Ieiazel gave Mikail a confused look.
— But that is exactly what I am doing. Helping you to relax? — the boys

laughed even harder. They asked Ieiazel to sit down.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CIRCUS

"Travelers who, as mortals ruled by the solar planes of the real world, cross
the lines of the magical realism, of the lunar mind filled with angels and guiding
spirits. Myths and dreams. I crushed the rose, and it melted over like a charm, a
singing bard, neither dead nor alive."

— And so when there was an opportunity to chain my brother Ahura they did
not hesitate, for they did not understand him? Exiling from his mortal days and all
those who live in the shadows of the underworld, his acts of bringing us to the truth
doomed him. After all, who are we? —

Mainyu was coming toward Michael, she was wearing white and wine silk. A
world of laws and empires, hierarchies that overtime was invisible to the eyes of its
creators. A world where many would say that light reigned, and the golden age was at
its peak. Beautiful, in harmony with nature, but it was uninterrupted, paradisiacal.
The hall of mirrors was the access to other parallel realities, other lunar lines, or, as
the akashic records would say, it was how the truth would reveal itself.

— What Eve sacrificed changed Ahura's destiny. —
— But not his free will. He's divine like all of us, a daemon like all of us. —

Mainyu looked into the mirrors, Michael on his back turning with his amethyst eyes
and long black hair. — How long will it take? —

— It's not about time, Mainyu, it's about choice. Will you judge your brothers?
Will you guide them? Can you take responsibility for such choices? I will fall, Mainyu.
With you, I will fall so that we can wake up. Our love extends to the seven seas of
those who were us previously, that is now and later will be us. — This is your mission.
You cannot forget it. Many things will make you want to hide, and this is what led
Ahura to isolation. You are all they don't know and they are all you will love. No
matter what happens, you must continue. Wait for the lunar cycles, the sunset where
the spiritual and the material meet. —

The race of the protected lived for longer than is expected. They lost the reason
why they followed the rituals or hereditary laws. I was once a white mask precisely in
imperial Japan. I was one officer with my sisters being front protectors of the eastern
village. My loyalty to my brother and Prince Ahura was unbreakable. Like the mask of
the fox. He was ruthless and corrupted the noble and benevolent heart of the hybrid.
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No one knew the secret, the secret which was hidden in the blood of this new
swordsman.

But none of that mattered because, at the moment, the demon everyone called
him tarnished the belief of the dragons and their legacy of chimeras that blessed royal
families, for he used the title even though he was a shapeshifter spirit for what many
believed to be atrocities.

After Eve's pact, it protected me on various worlds trying to escape my path
and duty as a guide, facing the truth that was in my heart required facing the sacred
hierarchy. I hid for so long until I met someone who knew too much about this world
of spirit guides. Or as they know it, angels and demons. And he taught me what Eve or
Lucifer could not, the truth about the destruction and creation of our own reality.

These were Mainyu's memories that came with her when she arrived in Los
Angeles, and the first thing she could feel was blindness when those colored lights and
glowing panels hit her, it was all she could see on the Boulevard, the strong presence
of mysticism and theurgy. It was not the first time she had been there, and she had
guided many souls reincarnated here. Few there knew of their power and fell into
oblivion. Mainyu walked among the laughing and very well-dressed passersby. The
fragrance was strong and stunning but protected by angels. That's when she heard
something about a performance at a nearby cafe. She followed her intuition to a
circular neon sign, everything in those streets was very overwhelming, especially the
music and entertainment, but there, it was like being in a place enveloped with a
relaxing aura, spices, and romantic lamps, it was like an encounter with silence. When
she entered, the guitar sounded slowly without haste. The tone of her voice was of an
impressive resilience. Simple, but always very conscious of what she wanted to say. It
didn't take long for it to fade away peacefully and disappear among those present.
When she finished, the girl seemed enlightened and was giving out gifts like flowers.
Mainyu was looking at another young man coming close to her soon after. They
continued on and Mainyu looked around at the surroundings, watching the sunset.

— You! Here, a wild rose. — Mainyu turned again, seeing the girl with the
instrument on the cloak on her back. She wore silver rings and bracelets with the dark
jacket with the sleeves pulled. Crimson lip gloss and eyes dark as night, Mainyu then
picked up the rose.

— You are very kind. Do you often do that? Grace people with gifts? —
— In this case, I saw a huge bouquet lying on the sidewalk when I left my

place. And since I was coming to the cafe to perform, I thought it would be a good
idea to bring them. — the one who had been with her before came up behind her,
passing his hands on her shoulders.
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— Love is everywhere. It's when you decide to look from a different
perspective at the things that previously made you curse in every direction. — the
young man had a hazel skin tone and reddish-brown hair.

— What’s your name? — they looked at each other for a moment, it was like
an invitation, and Mainyu's spiritual side just knew at that moment that it was in the
right place.

— Mainyu. — they looked at each other with smiling eyes as if they knew
something.

— Ieiazel. — said and Mainyu seemed to understand now the reason for the
smiles

— Angelos. — How did you find this place? — Angelos asked.
— I just followed my intuition, but I think you both know why I came here. —

they laughed a little as they said goodbye to some people.
— You said about gifts and I often create pieces of art. I have a poem that came

to mind right now. —
— Angelos and her poems. — Ieiazel said joyfully.

The minutes went by. In a meditative state, Ieiazel began to feel as if he was in
a potential reality, creative potential much more vivid than reality. What he saw was a
circular stage. It was a circus in shades of purple and neon green in a dense haze. The
tent seemed to circulate to infinity with the colors yellow and red. The music was with
horns and bizarre laughter, sounds of scratching records discs coming from the
creatures. They had crooked shapes, fluorescent hot colors, demonic faces with red
noses. They grew bigger and smaller, suddenly disappearing and appearing right in
front of you, pulling oriental trumpet-like red and white lilies from their mouths and
making bouquets with them.

That's when Ieiazel realized Leon was standing next to him as Hayun and
Mikail, respectively. He couldn't say any words, but it was as if he was talking
telepathically with the others. The boys said that Leon could make visualizations
capable of synchronizing thoughts and feelings with whoever he’s making contact
with. Time moves slow and fast, the performances were breathtaking and the circus of
horrors was wrapped in bouncing balls and fireworks. And in that instant, with wide
smiles, an entity in the center of the hooked red ring. Those eyes were like the deep
void, attractive and mesmerizing. Black wings opened from its back and covered the
whole space, touching the tent. And they were filled with something crimson and
exciting, as they opened their eyes they were floating, a feeling of deep release, their
cheeks rosy noticing that the air of the surroundings had changed, it was more
Californian and beachy with the palm trees in the landscape on the balcony. They
were in Hollywood, Los Angeles.
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— Zi! — Where are you? We have a fashion show to attend and a performance
to do! — Ieiazel returned to his denser inspirations by getting up from the floor.

— I knew you were the key, Leon! — he said, materializing the wine book. —
I'll be right there Angelos! — they looked at each other, still feeling that light,
fantastic energy.

— Who was that Leon? — Mika asked, laying his body on the ground and
turning sideways.

— I'm not sure... But entities like these usually have aspects that are hard not to
recognize. In this case, it was poetry and Ecstasy. —

— It was as if he was pure energy and creative force... Fascinating. — Yun was
even a little sleepy. The energy was high and the alert mind had entered an inactive
state.

— We saw Samael, here. — Ieiazel knelt, letting the book float. It was the
Demiurge, the image of the myth was a type of archangel in black, silver bracelets,
surrounded by rivers of crimson and drawings of hearts in archaic paintings, in the
angelic hierarchies beside his creator, a Gnostic deity without a face, only the
symbolism of horns and the neon green color. — The myth of Samael relates to the
experience that every archangel or divine entity goes through when they fall to
undergo matter; it is a pain and pleasure that is almost impossible to discern where one
begins and the other ends. Cycles with their lessons from the collective consciousness
that is about the flame, which after feeling this force, it becomes their light, their north
star because it releases all stagnations of the soul and the body. Once you have raised
all this creative force, you cannot return to the old dead skins that you left behind. You
cannot forget. You can only move forward following what makes you touch who you
really are, that feeling of liberation and no limits, pure euphoria. —

— You know what's curious? This all reminds me of Ahura and his mission. —
— Connections that seem to be disconnected... — Leon punctuated after Yun

thinks out loud.
— Come on boys, let's go down. — Ieiazel said, opening the trapdoor to a

spiral staircase with plants of all sizes decorating the space.
— Finally! We must get ready. Diane keeps sending me messages. We are

heading straight to the manor... — that’s when in the middle of Angelos’ excitement
and jumping up, Mainyu seemed to have had all her attention taken away. Angelos
wondered what it could be and turned around to see three boys coming down the
stairs. She straightened up fully with her hands behind her body.

— Ieiazel? What is this? An afternoon tea with your colleagues from the other
angelic spheres? — the boys were trying to hide their smiles.

— And you don't miss a chance to flirt with pretty-faced boys. — Hayun went
from flattered to a confused look as Ieiazel turned around blinking and turned back to
Mainyu and Angelos.
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— Obviously, like, look at them! Come on! — she said in a low voice, coming
closer to Ieiazel.

— Ieiazel, who are they? Their physiology is different. —
— Oh, it must be the Blood Moon. It unlocked some genetic codes in human

biology. — Hayun said, but the two of them didn't understood what he was talking
about, so he sort of turned away and Ieiazel smiled at him.

— They are 'travelers from the future. —
— That's new. — said Angelos after laughing a little. — If everyone is like this

a few decades from now, I have to find the Chalice of Eternal Life, and fast. — Ieiazel
gives up, bowing his head and putting a hand on his waist, the boys are taken by
surprise this time and Angelos tries to alleviate the atmosphere.  — So, any chance of
7Angels performing at a world festival? — the boys were confused, not quite knowing
what she's talking about.

— It's the name of the group. — they then understood after Ieiazel's statement.
— We are a potential unfoldment in infinite realities. How things unfold is not

exactly concrete. We can show you something, but in every moment something even
better can take place. — Mika explained.

— Hmm... That's just a nice way of saying that everything is happening at the
same time and that there is only here and now. I know this little game of yours. I have
been standing next to this redhead here for quite some time now. — they looked at
each other as Angelos messed up Zi's hair, and Angelos was suddenly startled,
remembering the fashion show. — Oh My! Come on! Let's go! We have to go now! —
she pulled Mainyu and Ieiazel along. The other three didn't know quite what to do,
and Angelos stopped. It was at this point that Leon and Mainyu looked at each other
for a moment and it was as if she had seen a vision and Leon saw through his mind's
eye as she rode away with her horse and looked in his direction. — Don't just stand
there! We have a fashion show to attend. — Mika cheered, putting his arms around
them both and following the others.

They were in the Angelos' black matte jeep with stickers all over it, all placed
by Ieiazel. He and the boys were in the back as they drove through the sunset to the
mansion with the mountains and hills making an effect on the horizon. They passed
the palm trees on the Boulevard. Hayun and Mika were whispering something as
Leon's hair danced in the wind, all that scenery, and the colors, lights illuminating the
azure of his eyes.

— I know you guys are talking about me. —
— You're acting like you've been here before. — Mika plucked up the courage

as he looked at the road. Leon closed his eyes.
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— I admit that the place has a sense of déjà vu and nostalgia, but isn't it like
that everywhere for you, Hayun? —

— That depends on what level the feelings and sensations we are talking about
are at. — If I see myself in the Middle East in the ancient world, I will definitely feel
something much stronger because I know that many of my emanations went back
then, and great transformations took place. — Leon was thinking. — Anyway, this
proves our theory. You definitely have skills developed from your previous
incarnations of being a Hollywood actor and they have carried over into the current
one. Isn't that just amazing? — the two felt amused and Leon could see how they
made fun of him, by joining in the fun and coming closer, tickling them. Ieiazel
watched everything closely as he looked at the book, smiling. And in the middle of
this mess, Leon tidied up his hair, seeing something he couldn't tell if it was an
illusion or some sort of aspect in the layers of reality. It was hazy in purple and red, in
flashes of lights, blinking and fading. A huge tent is in the middle of the beach.

— Leon, what is it? — Mika asked, catching his breath. He blinked a few times
but eventually said nothing, just smiling.

Angelos parked in front of the inauguration, the manor was built about four
floors high, architecture with towers and circular windows. It was full of luxury cars
and people with fancy clothes. Most of them were going to talk to a lady with gray
hair, but very beautiful and emanating a young but very resilient aura. She greeted the
guests with a warm welcome. Until she came towards them, walking down the red
carpet of the stairs.

— I was wondering if it was irresponsible of me to put you as the main show.
—

— But without us, it would be impossible to enjoy the evening completely. —
said Angelos, getting out of the jeep and picking up the guitar case.

— You are replaceable. —
— With the time I've known you, Mrs. Bittencourt, that was a compliment, and

we are flattered. — said Ieiazel, smiling and jumping out of the jeep.
— No, that was not a compliment, and who are these...? — she tapped Mika on

the shoulder, who had a funny face. But she looked at him and scanned him with such
precision that the boys felt it on an energetic level. It was like the ability of a person is
manifested. The gift that was given to her, and very few people can make that feeling
apparent and so well developed.

— Perfect models? —
— Yeah, yeah... I was just thinking that, come on, I have outfits for you kids.

— they were about to say something, but Mainyu alerted them as Diane was already
heading for the main entrance with that fur coat and scarf.
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— You don't respond to Diane Bittencourt. — she whispered, and everyone bit
their lips.

The show started with the sound of a music box and in the center was Mainyu
wearing a shiny transparent robe; she made martial movements, and they were
smooth... Until the instruments sounded out of tune, but harmonically you could feel
the orchestra expressing the unknown, of a dark night in the underworld and the
warped images of the subconscious.

Behind the bright crystal curtains, the boys appeared. They watched Mainyu
create focus every moment; the movements simulating the acceleration and slowness
of time. Leon hid in the sparkles of the shimmering crystal curtains. The gigantic
chandeliers glittering in gold and the blood-red carpet.

— The theme of rising from the ashes like a phoenix suited you guys well. —
Ieiazel points out. Yun was wearing a mask made of transparent silk and stripes on his
kimono. Mika wears black velvet-like the night and shiny boots. Leon, on the other
hand, was wearing an outfit with deformed fabric showing a little of skin across his
chest and his leather jacket. Angelos and Ieiazel were wearing variations of leather
and elegant attire. Mainyu had ended up like a music box doll, losing its color and
light.

— About Samael, Ieiazel. What kind of black swan events is he creating? —
asked Leon.

— Oh, I've seen reports on the astral plane of people seeing through the third
eye unexplainable formations in unusual places. — Things that shouldn't be there in
the first place. — Leon remembered what he had seen on the beach. Yun's eyes grow
wide.

— Now I remembered, we didn't do one thing while we were in the chimera
village. — Our mission was to find Dragon, too. — at that moment they noticed how
Angelos expressed confusion mixed with... Despair and Ieiazel looked at her. They
stared at each other for a moment. — ...What is it? —

— What do you mean by finding him? Do you know him? — Ieiazel asked
them.

— It's your turn, boys. — said a lady who seemed to be dispatching the models.
— We know one of his emanations. Mr. Cartier, he's the one who sent us for

our first field research. — said Mika, being hurried to the entrance.
— Go! Now. — they excused themselves as the spotlight shone on them.

Angelos pressed the guitar and took a deep breath.
— Is everything alright? — Ieiazel asked. Mainyu just placed one of her hands

on Angelos' shoulder. She said she was fine.
— I haven't seen him for a long time... But for some reason, it seems like he

never really left. — someone called out to them near the stage area.
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— That's our cue. — Mainyu touched her hand, the two smiled at each other
going forward... Ieiazel waited for them to go and in a brief second, cast a spell to
show the true desires in the heart of any entity... He also knew well the wishes of the
shapeshifter.

They tried too hard to make you forget the truth inside your heart. You stay far
away from your true self, and the Mansion cleans away that blood-gushing, cleansing
the path. You stop fearing your sharp teeths, the horns, and the fire in your eyes.

He showed me that, at the beginning and grand finale of the Black Wholeness.
Through the book and the synchronizations I received in New Mexico, I

learned that there would be a fashion show at the opening of the di Angelos mansion
to commemorate its restoration after the great tragedy that many theorize had occurred
against this cult and its dishonest actions. But, it seems that what is happening is that
something completely new is emerging from all of this. After a little research, I
learned that the great-aunt of the heiress to the di Angelos’ wealth was a famous
fashion designer who owned a French brand.

Luckily, Richard is the director of photography for the brand. And I was there
as a companion. He approached me in his bright suit and hot pink tie.

— I can even understand you being editor of a famous French brand in the 21st
century. — But how do you work with Diane, the great-aunt of the Kitsune of
Passion? — Her father, Dean, destroyed the distortions with... — I swallowed dryly.
— The Gnostic deity. —

— An archangel of my sphere must keep his methods secret. — he sat down
next to me, touching his shoulder to mine, even though he’s a little taller, and the
smirk with a wink set off the runway.

All the models wore Halloween masks, and the theme of the collection was
about the underworld and the afterlife. The fabrics were shapeless but shaped deities
in shadowy auras, and under the masks, you could see shiny make-up and black
eyeshadows, transparent fabrics. Diane was known for designs that blended between a
more youthful alternative with the richer and more mature velvet. And even with those
masks, I would recognize those blue eyes from anywhere. I saw them in my dreams
and it was all I wrote about. He didn't know who I was, but I was all the way watching
them from afar, registering everything they felt and wanted to express. For a moment,
I could feel his eyes on me as he passed in that leather jacket with a stitched heart
patched on the back, with blue and pink details. Richard seemed to notice the intensity
and pushed my shoulder.

— At this pace, he's going to realize that we're here for him. And we don't want
that, do we, Daemon Prince? — I blinked a few times as I straightened in my seat.
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The performance started with Mainyu's guzheng creating tension with a violin
and the sound of a music box from Ieiazel's keyboard. The notes from Angelos' guitar.
It was grim, how grim it was. The thought that Dragon was touching them again,
Angelos and Ieiazel exchanged glances as they played their instruments. The boys
circled the hall on the catwalk’s platforms, up the stairs, and past the huge oil
paintings with the other models in costumes emanating villainy. And the smoky
shadows rising subtly in a fog. Angelos' voice was a whisper, barely audible but the
mix between her statements in French and how she held the notes, used as an almost
pleading and outrage instrument. It was like being in a vintage movie scene. Ieiazel
was using magic to make an almost supernatural silver glow float all over the place...
And that's when it happened. Fliers started to unfold from the glows. No one seemed
to see but them. Ieiazel looked with Angelos a smiley face in an overcoat dragging on
the floor as he got up from his seat. The long white hair was dancing as he walked
away, and everything was fading away as the runway came to an end.

Diane was thanking the guests in the center and saying that the night was just
getting started. The lounge in the west area was pleased to have their masqueraders for
the Halloween party.

They gathered backstage, and Leon picked up one flyer from the floor. Shades
of red, purple, and neon green with typography featuring the 'Theatrical Circus, only
at the witching hour.'

— Dragon was there. — Every time as a shadow hiding in a crowd of masks.
And every place looks the same, within illusions and distortions. — Ieiazel was
checking Angelos, and she smiled. — Ieiazel, everything is fine, I say that
figuratively. You know that the only one here having strong feelings is you. — Zi was
taken aback. He couldn't deny it. Their history was extensive.

— We're the only ones who can see that? —
— It's a type of conjuration for astral planes. — Spiritual channelings. —
— But we're not projecting. — pointed out Mika.
— But everyone here has spent at least some time experiencing other, more

subtle planes. It's normal for the line between them to overlap the other. — the boys
looked at Angelos for a moment.

— What? To make your guardian angel materialize corporally is not a
one-sided job. — they elucidated, and in the meantime, Leon noticed that the moving
images in the pamphlet were from the same place they had visualized together.

— It's the circus. —
— Samael... Dragon got involved with him, for what reason? — Ieiazel looked

more carefully and wondered.
— And how did he send them to us? — Angelos soon followed.
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— You both have deep roots with him, don't you? — both looked at Hayun and
agreed. — You have lived the purge... — Angelos bit her lips. — Well, he kept many
things from us, but he believes in his convictions and sent us because he believes we
are capable of guiding Ahura. That's why we are here. — Now Mainyu had her
attention drawn and looked at Ieiazel, who shook his head in affirmation.

— Ahura is on a mission to guide humanity, but in the process he can and will
create black holes. — Leon spoke and Mainyu followed him. — We need to remind
him of his first intention or else... —

— Atlantis. — it was as if memories were flashing through her mind's eye as
Mainyu closed her eyes.

— Yes... — she smiled and laughed wistfully.
— We fall and repeat our most forgotten lessons just to remember... That's

where I should have looked from the beginning. But I believe that without you, I
would not be able to fulfill my heart's desire. — Mainyu was saying and Ieiazel
remembered something. He conjured the power and the mist. Glowing eyes he
signaled in the direction Dragon was sitting. He pulled out the pamphlet and there it
was. He had marked it with lipstick:

'The host invites my favorites to the night of horrors. You know how to come to
me ♡' both Angelos and Ieiazel swallowed dryly and Zi made the flyer disappear.

— What is this supposed to mean? — Leon was confused and Yun let out a
laugh.

— How rude of you Leon. — he still couldn't understand what it was about and
Ieiazel looked at Angelos, who was making bizarre expressions as he made his way
down the vast corridors.

Daemon headed towards the area where the Halloween party was taking place.
He had to leave Richard with his duties, but he was now contacting him through the
color pink, the glitter, and feline patterns. The haute couture of the costumes.

— Why are you sending me signs? You are not busy with Diane? — walking
past many monstrous masks that, strangely, are very pleasing and beautiful.

— To assure you that you're in the right direction. — and it changes to Richard
channeling from a different place with Daemon's body through a mirror.

— I forgot this is your job as an archangel. — You could be here with me if
you weren't this important. — he is looking in a mirror.

— I have other things to take care of, but I can always give you some attention.
You just have to ask. —

— Where are they? I can't see a thing. Maybe I am not supposed to be here. —
— Only you can make sense of all the changes happening in the pages of the

Wine Book. — Don't doubt your gifts Dan. — someone was registering the event with
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a camera, the person asked if he could focus more closely on Dan's eyes. It must be
the transformation thing, but his eyes now have deformities that are very peculiar and
pretty.

— If is that so, and if you continue to guide me… — Dan smiling records some
clues around him, he was in a place with little traffic, without other doors but the
energy of the room has a lot of tracks and trails of ceremonial magick. The objects of
the room, their fields, seem to be very recharged for no reason. Colors of red, hot pink,
and violet Halloween decorations. And all of a sudden, the wine book was at this
moment in other realms, but Daemon created a connection that was outside the
physical plane. A drawing of a dark butterfly started to form in front of him in a
holographic manner. Chains that seemed to be just decorations were, in fact, an object
of power of a demigod that unlocked a passage, leading him to Paris in a place called
Theater of Dreams.

— Richard? You could know that at least we live there. It could save us a lot of
time. —

— Yes, I could, but it's not our Paris. Do you remember that? Actually, yes, it is
our Paris, but there are many versions in the book, all intertwined and moving beyond
space-time. —

— Multiverse you say. — materializing a multidimensional recorder of the
holographic reality, to get more detailed information from the other realms and such.
— Recording now. Log before the Blood Moon. I'm transferred through a code that
accelerates my cells, teleporting me somewhere in Paris. The place is surrounded by
masks and maps pointing out specific times and places. Atlantis, Dynasty, New Era,
and Golden Age... — and slowly the entrance starts to open again.

— If you guys stay silent, it will make Leon feel guilty. — Leon asked Yun to
be quiet, but it was true.

— Strange, it is located in Paris. Let me... — Ieiazel redirected the chains
counterclockwise and opened the passage to the theater of dreams in the chimera
village.

— Boys, what Dragon means is that to go to this place, you have to get in
touch with your myth. — Angelos explained.

— Mr. Cartier talked about something like this, which was different for each
one. —

— Exactly, it is delicate because Angelos and I share something in common.
She's pure passion and I am from the sphere of love. And rituals can create passages in
the fabric of reality, but what works for us may not work for you. — ...I will simulate
the Dragon ritual again. — said Ieiazel.
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— It's going to get weirder. — Angelos messing with the boys. — Mainyu and
I went through it a long time ago. —

— The ritual may have a different effect in your case. But the purpose of rituals
is simple, to make you feel good and lighter. So, let it carry you. — Like you did in
the Theater of Dreams. —

— Question. — Why didn't we come straight to the mansion if there was a
passage here? — questioned Yun.

— Good question. Those chains there block the passage for any outside energy
that compromises the balance between Ircanare and Custos Spiritus, an ancient
principle from the wine book. No one knows when it was created or why but after we
lost contact with Beatrice, at least at the material level, in one of the potential
overlapping realities in the mansion, the chain that seems to be enchanted reacted... —

— Do you know about Beatrice? — Leon asked.
— She was one of my first pursuits. She knows all about angelology, about the

Nephilim, and is part of our original formation, as a dancer and violinist. — At one of
the times she used the passage from Paris to Italy, where her myth was born, Ieiazel
registered several synchronicities, but only with Beatrice could we put everything in
place, at this point something goes out of place, something is missing. We can't reach
her. — Mainyu explained.

— This is why I don't come straight here. Maybe too many distortions need to
dissolve and this has caused changes in communication. We know she is fine, we just
have to find a way to make contact. She can move to many places like you Hayun.
She is just a little different, which requires special attention. — Now! — he clapped
his hands, and a pentagram drawn in sacred geometry formed on the floor, water
mirrors creating divisions around them.

— We have very strong connections, strong emotions towards the circus
because of Dragon. You have to find a sensory stimulation that can bring a sensation
strong enough to make you feel in the clouds, the myths can do that but you can be
creative... Dragon has taught us to mold ourselves into the form that expresses our true
nature, without barriers. And most of the time, that involves being bestial and our
animal instincts. The myths are about being divine and carnal creatures. This is the
balance. — Whatever happens, find the highest point... You know what I mean. —
strong, cyclical energies swirled, they could see Ieiazel's wings opening and black
veins appearing all over Mainyu's body, with blinding bright symbols being drawn on
her skin. They didn't know what to do, when suddenly Angelos lowered herself down
and the holographic reality began to flash, the female body forming into a white fox
with pink details all over her physiognomy. Everything was happening so fast that
their vision blurred, when they realized they were back in the dormitories of the
initiatory on Island.

— Yes! I knew it would work. — Hayun said, moving around the room.
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— What? What's that Hayun? — Leon and Mika looked at each other in
confusion and stood up.

— My room. —
— We came back to Island? — asked Leon, looking out the window at the

recreation fields below as he touched the window.
— What? Aren't we supposed to be with the others? Hayun! — Mika is

freaking out.
— We weren't going to make it like them, so I had an idea and used the passage

to come back. —
— But they had said about Beatrice using that very passage and... —
— I thought it was worth the risk. — the look Mika gave Leon was priceless.
— If you know what's good for you, it better work. —
— It will, I promise. — he said replying to Mika, fiddling with the controls and

grabbing some clothes. — Here, put these on. — when they saw the leather clothes,
everything was getting weird. Mika was about to run away and get into a hole to hide.

— Hayun, what does this really mean? — Leon asked, perplexed, and Hayun
laughed.

— Relax, it's not that... — the silence he made on purpose and the stupid smile.
Mika was about to throw everything away. — Anyway, I thought that by being in a
place where you both feel safe, you could loosen up more. — After what Angelos
said, it all made sense, we need to have some fun. And since Leon still doesn't know
what it is to be a White Tiger, letting go is the only way to go. — Hayun went off to
get something and Mika followed him, ready for retaliation.

— If you're making some sort of stupid joke... —
— I'm not, I swear. — I can do some questionable things when I have

something to use when I want to be annoying. But this time I'm being honest. — Mika
believed him, and when he looked back at Leon, he was taking off his shirt. Hayun
didn't even see what happened, but saw the rolling doors to the next room suddenly
close.

— Is everything okay with him? —
— I-I think so. — Hayun turned around expressing surprise. He had to admit

that his physiognomy was aesthetically very pleasing.

Vik and the tennis ball, luminescent in neon green. He threw it up high, and all
the posters gained attention. He stared at them as his red hair fell into his eyes. Lately,
he had been creating new spells, which usually surrounded the passions in
performance, scratching his eyes and making hieroglyphics.

Lifting off the ground at once and stretching. Two things- even better! Three
things that portrayed Vikie's enthusiasm well were the pop songs of the 2000s, magic,
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and the way he falls in love. And at the moment the loud music made him dance,
practicing the steps of a member of this group that he had several goodies from his
adventures with them. Until he was blown away by the wind coming from the
window. He got carried away easily, lost in the sound of the guitar notes. He would
see the blue sky and jump around the room from one side to the other. And it's as if he
could live in this feeling forever. His heart touched everything and expanded to every
corner. And his voice would come, and he would sing along, and it was as if time was
infinite. The microphone was all that was in front of him. 'That's all I am,' he thought,
and he felt every cell in harmony for just one thing.

And then he would open his eyes and there it was, a vibration, a dream, an
image, a love. It is a love of past lives, and it takes many forms. It was that hair in a
ponytail, the short colorful hair, the photographs in their poses. He would slide off on
the floor and come back singing and dancing… Does nostalgia of the future exist?
Because it was so familiar, and at the same time it made him so high, it was like being
in a movie with bad girls, spies, and divas, extravagant choreography. Side to side
with the hips and the poses. Gee, now he's shaking his hair? And modeling like he's
going to be evil in a good way. Snapping his fingers and making negative movements
with his head. And, Ohh... He saw Luan across the street with pitch-black curls. He
looked surprised and smiled as soon as his presence was noticed. The next thing?
Vikie was surprised and crouched, but narrowed his eyesight and looked back at Luan,
who stood with his arms crossed, giving a two-fingered nod. Vikie walked over to the
window, closed the shutter, and turned back to look around. The music was in the
background, opening the shutter a little again to see Luan walking away.

Vik was watching the cheerleaders lifting the spirits of the participants in the
fall tournament. The leather of his notebook made an illuminated effect with the sun,
which seemed to be a dark and mysterious season. He was drawing the blonde boy
with all that blue and pink of the uniforms, the beats of the music, and his even subtle
animation could be read. Very agile and fast like a lynx, but very generous about
femininity. He found balance in the clapping and drumming. And in the next moment,
with Vik getting lost in the drawing, he lost sight of the boy.

— The green in my eyes is much more vivid and magnetic, don't you think? —
Vik looked up with Haniel looking down, studying the drawing. The strap bag he
carried in training on the right side of his body falling off ahead.

— I do my best to capture the nature of the drawings. It doesn't always match
the reality, but more like the idea. —

— Then you should be grateful to have me, in dimensionality and form. —
— I also have you in spirit, in non-form... Astrally. — Haniel touched his

shoulder, sitting down beside him on the grass.
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— Right, of course. It seems I've even sold my soul to you. — the way Vik
looked, and that smile was mystifying for some reason. — What kind of smile is that?
— and nothing... Quiet and calm, emanating that focus and resilience. — You came
here for more sessions, didn't you? — attention returned to him, but he was still very
focused. — Come on... I volunteered for a reason, and you know what it is. —

— Immeasurable beauty. — Vikie stood up.
— That's it, sweetheart. —

Moments later, they were in Haniel's loft. There was a training room they used
to conjure spells.

— How many times do we have to keep calling back our power? —
— Until we have enough energy to create the result we want. — Haniel looked

at the greenish glow Vik always creates. For Haniel, it was a very warm reddish pink.
— ...You're focused, but something is making you strangely virile. — Vik

moved his face, and the magic flashed a few times.
— Luan. He saw me dancing to Britney Spears before the opening

performances. —
— The prince who claims to be on a mission to an unknown land? —
— Yeah... — Hani laughed.
— You have to agree that this is unusual. — Vik continued the focus. Hani

looked amused. — And is there anything that can tell us we are almost there? —
— Synchronicities. —
Both he and Haniel were going back to what they called the preparatory ones in

the mystery schools, they were built on power points. Scattered across the continents,
and as the two of them headed toward the dormitories overlapping among the infinite
possibilities. They were passing through the space-time corridor and heard a song. Vik
stopped at the exact instant and a door appeared. It was one of the initiatory
dormitories. The rolling door was half-open, and it was the same song Vik danced
earlier. Hani looked up at Vik as they looked around. And there were three boys.

— Is this really going to work, Yun? Not that I am complaining about the rock
'n' roll outfit and all the leather... — Mikail looked at Leon with the usual jacket, but
he was wearing only leather.

— Ahem... — Hayun crouched on the floor preparing their energetic field,
watching Mika looking out of the corner of his eyes at Leon. — Come on. You are
talking to the expert in astral travel through time-space. —

— It's not a bit... Ahn... — Leon was trying to find the words.
— Specific? It doesn't make any sense, mi señor. —
— It's because you are trying to use the logical mind to approach the subject.

Remember what Angelos said about the circus? Only through a powerful emotion and
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a completely immersive experience. — When you feel it, you will understand. — Yun
took the Stratocaster and handed it to Leon, and he looked at both of them. — Let's
go, rockstar. — the music was just the beat and Yun turned forward. Everyone had
glitter all over their faces and leather outfits. But in Yun's case, his skin was showing,
and straps on his arms, his boot was long, and Mika was covered in belts and silver
jewelry. Leon followed the music, giving a Noir tone to the music and a portal with
hieroglyphics rotated, rising a blue and pink smoke. Hayun danced with Mikail softly,
and Yun sang. Elohim, the lines between color, identity, genetics, locality are
completely gone. It was as if you become something that is everywhere, happening
beyond space, beyond time. Again, that's how Vik felt watching it. It's beautiful and
glamorous. Time seems infinite. And that's when it happened... Mikail took the form
of a girl with wavy, brown hair where the length went to the waist. Hani had a perfect
'O', the sensation had carried him away, and Yun gave a tone of suspense with his
singing, excitement as if something was happening and the veil of the unknown hid in
the straight black hair over his eyes. They moved to the center of the circle and Yun
seemed to call out the name of something in his heart. The two of them looked like
spies in costumes in the night. Mika crouched down next to Yun with their hands up
high, getting up together. Leon was getting closer, and he was magnetic more than
ever. One next to the other, Mika lying on Yun's shoulder and Leon with his back on
Yun's shoulder... And it was at this instant that the hologram flashed, as in a glitch and
they were no longer there.

—That was... pure magic. — Vik's green eyes were glowing. Hani thought for a
moment that his heart wouldn't handle the feeling.

— Totally. —
— So this is how it happens... — Hani and Vik turned around and Luan was

behind them in the entrance taking off his headphones, they could hear once again that
upbeat song, both of them were speechless.

— Boy, sneaking up behind people like that... — Hani stood up, beautifully
fixing his hair. Luan moved away quickly, not wanting to make that kind of
impression. — It's all right, sweetie. What did you mean just now? —

— The circus. — Hani and Vik looked at each other. — A kind of alteration in
the fabric of reality, that is manifesting itself in various potential realities in the
infinity now. —

— How do you know this? — he expressed being guilty with a smile.
— You are seeking to bring the power back to yourselves? Right? — Vik had

his mouth half-open, glancing at Hani with a winning smile. — ...I have been
watching you because, in fact, I too have been seeking to bring this power back. And I
know that this event, this place, can do that... if you are willing. —

— Who are you? — asked Vik.
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— Just someone who also wants to die and be reborn with this power, with this
new identity. —

— That of a prince and the unknown land would be...?! — what they got was a
mischievous smile.

It was getting dark. After the Halloween night in the chimera village, the sun
was still obscure, and it didn't light up in some small corners. But the silent waters
were moving in the lotus valley lake with the shoals of carp, the reddish flowers still
filling that water-green so clean and pure... The dragon mask was coming out of the
dojo with a fan in hand and a gray robe, his white hair in a ponytail. In front of him,
Michael slowly submerged himself, pushing away the flowers like some kind of
mystical creature. His bare chest was covered with a figure of a huge ancient dragon,
which seemed to dance on his ivory skin. The honey-colored hair ending in streaks of
a reddish copper and soaking wet, the pink petals drawn to him sticking to his skin,
was how he pulled the hair strands while his body rose to the shore. Dragon asked for
his arms as he put on the ruby red silk robe.

— The fox's mask is holding Ahura prisoner... — said Dragon husky, almost
whispering and Mike expressed surprise and then resistance. — In his iron cage like a
freak on display. —

— And you want me to release him? — that fierce look in his eyes. The smile
hid in that mask. Now Mike could see what he was hiding behind his back. The katana
could catalyze dragon blood and Oni power into a shiny powder and a rust color.

— Are you going to use your mastery to find your destiny, or go to waste,
hybrid? You know you can't dismiss what you feel. —

— What do I feel? You couldn't tell me what I feel. — the evil laugh.
— Oh, sure, I do. Compelling attraction. — You can't keep hiding from

yourself, denying your nature. — Mike continued to stare at him as he pointed the
katana towards Mike's face, the sun reflections, and his reflection, Dragon threw the
katana, and seconds later Mike caught it firmly... Dragon approached touching Mike's
heart in the center of his chest. He took his hand with the katana and put the blade
against his neck with a unique tattoo, an ancient dragon-like Mike has.

— If I do this, I will allow him to come to me. —
— And what are you afraid of, ecstasy? — Mike looked more steadily down at

his chin.
— It's not that... You know- —
— That you have a responsibility towards them? You archangels of the Most

High have grown sloppy. — Dragon aggressively pushed the katana. The sun now
appeared fully on the horizon and Mike, anxious, looked at the katana, almost closed
his eyes, and felt... He, but instead took a deep breath and placed it in the strip of his
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robe. Dragon returned with the mask. The wind was blowing in his ponytail as Mike
put it on.

Pulled by a deep void, but they were all fully conscious. Each saw a different
thing, but they intertwined somehow, the white tiger gracefully moving around Leon
or the traditional Japanese masks spread across a red fabric that seemed to extend to
infinity for Angelos. A fox mask came to her amongst of many others. It was similar
to the form she takes, but it was different. It changed as she moves it, like a
holographic image.

Mainyu could see something far away, a cage hanging from a chain in the
center of the amphitheater. Bat wings coming out of it, from above... Ahura's amethyst
eyes. Mainyu couldn't call him. It was like an astral projection. Her material body was
somewhere else. And Ieiazel saw a huge frame. It was completely black and empty,
but it seemed to breathe and be alive... An ankh gleaming in gold materialized,
forming an image inside the circle. It was a marble sculpture and Ieiazel knew it was
Beatrice. It created vines over time. The image was moving away and had human
skulls around it, it looked like a cemetery... It was then that Ieiazel realized; was the
registration chamber in the city of the dead in Paris; it was connected to the one in the
Sphinx in Egypt. While Mikail and Yun were seeing a tetrahedron of energy moving
with the force of the unified field, they were seeing through the third eye.

And in another moment, everything became a sweet dream. It was the circus,
and this time the sweet intoxicating fragrance of the cotton candy nearby was stronger.
The primary, blinding colors. The music with the horns, the laughter, and
indistinguishable sounds of the bizarre creatures. One entity was spinning in a circle
hooked on the tent with his body upside down. His teeth were sharp like a shark with
his lips in black lipstick. His skin was almost zombie-like, his black hair ending in a
navy blue at the ends with a bright pink streak, and he was doing acrobatic stunts
hanging from the circle as he came down. He put his body forward and the heel of his
leather boots made a sound that echoed around every corner, as he slammed them
down firmly. He descended the stairs of the stage sensually as he sang and it was like
hearing an echo. Dark and terrifying, but he was at the same time confident, receptive
and resilient. He teleported like Hayun, standing on a swing while several pumpkin
heads and their gruesome faces together with the clowns performed magic, and it was
all bizarre, they cut bodies in half at their center or used their heads to do stunts, flew
with their crooked wings and threw themselves against targets together with knives.
Some had no faces and others were inappropriately sized. In the swing, he made a
flickering green flame rise from the surroundings and changed the size to something
giant. His face was like a hologram and purple smoke enveloped the projection. He
was smiling, and the smile was chilling and almost terrifyingly beautiful. When his
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body materialized in the center enveloping black energy, his eyes glowed in a crimson
tone, the smile... Completely euphoric under the spotlight. That's when Luan, Vik, and
Haniel appeared. They were wearing heavy, colorful monster-themed makeup, full of
glitter. Haniel was wearing a jaguar cropped top and shoulder-length gloves in a
high-waisted with horizontal slits on the sides. Vik was showing part of his chest with
a very loose, stretchy tank top in a waist-down leotard. Luan was wearing a jumpsuit
made of vinyl material in a zebra pattern. The glowing circle conjured them up, and
they danced around the entity. He touched them on the face and suddenly materialized
in front of where Leon was sitting. His heel was above the seat in the space between
his legs as he abruptly approached his face and smoothed it over after grabbing his
neck, just lifting his chin. Leon put his hands behind him for support, looking at the
entity eyes that had white pupils in them.

He teleported to a jumping board high up on a column. Throwing himself off it
without protection, falling onto a trampoline and doing acrobatics in the air, colored
balls all around, fireworks, and the creatures as backing vocals, making bizarre sounds
in sync. Confetti and the creatures make the stage an explosion of color and
movement. The entity swayed and coiled in the crimson ropes above. And in the
meantime that all this sensory stimulation was happening, the wine book materialized
by itself in front of them. Ieiazel had never seen this happen before, but he read the
lines afterward.

— An Islamic demon that controls the powers of wishes and the terror deep in
your heart. He runs the circus, side by side with... Samael. — the mask that Angelos
was holding quickly moved up and down until it reached where the entity was,
coming down from the ropes and the stairs of the circular stage. From that mask, as it
fell to the ground, a human body with huge black wings was forming. The
visualization had manifested perfectly covering the whole tent.

— I am BooGnie, prince of Valentino! Son of the Black Wholeness. I am what
you fear the most, lurking in the dark, the womb of the mother. I give to you
everything, your deepest desires, and in this very moment you melt with the electrical
charges, you lose sensorial perception. You're not anymore in the carnal world, not in
your body. And this is where everything started. I am your genie. I create the masks,
the clowns, and the ghosts. — they realized that there were not only them but
hundreds of other souls in the bleachers. Boognie was with them, but it was through
the collective consciousness. Ieiazel looked at Mainyu. She was always so meditative,
but something was dispersing her attention. Angelos noticed it too, so he passed
between the immaterial projections. The rest followed him.

— Samael! — as he created more and more form, his body in pure light was
becoming dense, creating flesh and in the process he shed tears forming the silver
armor on his chest, his arms showing and his silver heels almost like a boot. His
cheeks turned pink. He clenched his fist tightly and trembled a little. The others joined
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with Ieiazel in the center of the circle. The wings were shrinking until the invisible
veil of the astral planes hid them. — Why have you been attracting these emanations
at an unconscious level? —

— And could you tell me how you are... Conscious? — it was then that his
eyes opened. The black on them was almost as seductive as his presence. — ...A
guardian angel, in bone and flesh? How unusual. — Samael stroked Ieiazel's face. —
About your question, to maintain this place requires strong emotions regarding the
inhibitions humans put on themselves, protecting themselves from their true nature. I
am doing them a favor. Everything that is channeled can be recalibrated to higher
levels if they hear the call. — Ieiazel was thinking and feeling him in his skin.
Archangels like him had a tremendous presence and a tremendous instinct for
protection and love. They all felt it in one way or another. — It is not harmful and they
come here because they have decided to be trapped by their own obsessions and
denials. —

— Do you mean everyone is here by choice? — asked Mainyu alarmed,
gaining the attention of Samael who was approaching.

— Yes, even you. Everyone here has had visions, haven't you? — This place
attracts those looking for rebirth through emptiness. —

— If you keep doing that you will create black swan events. —
— That's why the circus was created for. They have to happen and are

necessary for new assimilations of reality to be created. — These events are
unpredictable, and even if any black hole process reverberates throughout the sphere, I
have a duty. —

— And what would that be? — Samael turned his back and looked sideways at
Mainyu with clear disturbance and looked up, causing Ahura's cage to become visible
and descend to the ground. Mainyu walked past them and over to Ahura, knelt, and
touched his face with her hands. The glow of his amethyst eyes was weak, his
breathing as if he were in a deep sleep. The bat wings moving slowly, resting. He
looked at Mainyu but did not recognize her.

— Your duty is for collateral damage to happen, to prevent a bigger and more
dangerous one? — Samael laughed, and that laugh was haunting but definitely
beautiful, almost sweet and... It was like poison oozing from his lips. It was tempting,
and Mikail swallowed hard.

— And who are you? —
— We are his guides. The event you are trying to prevent is going to happen no

matter what you do. — Leon said.
— And if you continue to keep him here, we won't accomplish our mission and

it will probably cause more damage than it might without our intervention. — Yun
pointed out.

— I don't keep him here. He did it to himself. —
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— If that's true, how long has he been here? — Mainyu was not trying to
control the Nephilim powers, they were simply speaking through her. It was like
feeling a deep need to express whatever that music was sounding like.

— Ever since the great flood. — she stood up and looked at him.
— You are the pact. —
— And you are... Mainyu, Lucifer's protégé. — The separated sister. — silence

and tension all over the place, in that half-second Samael moved at light-speed.
Mainyu, receiving the information from the unified field, completely released her
powers and appeared on the other side of the tent, kneeling with her bow and arrow.
Samael materialized, the cage on his side flying in the air with wings in proportion to
the length of his body. It all happened a millisecond, and yet Boognie moved his
scythe in dark matter, redirecting the arrow back to Mainyu. The Nephilim made a flip
backward and as the arrow hit the ground; it caused the others to stand by. Angelos
changed her form. Mainyu raised one of her hands using Archangel; a type of
protection ability on Angelos, returning to shoot arrows at Boognie while Angelos ran
in yõkai form to hit the objects attracted by Mainyu's telekinetic force. Angelos was
running and jumping on the floating objects, climbing in the heights and hitting
Boognie from various angles in an attempt to break the cage.

— Mainyu, try to talk to Ahura telepathically. — Ieiazel said telepathically.
Mainyu remained focused on the arrows, sitting in her own consciousness, protecting
her energy. She tried to contact him, but there was a barrier around the cage.

— There is something in my way, some energetic barrier. — Ieiazel looked at
the cage and through the third eye saw a subtle energy enveloping it.

— Protect me while I do the spell. — Ieiazel said to the three of them, as they
positioned themselves in a triangle shape around Ieiazel.

— You three, stop them! — said Boognie as an echo through the circus.
— It wasn't for that we came for. — Haniel said firmly.
— I taught you the way, now, use the power you were given. —
— We thought it was a place to integrate the shadows and with this state of

elevation. We could express this through our aeons in a liberating way, not to create
more chains. — Vik said, and it was then that Boognie authoritatively stepped on the
ground again with such imposition, sending the creatures to Mainyu and Angelos who
were side by side. Angelos returned to human form but with the materialization of a
fox mask with two katanas in hand, Mainyu materialized a sword defending the
clumsy attacks of the shadowy creatures.

— Don't you understand? If what's coming happens before the time, none of
them... — pointing at the surrounding emanations. — Will understand. I have been
here for a long time. I have felt all their distortions, all the denial. Samael showed this
to me. He freed me, and I also wanted to free them, but they couldn't see it... —
Boognie had a tearful expression. He was about to fall into tears. — Do you think I
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don't want that too? Ahura can do it but they are not ready, and the only thing I can do
is to watch them trapped in the illusion of matter, avoiding at all cost feeling the pain
that can free them. I am not your jailer, the power that was given to you can set us
free, and I will never lose hope, that's why Valentino and its inhabitants exist... But
believe me, there is a reason we are only in the deep emptiness of the creations. And it
is our task to trust that they will see us someday and that our decline will not come
before that. — the next moment he ran around doing acrobatic stunts summoning the
scythe again and fighting both Mainyu and Angelos.

...They were thinking, as they looked at the other three fighting the creatures
using very specific techniques circling Ieiazel, who are summoning symbols in sacred
geometry. Vik, Haniel, and Luan held hands and together said:

— Creatio ex nihilo. — and this caused a blinding pulse of energy to hit the
older ones. It was as if their hearts were beating in a rhythm beyond time, beyond their
bodies. It was something as inexplicable as the music that the silence created in that
second. And in that circle of holding hands, their bodies were wrapped in a different
material, the robes were now white and acted like plastic, with cloaks and robes, and
armor made of a malleable material that looked a lot like mercury, and from that
material they created weaponry.

— Did you guys feel it? — Mikail and Leon were dizzy, but they were no more
affected than Yun, who was vibrating very fast. The holographic reality was flashing.
Leon and Mika thoughtlessly went to him to help.

— No, it's okay, I just... — he used breathing techniques. With receptive
circular movements until he pulled all the fragmented images back as he stood up,
positioning himself in martial combat form. — I let myself be taken away for a little
bit. — they stood facing each other in three pairs. Haniel was creating a lance in front
of Mikail, who picked up two sticks used for acrobatics. Vik with a saber in front of
Leon who visualized a saber as well. Near them, a creature from medieval times lost
its head and saber fighting Angelos who waved at them. Luan was holding an Arab
scimitar when suddenly Hayun pulled two kunai out of his knee-high boots and
waistband. Leon and Mika looked at each other.

— What? — they decided not to question with amused faces splitting apart.
Haniel was walking so resiliently, calmly, and attractively. Mikail just spun his

sticks.
— We saw you. — they expressed confusion. — You are from the initiatory on

Island, we were spying on you at the conjuration... —
— Spying? — Mika asked, blinking a few times.
— Yeah... I mean, I don't mean proudly. It just happened... And, your ability,

the ability to mold yourself to whatever you wish on a molecular level. I thought my
heart was going to explode with such enthusiasm. — he claimed so charmingly and
seemed to be excited.
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— Is this what brought you here? — asked Leon, turning attentively around
Vik.

— Each of us here has a goal, and we decided to join forces to achieve each
one of them. — Vik moved his saber walking with precision.

— Hmm... And that has to do with postponing something inevitable? — they
laughed. — What? Did I tell you some kind of joke? — Yun said with a serious
expression.

— And you? Are you sure of what you're doing? — they looked at each other
in confusion.

— He got a point... — said Mika in a low voice tone.
— Ssh... Be quiet, Mika! — said Yun.
The tension rose. Angelos and Mainyu were still facing Boognie with the

creatures. Ieiazel was floating with the wine book with his telekinesis powers. He was
creating symbols to defragment the protective barrier and find out who was behind it.
In a triangle around him are the pairs doing an effect of duality and balance, in white
plastic robes and that black leather... And in some mysterious way, they inflicted
blows and defended them at the same time. The sound they were making was even
rhythmic, Leon and Vik were practically in a dance, they were even wondering how
oddly the sabers slid with the perfect manner and a clear polarity effect, subtle and
firm. It was majestic, and in Hani and Mika's case, it was like dancers with receptive
movements. They ended up spinning in the air as one threw the other backward. They
would crouch down completely to deflect the vertical blows. Hani held his lance and
used it as support to give him impulse and spun around directing kicks at Mika. Hayun
threw the two kunai at the same time. Luan deflected them both, but they stopped in
mid-air and turned back to him. Hayun smiled at him and began to move them quickly
around him, making them disappear and appear again in another place. Luan could see
where they were even when they were out of his range of vision. And when he found
the moment, he advanced on Hayun, who teleported to the other side with one hand
moving the two kunai and pointing them at Luan.

— You're very annoying. —
— Took long enough for someone to call me that. —
— Then let's do it another way. — Luan dematerialized the sword and fortified

the energetic field. — I saw that you 'got yourself carried away' by the burst of energy.
The only thing I need to do is to touch you. — Yun’s smirk disappeared as he moved
backwards while Luan inflicted martial movements on him, causing him to move
away from Ieiazel, who now had a vulnerable spot. Luan advanced almost as fast as it
was for Hayun to appear kneeling with a shield materialized through the unified field,
preventing him from hitting Ieiazel... Causing him to receive the energy waves, he
began to be in several places at once, Luan was penetrating him more and more and
this caused Mika and Leon to lose focus with this imbalance in the atmosphere. Vik
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moved in with multiple hits and disarmed Leon, knocking him down. Hani then bent
down, causing Mika to be thrown to the other side with his Aikido moves.

Hani was about to stop Ieiazel when he opened his eyes, moving purple energy
and pushing Haniel away, who dragged himself with his silver heels, braking with his
spear.

— It is a barrier made with hermetic magic, made by an archangel. — Mainyu
then looked at Samael still standing next to Ahura in the iron cage.

— If you say you're not keeping him here, why is there a barrier in angelic
light? — his wings flapped intensely and fiercely. — You act like you're protecting
something... — Mainyu looked at Ieiazel for a moment, and they nodded as if they
were ready for something. Mainyu performed Kung Fu movements resulting in a
change of state of consciousness, her eyes were pitch black but the burst of energy she
directed was a blinding light, with Ieiazel's kuji-kiri spell in which he channeled all
the energy like a guided arrow. Samael knew what that magic was, but tried to go
against the tide by wielding a flaming sword and making a counter-attack, but the
arrow kept moving, and even though he tried to chase it everywhere with the energetic
counterattack... The arrow passed through his heart towards the cage. He was falling,
not weakened, but because something invaded... Something beyond form, beyond
human emotions. It was like a promise from many, many aeons ago. It proved to be
the seal of Solomon, and to perform a protective seal of this caliber in surroundings
like those of the circus could only be the one as Elohim.

— Michael... — Mainyu said in an almost inaudible voice tone, but Samael
heard. Suddenly, the surroundings were filled with shades of red, and his face, his eyes
hiding through his black hair. He was not enraged. He was being driven by something,
an instinct so strong that it took over him. Made his skin and his whole body glow, it
was haunting and magnificent as he stood up and with just a movement of his hands,
Boognie released an uncontrolled destructive force. With every step he took, a black
mist enveloped him and the shadow grew and inflicted extremely powerful strikes
with the scythe, creating fissures in the holographic reality. Mainyu could only do one
thing, deviate with precision and move beyond space-time. The others could do
nothing. They were watching it happen too fast. And at that moment Mainyu saw
Ahura looking through the iron bars. The scythe was about to rip the fabric of reality
with her present emanation.

She took a deep breath, focused, waiting for what would come next, and she
already knew since she had experienced hundreds of passages in the Bardo...
However, it was not yet the moment. A figure in a mask defended that kind of power
by only gently wielding the crimson katana, tossing Boognie into the tent that was
thrown back to the ground, the powers were changing as the holographic reality no
longer conformed to the energy that had been left. He looked at Mainyu kneeling and
gave her his hand, as they touched, Mainyu felt... Love, a love that holds all that is and
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is in each of us, was an archetypal patron as something subtle from the very beginning
and will be there until the end. Boognie used his powers of desire to regenerate.

— To do such damage on an entity like me, you must have something in your
blood that matches mine. — Boognie couldn't see his focus accurately, but he
definitely knew Ahura, and he knew... Samael. Then he laughed, placing his fingers
over his lower lip. — Now I get it. It all makes sense now. — and he ran with his
scythe, his heels echoing throughout the entire space…

The rest of the group walked away as the two fought using the supernatural
flexibility they had. It was precise, and they did not spend unnecessary energy. The
two recited Latin phrases, creating geometric formations of symbols or movements
with energy from their mythical part. For Boognie, it was a neon green smoke and that
deep void in the fog, in the case of the masked man, it was glowing bronze energy that
moved in an undulating almost liquid, like the unified field. They were relentless.

— It's-it's Michael. I don't even need to see the wine book. His presence is so
distinctive. — Ieiazel said as he pulled the others away from Yun and Leon. Mainyu
came soon afterward to protect them. Hani, Vik, and Luan stepped back into
formation. Mikail was surprised.

— You mean... that Michael? Archangel Michael? — Ieiazel was even a little
excited. — I imagined him a little different... You know, my name is a play on words.
'Heaven is when you became aware of that Elohim is within you.' — Mikail Caelius.
—

— Yeah, I also imagined him with golden hair and eyes as blue as the sea the
first time I saw him, I mean... That I knew what his present emanation looked like. —

— How did you know? — Hayun asked.
— Beatrice. She knows all about the angelic hierarchies. She gets the symbols

and connects them to defragmented images. —
— Every time someone talks about Beatrice I become more curious about her.

— Mikail thought out loud.
— A guardian angel who has never seen Archangels. — along with a laugh

disguised as debauchery.
— I've felt them. That's why I knew it was him. —
— But...? You don't remember, do you? —
— Man, do you have any idea how many aeons have passed since the first

intention? Exactly, several. —
— You guys aren't paying enough attention. — everyone looked at Leon. — It's

the masked man from the Qilin temple. — Ieiazel turned his focus back to read the
energetic fields... Something was out of place.

— Why don't you come down and face me? — was Michael blocking an
offensive attack from Boognie, Samael laughed a little, lifting one of his hands.

— I will pass that. —
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— That's it? We'll keep playing hide and seek after all these aeons we have
been through? —

— Really? You are the one bringing this to the conversation? Don't you
freaking dare! And you know very well what comes right after Michael. — and at that
moment, even in a delicate way, Boognie untied the strip from Michael's robe with his
scythe as he defended himself from one of the formations.

— ...Oops. — with his chest bare, Ieiazel saw the huge dragon tattoo, which
seemed to move as Michael breathed. At the same instant, Angelos made the kitsune
mask disappear and looked at Ieiazel, disturbed.

— Dragon... He didn't join Samael... — everything happened so fast after those
words. The spell to reveal the heart's desire was still taking effect... — It's a
distraction! — Mainyu heard Ieiazel telepathically like everyone else and she quickly
looked at Ahura. One of the bizarre creatures was circling the iron cage. It looked like
a deformed dragon, but it was not a grotesque emanation. When they saw it, Samael,
who noticed it late the creature opening its mouth with its sharp teeth and effervescent
flames came out of it. Samael protected himself with his sword. And Mainyu created a
mask that inhibited her vision and made her reach a supernatural speed. She ran,
jumping on various support points until she could propel herself high enough to catch
up to Dragon, but he had already transformed, his straight white hair growing long and
straight down to his waist. The gray robe like his eyes... that's what Mainyu could see
with one of his hands grabbing her neck. He looked at her carefully, then looked at
Ieiazel and Angelos below with that smile.

— You all make a good match. — And... — taking off the cape Mainyu was
wearing. — It's very disappointing you're not one of mine. — throwing it away and
showing the dragon mark Mainyu had on her back. — I surely do it way better than
that chimera. — Ahura was behind him, still looking far away, but the barrier was
weak now. — No, forget it. He will not listen to you. — Michael was confused.

— You... You used me. — Dragon didn't answer. He didn't like how the words
sounded. But it wasn't about what he wanted or didn't want. It was about the form he
would take. And in that half-second that Michael impelled toward him, Dragon
released Mainyu against him, who chose only to take her in his arms. He turned into a
bluebird, creating teleportation to another dimension, taking him and Ahura's cage.
And somehow that meant something to Boognie in denial going backward. Mainyu
tried to follow them without thinking.

— Don't do that, Mainyu. Potential realities in the quantum field are one thing,
dimensions in alternative universes are another. — she looked so focused that she
didn't seem to have any energy left when suddenly her body relapsed on the floor and
Michael helped her regain her strength. Everyone went to them.

— How do they manage to jump like that? In alternate universes? — Hayun
asked, just for curiosity.
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— Dragon is like Ahura, an archetype, an idea. Non-form that took shape...
through my father, Dean di Angelos. The one who made this symbol here, and
everything connected to it, becomes ashes. — Angelos said while pointing to
Michael's tattoo.

— He used my connection to Michael to weaken the seal. — said Michael,
helping Mainyu to stand up.

— He manipulated all of us. — said Boognie, coming closer. — A long time
ago Samael welcomed me in an unlikely junction between what lives in the shadows;
many cultures call him by different names, but they know him as Boogeyman. And a
Genie. I had one desire, and that was to free them... Samael had warned me it might
not happen the way I wanted. Some understood what I had to say, and others were
simply stuck in an illusory reality of suffering, and how I couldn't understand. I
decided to show my powers, which were also their powers... But because I wasn't the
one they expected, or because it incited that they were the chosen ones, the ones
graced by the divine... I was exiled and fell many spheres below, stopping in an
endless desert in the densest expressions. Dragon was a bluebird, my only companion,
and he gave me images of a circus that, with my powers, I could help them remember
who they really were, through the events of Black Swan. — Ahura came to me
wishing he was non-form, what he became could be a catastrophic and unprecedented
black swan event, he saw this before I could receive the messages and intuitions... But
now I realize that it was Dragon behind it all. He is a powerful entity that I was trying
to track down, but besides the shapeshifter ability, he is... As you can see, slippery. He
made what we should see hide right under our noses. Hiding one of Ahura's
emanations here to prevent you, Mainyu, from finding him was to have time to have
all the necessary information and put all the pieces in place. For him to have taken
Ahura, is because he accomplished what he wanted. —

— He found Redrum. — said Mikail.
— How do you know? — Leon asked.
— What I told you guys earlier? The meaning of my name? 'Heaven is when

you know Elohim is within you.' — He must have found the energy signature with... —
— Angelic energy. — I am the cause of what is happening. — Michael was

walking away.
— There's a way where you could... cut off communication? — continued

Mikail.
— We are connected by blood. He has marked me. And it wouldn't help. He

knows where he is now and you know it's not a matter of location. —
— It's about vibration. — Samael said, his voice echoing through Michael, his

breathing shaky, and he could only do one thing, walk away...
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— ...What do we do then? — Boognie used his powers to create a cloud of
smoke. It was in the colors of the genie part coming from an incense. An ancient
Mediterranean language formed before them.

— Strange. They may have the signature, but Ahura is still non-form. — said
Boognie, wondering.

— It's because Ahura, and apparently Dragon too, needs to be in continuous
communication with the other assimilations to get the necessary energy and create
form. Mr. Caelius has hidden the codes to perform this procedure at various points in
the multiverse. — explained Hayun.

— And he can't do that because it might become visible to me... So why... —
Boognie smiled. — Something is not going according to plan, and he's hurrying up. —
that's when Ieiazel remembered the vision.

— It was Beatrice! — That's it. I had a vision of a statue that definitely had
similarities with her. It seems to be in Paris but also connected with the Sphinx in
Egypt. —

— We tried to contact her there, Ieiazel, don't you remember? — Angelos
pointed out.

— It's because she is neither physically nor spiritually. — What these
continuous communication means is immortality, is what Ankh represents, which I
saw take shape in the vision, she... —

— Transcended spheres above. — said Mainyu with a calm expression. — But
something isn't making sense. That day she left with a relentless desire to go to Italy.
—

— You. — Samael looked Leon up and down. — You were marked but did not
go through a blood ritual. — Ieiazel remembered, snapping his fingers.

— Oh! About that, we can see who has marked you now, Leon... Of course, if
you are ready to do so and feel comfortable enough. — And also if this emanation of
Samael agrees... But I think that... — Leon raised his eyebrows. — It's a little
unpredictable what might happen. —

— How unpredictable? —
— It's a place governed by laws that I can't quantify... And... —
— My assimilation is purer, and possibly won't unfold the way it usually does

in denser states. — Leon saw Angelos make a funny face asking him to abort the
mission. He swallowed dryly and asked for no more explanations. Hayun and Mika
laughed.

— I would appreciate it if it was somewhere more private. —
— Okay, no problem. —
— But we have to go find Beatrice as soon as possible. You can't just... —

Hayun was just messing with Leon, who moved closer to him threatening and Yun
began to shrink. — Just kidding. — he said laughing.
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— I'm just one of the emanations. The one from the circus. — said Samael,
creating a throne for himself.

— He 's right. Right now, we'd better prepare to go to Paris. — Ieiazel said.
— And how are we going to leave? — Mikail asked.
— Hello? I can teleport us. — Ieiazel laughed, almost amused. And Hayun,

apparently he had just turned... Red?
— You can't be serious... Are you? — he messed up Hayun's hair and Hayun

didn't know how to react. — Sophia, I’m sorry, but this may be a place in the realm of
ideas, but we are not in a place of the conscious but in the subconscious. The passage
and the way out are full of things beyond our control. —

— You look so cute blushing that way, you even look like something harmless.
— Mika says softly, and Hayun hides in his hood.

— Can you do the honors, Samael? — asked Ieiazel and he nodded.
— Before we go, can you tell me why you put that barrier on Ahura? Did he

ask you to do it? If I remember correctly... Your emanation of Michael, he- — he cut
Mainyu off.

— What are you... — Samael was on his back at the moment. Michael then,
right behind the mask, connected some dots. — There was some kind of barrier with
angelic energy that looks like mine? —

— Yes, a seal of Solomon. —
— You lured me here? Didn't you? — I thought it was all about my connection

to Ahura... — Michael said as he left. He stopped walking and turned around. — To
make it clear, I didn't make that energetic barrier. He's the one who set it up. —

— I will not take these accusations without proper proof. — Michael just
makes annoying sounds in response and vanishes in plain sight. Everyone was so
confused. What on earth is going on for archangels being so informal and chit-chat
like something... Is going on between them? Yun realized, pointing like he was
referring to the two having something.

— If you are so curious about it, just ask me. — said Sam. Hayun literally
pulled his hands above his head out of desperation and brushed his hair afterward.

— How are we going to find you? — asked Leon.
— Don't worry, now, we'll attract each other like crazy. — Samael said

confidingly.
— And you kids? You're all still in the preparatory, aren't you? — was Mika

asking as they positioned themselves for the conjuration.
— ...Yes. — Luan responded to him a little apprehensive.
— Relax, we also had some pretty insane adventures while we were learning

about our abilities. — Yun sympathetically said and Leon waved at them. — See you
around, rookies. — Samael lifted his black wings and spun in the air, placing one hand
in front of him with his eyes that turned completely black.
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— Dēmiurgos Archons. —

What happened soon after was hard to say, but everyone saw the same thing: a
divine entity with forked horns and different animal body parts. Samael had called for
a guiding presence to move them safely through the denser parts of the holographic
reality, and this Being could provide this.

Richard was there during the entire confrontation, watching from afar, shaking
his head negatively, showing disappointment by getting up, brushing off his suit, and
dematerializing.
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CHAPTER FIVE

BLACK WHOLENESS

They came back to the passage in Los Angeles. Daemon was still there, for him
it passed only a few minutes. He tried to open the entrance, but now it didn’t open for
him, going near the table and hiding below it. The party was still going on. Ieiazel cast
a spell of protection on reverse unlocking the entrance. He must have closed it for
more safety, and when it was almost closing again. Daemon placed his hand between
the edge waiting for them to go downstairs.

— There you are, someone is searching for you, Angelos. — said Diane with a
drink in her hand.

Angelos went to the door, and a guy was posing like a star, leaning against the
wall wearing all black.

— Oh! Hi, I am detective Õkami Orochi. Before you ask, it is just a nickname I
am currently using to protect my identity. I am here- —

— Samael! — Samael, stunned, looked at her blinking and everyone near to
them looked at them.

— Do we know each other? — he said in a formal tone.
— And he has that forgetfulness thing when reincarnating. Ieiazel! — Angelos

was screaming, Samael was feeling awkward. They were practically on the other side
of the hall, but Ieiazel and the others heard her.

— You have good voice control. — trying to be friendly.
— Thank you! I sing in a group. —
— That's cool. —
— Yeah! Come in. — she just pulled him inside. He was totally being carried

away by her while he was greeting some people they passed by.
— Okay, that was definitely way too fast. — Hayun said.
— Is there something you guys are not telling me? — Samael was confused

and intrigued.
— What brought you here? —
— I am here as a backup in the procedure of an investigation. I am looking

for… — before he continued he saw something, no… It was someone making signs to
him to zip it. It was Daemon in the corridor. — The kitchen. —

— I am sorry, what? — Angelos was caught off guard.
— Yes, can I try out the snacks? —
— As you wish, but the investigation..!? —
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— Oh, that? Reports about weird stuff going on nearby. I am looking for some
more witnesses to interview them… —

— For me, this looks like just an excuse for making in. — Angelos crossed her
arms.

— …Maybe? —
— Sweetheart, the party is open to the public. —
— I… Didn’t know about that? — he smiled, pretty charming, they have to

admit.
— What do we do with him? — asked Mika. Everyone kept watching him for a

while.
— I have a gut feeling... — Ieiazel was leaving. — Follow me, everyone. —

— Daemon! Dan! — Samael appeared in the corridor after he was no longer
being watched.

— You took long enough. — after giving his arm a pull and hiding him in one
of the reading rooms.

— I am sorry if lying is not my forte. And they kept an eye on me even after I
left. —

— What a bad choice of career, then. — What are you doing here? —
— You asked me to come. —
— No, I didn’t. —
— Richard said to me you needed some helping hand. — Daemon clearly

didn't know what he was talking about.
— Why would Rick do such a thing? — Let’s go. I need to get out of here

before anything happens. I have to make contact with Mr. Cartier. — and before they
could leave…

— I knew it. — Ieiazel and Mainyu undid the body protection spell. Ieiazel
appeared in front of Daemon.

— Definitely, this is not supposed to happen. — said Daemon walking away.
The boys were in an offensive position.

— How do you know Mr. Cartier? — it was Yun, and at that moment Daemon's
eyes passed the boys until they met Leon's, overwhelmed by the sensation, he
stumbled on the carpet and fell backward. Then Mainyu stepped forward, the look in
her eyes... Few things make her kneel with such astonishment.

— Who are you? — she asked. Daemon was a little embarrassed.
— Even though it happens differently, you are still... Impressed with me. —

she helped him to get up. Mainyu looked at Ieiazel and touched the center between her
eyebrows, inciting him to open his third eye. As he did so with the purple energy
enveloping him, he saw a very strong light, a magnetic aura that was only seen in
archangels and masters, which had only become more common in the Aquarian Age.
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There were two forces mirroring each other in different colors, and the wine book
spoke to him. Before he could open the book after summoning it with some symbols,
Daemon stopped him.

— I am not good news. — he let go of Ieiazel's hand and he saw the book
fomenting images resembling the divine entity that guided them back... Ieiazel read
those lines intrigued and looked back at Daemon, who was looking out the window.
— You are a spirit guide between the mortal and the spiritual life, which is very rare.
—

— You should have started with the other part. —
— ...And the children of a demon. —
— This is not a big deal... I mean, Ahura made a pact with Samael and many

consider him a demon. — Mika was pointing at Samael, who was totally confused and
stunned.

— The other part actually is that his power is the personification of
transformation... It will make Ahura's wish come true, thus being able to defragment
the illusory reality. —

— Oh... This, actually, is a little concerning- Ouch! — Yun stepped on Mika's
foot, who saw Daemon with a heartbreaking expression.

— You didn't answer my question. — was Yun.
— I'm from a different division on the Island. I keep track of the

synchronizations in the wine book. —
— Wait... You... — Ieiazel had understood something unbelievable and

fascinating.
— You are the investigator. —
— ...And — bit his lip. — I am you all. —
— What does that mean? — Ieiazel at this point had already sat up in a chair

while Mika asked the question.
— He can talk to all the emanations at the same time. — This means that

basically, we are all the same person. —
— In the sense that we are One, collective consciousness, the unified field,

right? That's nothing new. — Mika crossed his arms, sure of what he was saying.
— No Mika, different bodies in different points of the multiverse. We are the

same person. — Mika's smile faded. He looked at Leon, who was thoughtful. When
they exchanged a look, Mika released his arms and hurried out of the reading room.
Leon looks worried.

— He's fine, I'll talk to him... — Before I leave, how can you be the guardian
angel of yourself? — Hayun was asking Ieiazel and the looks between them. Daemon
explained.

— I am the conductor capable of making us relate. Every conscious being has
several emanations in different stages of understanding. It's not complicated, for us it
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just works in a unique way. — Yun convinced himself and left. — I need to go back
and report to Mr. Cartier. —

— He can no longer be trusted. — it was Richard materializing in the center of
the room.

— Richard! — Dan went up to him, hugging him with a beautiful smile. —
Why do you say that? —

— Yeah... — Leon said, and Dan looked at him between Rick's embracing.
Leon just swallowed dryly. — Mr. Cartier said there were choices made by one of his
emanations, the one we are dealing with right now, Dragon. Why would he send us to
stop him if it could get in the way of his plans? — Rick gradually let go of Dan but
continued to stroke him by the hair.

— A long time ago, Daemon saw many different versions of himself. With his
focus and persistence, I saw a new mastery extremely vital for the new era. So I
helped him to find the Seven Angels. — There are paths already transcribed in the
wine book. It was then that I realized we cannot follow them. It has to come from
somewhere unknown and dark. —

— So you sent Samael. — Daemon with one hand placed on his chin. — But
that means... Richard, I can't. It's just too risky, we haven't seen it. —

— Samael can show you the ways to reach your maximum potential. —
— Rick... I'm really scared. — Dan was almost crying and Richard gently

touched his face.
— You know I would never make you do anything you weren't ready or wanted

to do. I thought about it carefully, whether it was the appropriate time to bring you
here. I know what this all means, and I love you too much to see you go through these
trepidations. — But I won't protect you from what I know you need. You know you
need this. You can't hide it from me and even more from yourself. It's who you are. —
Dan looked him in the eye, touching his hands. Richard went to his ear and said
something just for him. — You know who can help you? Leon. — at the same moment,
Daemon cringed. Rick smiled softly and placed a kiss on his forehead, and went
towards Samael. Ieiazel followed his steps completely out of orbit. Richard looked at
him closely with one hand on his waist. Samael was at a loss for words, trying to
understand what was happening, until... Ouch! Richard nudged a finger at Samael's
forehead.

— Sit there. — Samael didn't know why but he had the impression that if he
objected, it would be worse, so he just did what he was told without questioning, with
his hand on his forehead crossing his legs.

Meanwhile, outside the hall, Yun found Mika sitting on the floor and he was
just meditating. Yun joined him, a while passed, until Yun said.

— It's not that... Weird. —
— Not even the fact that the two of us are the same person? —
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— Oh, that one I didn't see coming. — Mika laughed. — We can be one being,
but each of us has a different perspective on reality. We complement the painting. I
think it's normal that we end up falling in love with each other. —

— Are you in love with me, Hayun? — Yun made an expression as if he had
taken something sour.

— Oh, please! — the two laughed together, pushing each other lightly.

— There are two ways it can be done, by suffocating the ego or by not
suffocating the ego. — Samael, not seeing the difference between the two, answered:

— Not... Suffocating the ego? — Angelos covered his mouth and Ieiazel stood
up, hiding his laughter.

— You don't even have to ask, Archangel Gabriel, we're going. —
— You can call me Rick. — with a wink he said. They went out through the

rolling wooden door and the scene, where Richard stood in front of Samael with a
smile that was almost sweet but meant the opposite of that.

Meeting Yun and Mika, they both stood up.
— The three Archangels in one day. Can you believe it, Mainyu? — Ieiazel

was so excited, while materializing the wine book. It showed the archangels Gabriel,
Michael, and Samael, but the images were still fragmented. They appeared only with
their body parts approximated like perfect sculptures. Gabriel was the oldest among
them and the highest King of the Divine Heroes, but it was not clear what that position
meant. There were also images of Paris and the catacombs. — Here! Richard can help
us find Beatrice. —

— Where are Leon and the investigator? — Mika asked, looking for them.
— What? They followed us to the door. — Angelos said.

Leon and Dan came out into a huge living room, but it didn't exactly look like
the mansion. Chandeliers and knockers. The velvet on the carpets in shades of
strawberry and cherry. It seemed to be almost a remote place and had a vampiric,
medieval-style aura. Huge sculptures of fallen angels.

— Richard. — Dan was alone with Leon in a place he had never been before
but knew he had access to, but that meant a dark, sweet taste on his lips, addictive and
Daemon was shivering with every gust passing through the immense windows.
Through the reddish fabrics, dancing with the winds. The light was dim; the whispers
were loud, as if he was avoiding hearing old memories, with dead languages. Leon
looked at the gigantic angel statue in the center. Samael was the one who resemble the
fire and the dense, carnal forms full of desire and temptation, but that sculpture was
almost a lion. He resembled that layer unable to be transcribed into words. The silence
that the animal world lives, something haunting and magnificent. Leon was feeling
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something he had never felt. It was longing and regret, hope and an insatiable urge to
return to the silence. When he saw Dan looked at him with watery eyes.

— Forgive me. — wiping the tears. — Something about this place makes me
want to... —

— Dissolve... Tear apart. — Daemon let himself be carried away. He had just
met with Leon, and the other knew that Daemon was avoiding something which made
Leon avoid it as well. It's strange and quiet. It's different, and it felt like they were
embracing each other before they were even in each other's arms. The sensations had
started out so warm and high, but now the anticipation was completely gone, as Dan
approached with one hand in his pants pocket. The silence spoke for itself. They were
no longer speaking. After that exchange of glances, what Dan did was hug him around
the waist, laying into him, as the feeling of eagerness to fade had calmed down, the
breathing returning more focused and alive.

Gabriel was talking to the other emanations of different myths at different
points in history. Samael was chilled as his omnipotent presence became almost
tormenting with his eyes converting into neon pink and his hair was curled as if he
was underwater, his gloves elongated into a black vinyl style leather. Hieroglyphics
formed in hermetic magic in a blinding pink color... Samael couldn't tell what it was
but it was like he was being swallowed by something, he was breathing but he lost
control of his own body and his throat was choking as if he was underwater... A few
minutes passed and Gabriel opened the doors with telekinesis. When the others
entered, they saw the emanation of the Archangel Gabriel for a brief moment,
becoming Rick in his elegant suit... And behind him, as he came, Elohim, pieces of a
Samael with tears streaming from the corners of his eyes, his cheeks were red and his
breathing...

— You're not an archangel Gabriel, you're the devil himself. — And I am
Samael, the serpent. —

— Aren't we all devils under angel skin? — You'll join us later, right?  —
before that pillow could hit him, Rick closed the door without touching it. — He's
back. — he said, smiling as he looked in the opposite direction, sending Daemon
signals to say they were coming to them.

...Dan stepped back. He didn't know if he would look Leon in the eye with that
closeness but Leon touched his chin... He couldn't take his eyes off him now. The blue
was deep, focused on what he was doing. Leon looked at those stars spread across his
skin, connecting them with his forefinger. Until Dan felt him coming with both hands
lifting his face through the jawline... Daemon had a beauty neither feminine nor
masculine, it was mesmerizing and Leon fell for the sensation second after second, the
defined curve in his upper lip and the long misaligned eyebrows in an aesthetically
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beautiful way. Precisely drove Leon crazy. Before anything happened, Dan saw a
panther pattern on one armchair, and the pink of the flowers was stronger than the
natural... What he did would haunt Leon for the next few hours like a siren, leaving
him alert. A smile, a sweet smile, — as he did so the androgynous expression was still
so firm, it wasn't shyness he was just moving his head back softly like a puppy,
Sophia, it was haunting and Leon was getting excited when Mika was thrown forward
onto a bookshelf by Yun who hadn't realized he had stopped walking in the passage
between the shelves.

— Mika! — Yun, confused, raised his hands in the air and his eyes grew
wide… Leon's hands-on Dan's neck. And slowly letting him go as Dan headed
towards Rick. Mika stood upright, fixing his jacket because he had lost his balance in
the process. Yun was going to say something but kept it to himself... Even though he
wanted to know if Mika had seen.

— So, did you guys...? — Rick asked, crossing his arms, and Dan's body
collided with him. Clearly, he wanted no more words about it again. — Sorry. My bad.
— But you will tell me the details later. — he said telepathically. Dan looked at him,
swallowing. — Look who's here! — Rick was smiling with Samael coming through
one of the other doors. He was a little dizzy with his hand massaging his forehead, and
stopped halfway, asking him with his hand to take it easy.

— Let's do it. This concentrated energy will do the trick. — Rick looked at Dan
out of the corner of his eyes, the way he was getting closer to him with his arms
crossed. Dan only does this when he feels overstimulated and needs something to
make him feel comfortable. He took a deep breath, and this calmed Dan down.

— We have to take it easy. I know you will feel more connected to your power
if you are with Michael... He’s not here yet. — Rick gained Samael's focus. He
blinked as if he hadn't been expecting it. — And these two are in processes beyond the
flesh, beyond space-time. The stages need to be like waves, increasing their rhythm in
sync with the implicating order. — as he put his hands on his waist, he lowered his
head and raised it with an amused expression. — In your case, it was different,
because- —

— Did I, by any chance, contest it, Gabriel? — the way he looked depraved,
shaking his head negatively. His lips were a little wet and now you could tell, the
feature in which the piercing in the center of his lower lip, the belt with metallic
details, he was breathing calmly and was over the clouds. He was feeling really good
at the moment.

— Sometimes I forget that you don't have a slight sense of decency. —
— And what use it would give to me? — he called Ieiazel with his hand. —

Can you help me with the book? — Ieiazel was euphoric but subtly concentrated his
energy by opening the wine book, coming towards him. Candles in the chandeliers lit
a blood-red hue, made brighter the crimson velvet of the curtains and the red carpets
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with flower patterns. There was a circular center table. If you looked to the side, a
huge crystal chandelier lay on the floor on pieces of fabric in lava-toned silk. — You
too Dan. — called Samael. Hayun looked around, noticing the details of the place.

— What is this place? — Ieiazel was about to start telling him, but Mainyu
asked him to speak instead.

— It is one of the mansion's overlapping realities. The Gnostic deity that the
Triad worshipped gave us angelic emanations, the first intention. —

— This deity is the one who brought you back from the Circus. — said Samael.
— Is like a sacred land or a temple of veneration to the Gnostic Deity. — Leon

then realized something, his face furrowed in uneasiness, he turned to see the
sculpture behind him and one of those rare situations where he was slightly startled
and headed toward the sculpture. Now it had forked horns with animal parts holding a
spear and a shield. Faceless, its body toward the heavens, not like the sculpture he had
seen... In the opposite direction, towards the Earth.

— Leon? — called Yun.
— I-I-... — he looked back at the others and the sculpture moving away from

her. — I saw a different sculpture, not this deity. It was like a voracious archangel. —
Rick and Sam looked at each other.

— That's good. It means that your mythical side is taking shape naturally, and
that... Your manifestations are proving to be unique. — Has anything similar ever
happened to you before? — Rick asked. Leon went back to the circle and saw the
book showing images of the circus.

— Besides the visualization, I saw the circus tent in the bay. — Hayun and
Mika looked at him in confusion. Leon motioned positively at them. Then the pages
turned and showed a black butterfly flapping its wings.

— The butterfly. — Dan said, and Ieiazel was curious. — What? —
— This butterfly was one of the symbols that appeared along with several

synchronizations when we lost contact with Beatrice. — Dan blinked a few times as
he remembered.

— Well... The butterfly is a type of key, I believe. It formed at the entrance of
the passage. With it, I was able to enter. The chains of that relic of power reacted to it.
— Ieiazel was open-mouthed with puzzled archangels following.

— You can communicate with Beatrice. —
— I hadn't thought about that, how I managed to get in and how I couldn't get

out afterward. — Ieiazel, receiving many messages at once, entered a state of
consciousness at a faster frequency. And the myth of two butterflies, one black and
one fluorescent blue projects. The Chinese legend of the Butterfly Lovers, a love that
grew beyond the body, ego, and outer identities but through a connection between
souls that extended beyond life, thus through metamorphosis and dying. Taking the
form of butterflies. Richard was radiant, with his hands together in front of his face.
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— By any chance, you guys were around before the passage opened? — asked
Rick.

— I didn't even know there was an intruder in the passage when we came out
of it. — Which is strange with the kind of aura Daemon possesses. — Ieiazel was
smiling. Dan was pressing his lips together, and Rick looked at Dan.

— They entered the passage just after I entered. —
— So something that allowed access was too far away to allow

communication. — no one could interpret Rick's words, but not even that could pull
him out of his state of elevation. — It's you and Leon, Dan. You are Psyche and Leon
is Eros. — Dan suddenly shook his head and stopped leaning on the table. Leon
continued without moving, but raised his eyebrows. Mika didn't hide his surprise.
Compared to Yun who remembered something, he thought it was just something in his
head, but while they were changing in his room on the Island, he caught a glimpse of
something black on Leon's waist, and the next minute he didn't think much of the
consequences as something usual for him and lifted his jacket with his blouse.

— Yun! What are you doing- — there was some formation below his waist
going up to his chest on the left side. Part of his pants covered it, turning toward one
mirror in that place. The red light showed the blue coloration. He showed it
completely and looked at the reflection. It was a blue butterfly. And he looked for
Dan's eyes that were looking back at him in the reflection. Dan then turned his back.
Rick lowered his collar, showing a black butterfly on the back of his neck.

— I was born with it. I know it's peculiar... But it was clear after what this deity
said; I had near-death experiences in almost all my previous emanations, and the
butterfly represents transformation, that is, death. —

— Yours must have appeared when you both first met. It’s like a marking
between emanations destined to meet one another. — Richard said, and Leon lowered
his blouse, smiling a little and biting his lip.

— At the parade. — he came back closer, and Daemon contracted himself
again... 'What a confusing feeling,' he thought as he put his hands in his pockets.

— What did I say about Leon? That he could help? — Richard spoke
telepathically to Daemon, fixing his tie and looking from above. Dan sent an annoyed
look crossing his arms and Richard giggled, hugging him by the shoulder and kissing
the top of his head. Mika noticed the interaction. It was easy for him to sense things as
subtle as this was.

— I was wrong. You're not the key, Leon. — Leon and the rest had their
attention towards Ieiazel expecting him to explain. — You two, together, is the key. —
You've been monitoring us all this time, right? —

— Yes, through our link between emanations, as an intermediary. —
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— Through Psyche, the soul, which I believe can also be through Eros, the
body and matter. Part of their myths have taken shape, and if they are combined, they
can bring about the metamorphosis told in the myth. —

— Exactly Ieiazel, this gives us an idea of how these marks work... — was
Samael. — Richard, I don't know how you do it, but you seem to be right. The only
thing that is beyond the body and the soul and that is related to soul and desire... —

— Ecstasy. — It intrigued Leon because this was exactly what he had been
thinking about Samael, and he expressed being content.

— I just love it when these synchronicities happen. — he said, moving
excitedly.

— When, I'm not right? — was Richard, again, telepathically. Daemon was
almost losing it.

— Angelos could you... — Samael called out to her, but no one knew where
she was. — Where did she… —

— Over here! — she appeared behind a shelf with gourmet candy with
Halloween designs, like spider webs and pumpkins with a book in her other hand. —
You were so amused by the mystery of the lovebirds, I mean, butterfly lovers. That I
went back to get some candy from the party. Do you want some? Is over there. —
Mika and Yun went after the candy. Angelos passed by them who were in a rush and
Samael continued.

— Your kitsune powers of passion are linked to mine, and in this particular
case, it would be more appropriate for you to show Dan the way to learn more about
his powers. — Angelos didn't understand with candy in her mouth. — I am like a
Greek God, you are a half-blood. Which makes your powers almost as powerful as
mine, but different in their function and focus. You are the embodiment of passion,
passion is not fire or desire. It is something more like enthusiasm and poetry. —

— Did you mean I am your offspring? — he paused for a second, realizing that
her focus was all on this part of the explanation. — There was no better comparison, a
little less... — a queasy look on her face. — Gross? —

— It's the best I've got. —
— And how am I connected to your powers? —
— Everything that has some connection with Martian energy, creative energy,

the desires of the soul are from my sphere. What in fact, help would be wonderful,
Ieiazel from the sphere of love. —

— Oh! Yeah, alright. — he smiled as he read the rite that Samael was conjuring
up. Ieiazel went after him, spinning around them, creating dots connected in a
pentagram. The circle was the space of the table, plus Angelos and Samael in front of
the sculpture of the gnostic deity.

— Do what I do. — Samael materialized the kitsune mask and Angelos then
did the same. Elemental symbols of the four elements. Fire, earth, air, and water. One
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after the other taking shape, when Samael spread the black wings, Angelos connected
this to her myth, making Akai Ito and Hanahaki visible, with the red lines tied to her
wrist and the peonies in her lungs. What happened next was like a dance. Samael
levitated and did a few spins, glowing fire from the silver blade, wielding it in front of
his face, and Angelos unwound the lines that seemed to be made of cotton. Tied them
to the flowers and made a kind of rope, put them around her arm as if she were
braiding making a ninjútsu movement and through the spaces, she saw breathtaking
images, colorful and geometric energies dancing everywhere. Angelos was fascinated.
It was sublime and magical.

— What you are seeing is the implicate order, where archetypes and intentions
are formed. I need you to see what is through Daemon and Leon. — Samael spoke in
echoes. They were moving slowly and almost as fast as the speed of light.

— Emptiness. — was exactly what she saw, some kind of black hole.
— Hm? —
— I see nothing. It's like looking into a dark pit that seems to have no bottom

and extends to infinity. If I... — Angelos put more focus as if trying to trace something
within the intention. — The deeper I go, I only see space within spaces, like looking
into a micro-universe within another micro-universe. — when Angelos went to see
Mainyu there was a immense dragon in colors of navy blue, salmon, and red. It kept
moving in circles around Mainyu and Ieiazel was a kind of the libra sign in glittering
gold. Ideas stood on the scale like holographic images, and through it, he conjured up
more powerful images capable of creating in the material world.

— That's enough. — Samael whirled in the air and gently touched the ground.
Angelos was about to unwind the rope, but Samael stopped her. — This is a relic of
power. You can summon it at will like my flaming sword... — he just passed his hand
over the sword and it dematerialized like the fox mask. Angelos, on the contrary,
brought his hands gently closer to the center of her heart and they dematerialized
together with the mask as well. — If you wish, I can teach you some tricks later. — he
winked at her, her eyes sparkling immediately afterward.

— Really? That's awesome. — I'd love to. — she smiled.
— What exactly did you do?  — Daemon asked.
— My rituals, shall we say, are invasive? — Well, they have to be. The

Angelos ones can only be an intuition. Whether or not you follow them is up to you.
— And... — he laughed and seemed amused by the situation. — What was seen is a
state of consciousness where anything can be created. — he came close to both of
them as if to tempt them. — Pure, untouched creative energy. — It is called Void, to
reach in the case of the two of you... — the bastard smile. They were ready to hear
something disconcerting when he just said. — Meditation. — they breathed a relieved
breath. — Each time you two detach yourselves from your bodies, more things will
rise to the surface. —
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— Did the circus helped them with this? —
— It is a possibility, it can be done in many ways. Meditation is a means to an

end. It makes you detach from matter. The Void is who you are, but many don't reach
it because they identify with matter and earthly life. Daemon's powers will become
stronger the moment he sees himself in these places and these places naturally
communicate with him, which seems to be not different from Leon. The trick here is
that it is not the places, it is both of you in communication. — In simple words, you
guys are connected... to something that words cannot transcribe. — and in the next
second, he opened his sunglasses in one motion and started walking away from them
as Mika and Yun came back, the tray of candy empty. Samael was watching them both
as he lowered his glasses and almost walked away when...

— Where are you going? — Richard put a hand on his waist, suddenly
appearing in front of him.

— What do you think? I've finished what had to be done, I have no more use.
—

— We can't do this without you. — loudly Leon stated in assurance of this,
even if he's a little apprehensive. Dan seemed to agree with him.

— Look who's running away now. — Richard grinned.
— He's going to tear me into little pieces, Rick. — and then came the loud

laugh.
— Maybe that's what you deserve. — Samael was dispirited. Rick took off his

glasses. — You can't breathe without him, and you know that either running away or
trying to force it is against your nature. You are attracted to him as much as he is
attracted to you. — he looked at Leon and Dan, Samael found himself watching them
too. — They need you. —

— They needed me once, didn't they? —
— I know who you are, Samael, I know who you are. —
— The serpent? —
— The serpent. — the tone was as if Gabriel's emanation had taken over Rick.

Samael felt even more invigorated by that smile growing so lasciviously. — You know
you can do this better than I can. They just need protection and patience. —

— Yeah, yeah. You've already convinced me, blondie, but I'm telling you right
here and now. This kind of power, being the implicating order, can only mean one
thing: burning desire for the wild sphere. Do you think I didn't get Leon's description
of the sculpture? Uriel? — the way Richard stopped walking, looking at Leon with
more focus. — Yeah, blondie. — he turned back to Samael walking again, touching
his shoulder inciting Samael to keep moving forward.

— Richard, I saw in the wine book that you have symbols connected to Paris
and the catacombs. —
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— That's where part of the akashic records are. It is through it that I found Dan.
While I am in Gabriel's emanation, I usually get the material I need to convey the
feelings accurately. — Records like those keep me abreast of changes. —

— I had visions of a sculpture very similar to Beatrice there. — You could
guide us through the corridors and their records. —

— With great pleasure. —
— Now, Yun, you can teleport us. — Ieiazel didn't look at him, but he was

smiling. Yun blinked a few times, focusing on him. — If... there's no problem. — the
way he waved his hands and laughed.

— N-no, it's not, not a problem at all. — they looked at each other for a brief
moment and Ieiazel thanked him by bowing slightly. Mika and Leon noticed the
atmosphere, taking the opportunity to tease Yun.

— It would be better not, especially since there are more people this time. —
— This time I have to agree with Mika. — Leon said, and in a matter of simple

movements with a serious expression, luminous energy enveloped them.
— Samael. — he turned his face to Rick. — I know where Michael is... You'll

love it. — his jaw dropped. Suddenly, it seemed as if the non-existent cat ears stood
upright.

They found themselves under the bridge. Richard was feeling the Parisian air
invading him with waves from the Seine and the moonlight. On the horizon, you could
see the Eiffel Tower blinking with lights. Yachts with fairy lights and people in gala
clothes, smiling. It was so beautiful and nostalgic, eternal.

— Yun! What a mess... Get off me! —
— I'm not on top of you. — Yun said, looking out through the corners of his

eyes. Mika saw Leon kneeling between his legs complaining as he leaned with his
hands close to Mika's shoulders when he opened his eyes as well... Too close, which
made Leon go backward a bit. Mika didn't move a muscle and, in an attempt to push
"Hayun" he touched his chest. He was still touching him, releasing soon after quickly.
Daemon was a bit far away near Rick but smiled at the scene with the wind blowing
his hair. They stood up with each other's help.

— You still can't do this landing thing. — Mika was a little embarrassed.
— Actually, he did it very well. Nothing was out of the common for a

teleportation. — said Ieiazel, going to talk to Rick with Mainyu and Angelos.
— Of course, I did it very well. — he said the moment Ieiazel had gone far

enough away.
— But why do I have this feeling that I can't remember something that

happened before the teleportation? — Samael with a funny face.
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— Oh, that tends to happen sometimes. In a few hours, you will remember. —
Yun patted him on the shoulder as they walked along the riverbank until they reached
somewhere near the bridge, slipping into a forest opening. They helped themselves to
jump down, arriving at an entrance. Inside it? Pitch-black darkness. Divided into three
groups of three each, they looked into the entrance. And they were not alone, many
visitors came, and go. The illumination was of mechanisms made of luminescent
tubes; it seemed like that place had undergone several modifications since the Blood
Moon and the realization of the akashic records. This purpose had been fortified and
energized with strategic power points at other entrances to the catacombs of Paris.

— This place is different. I have never seen lighting systems like these. When
did they build this? — Angelos wondered.

— That's right! We are not in your time. We went to years after the Blood
Moon, a few decades ahead of your time. — Angelos was shocked.

— You teleport me to the future and not even for you to warn me beforehand.
— Yun laughed, apologizing. — But... Those people were wearing Harajuku fashion...
Wait, you wear denim jeans! You're at least supposed to be wearing something like, I
don't know... —

— Space or Sci-fi? — Yun expressed. — There's some stuff like that... But
that's another story. —

— Yeah, and this material isn't exactly cotton or jeans. It's another type of
material more malleable, that I can, for example... — Mika concentrated on changing
the material of the clothes, wearing a more Parisian style, with a beret and a scarf.
Angelos was in the stars, with both hands on her face.

— But it's still impossible for you to wear twenty-one-century fashion. — the
boys looked at each other.

— There is going to be a change in the perception of the passage of time. —
The moment it does, you will understand why some things have remained in the same
place. — explained Leon.

As they entered the corridors of the city of the dead, it was not so morbid. For
preservation many luminous things surrounded the place. It was almost cozy. There
were still the crosses, but many other symbols from other cultures joined in since now
everyone knew the concepts were the same. Egyptian symbols, angel mausoleums
with devas, Buddhas, and spiritual concepts. It was even quite colorful and magical.
The wind made the tapestries dance. Richard asked them to stop in a circular place as
he turned towards them. He went through a kind of transformation; he was invoking
the emanation of Gabriel. A hot pink color wrapped him in the magic circle. He
looked like some disco-era star with details of digital aesthetics, VR modules and
finely stitched carbon fiber in couture shoes.
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The whole place began to move, the walls overlapping each other in a liquid
navy blue energy. It made waves as if dancing to the sound, the vibration Gabriel
radiated. The walls moved farther apart, opening passage on various sides. They
increased in height, something almost like the Olympus or Roman arenas. The
columns had no books at all, they were different kinds of camera rolls and slides. They
felt amazed at how much knowledge that place acquired. It was extraordinary. The
dimensionality and even the beauty of the place was almost ethereal, it looked like
something that could never be completely filled. It is the feeling that creative energy
brings to consciousness, there will always be more space within spaces. These patterns
and structures are found everywhere, especially within us, within them. There will
always be light, energy. Daemon, noticing the expressions of awe, reached for a slide
reading a language Angelos couldn't understand... Not on a conscious level, and when
she focused, as if she could see what it was about with the sensations that came.
Things like epigenetics and sea life, she could see cells moving at the speed of light
and carp swimming synchronously. She would get close and touch the floating letters.

— What language is that? —
— Universal language! — Yun, Mika, and Leon spoke at the same time. They

looked at each other and laughed.
— Let me guess, when this Blood Moon thing happens, I'll understand it? —

they affirmed with a smile. — Aish! But... Can't you give me a record of the events
preceding the Blood Moon? —

— This way it will lose its fun. —
— And you're forgetting Mika. There's nothing like that anymore. — Yun

touched Mika's shoulder and Angelos looked confused. — Trust us. Everything will
make sense not because of events, you can access it anytime, at any point, when you
are in elevated states of consciousness. It's all about imagination. — Angelos
complained grumbling but ended up being convinced and Daemon at the moment had
found what he was looking for. He took the specialized camera on the holographic
reality recordings and put the slide in; he turned the lens and left it on the floor. The
next minute, they were in a projected version of the recordings he made in New
Mexico. The black horses galloping on the horizon, the dresses twirling, and the
orange flowers flying in the wind. Everything was so real because it was really
happening. It even seemed more vivid and colorful than Daemon's own experience.

— All experienced events register extremely detailed codes in our DNA and
can be cataloged, studied, relived with exact precision. —

— Can they be rewritten? — Mainyu asked while stroking the hair of the
horses near the stables.

— Good question. I don't think it is necessary. People can rewrite their own
memories, modify the connection they have with them as they wish. — But from the
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moment you can see through the scope of the whole picture, you realize the records
behave the way all things in the universe were structured, to transform themselves. —

— Ieiazel. — called Gabriel, and this time it was really Gabriel's emanation. Zi
thought his heart would stop, the voice was not scary but extremely powerful... —
Ieiazel? —

— Y-yes? — he took courage and turned to him, who was descending to the
center, after taking a look at the levitating upper registers.

— How was your vision? — Ieiazel showed them through a spell. It was not
like seeing an akashic register; it was like seeing the images in the book, but
everyone's eyes were closed during the process in Ieiazel's vision.

— What does this painting mean? — Angelos asked.
— I don't know what it means yet... — But I guess it has something to do with

the Void. —
— It seems to me to be a clear reference. — Samael agreed with Ieiazel.
— There is no place like that from the vision. These plants are different. They

have developed and changed the biological structure... —
— To me, they look like normal vines. — pointed out Angelos.
— Wait, there is a place! — they came out of Ieiazel's visions, opening their

eyes. Gabriel walked gracefully to the records and asked for Dan's camera. They were
taken to the catacombs in a time forgotten by time. There were still few skeletons, and
it looked more like a labyrinth. — Many parts during the construction were buried, it
doesn't have the same routes as in that time. And some explorers tried to look for a
hidden passage to what they call to be the scarab of immortality. — images appeared
of claustrophobic places, Egyptian drawings, flooded chambers. Yet somehow the
slides were faint, almost gone, and energetically you could sense that something was
lost. — Which would make sense since you saw an Ankh in gold. —

— It's not the chalice of eternal life, but it suits the job. — Angelos was smiling
and biting her lip. The boys completely lost concentration after she winked at them.
Gabriel ceased the recording. — Why was it so blurred? —

— Sometimes this happens because many experiences overlap, many believed
in something and lived through events that were not very similar. This made the
record subject to abstraction and subjective perception. — I believe that is neither here
nor at that time, neither on a corporeal nor an extracorporeal level. — The catacombs
have been mapped in detail and I know we will not find any clues in the records. —

— Because of subjectivity? — Leon asked, and he affirmed.
— What if, somewhere between the akashic records and the time you lost

contact with her? — Daemon looked around and thought: — Isn’t this place quite
circular? That makes me wonder... The image projected itself into the circle on top of
the Ankh. She could be right in front of us, but we can't see her because we have to
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see through a circle... The Ankh and the references to immortality, and the butterfly,
are not by chance. — and once again, Ieiazel couldn't believe how he could do that.

— Daemon, I could kiss you! — Dan was in the process in which he connects
things that seem not to be connected at first instance, but this stopped him from doing
it properly after Ieiazel's statement. The boys looked at him together... Which was
bizarre, to say the least. — Look here! The symbol of Ouroboros was also one of the
symbols that appeared along with the synchronicities. The serpent has a connection to
the cycles of life, death, and rebirth. With immortality, references to it in Ancient
Egypt are strong. And conceptualized as an alchemical process in Gnosticism, one of
Beatrice's specializations. — in the wine book appeared several drawings of the
serpent and the theosophical symbol... Mika and Yun together pointed to the image.

— The tetrahedron! — they said together.
— It is related to energetic fields and the... Ability to achieve immortality. —

Ieiazel waited for them to explain themselves.
— At the circus, we both saw a tetrahedron in dimensionality. —
— It seems very obvious to me what we should do. — Samael was casually

saying this. Everyone was staring at him until he realized, rolling his eyes. — Prima
materia. Quintessence is the fifth element of the pentagram. She must have managed
to get in sync with chaos through alchemical processes. Generally speaking, these
chemical processes in a literal form transmute and integrate the shadow, or as they call
it, dark matter, creating mercury. This mercury is malleable and can be channeled so
that it can be used for purposes of individuation or spiritual awakening, but it is also
unpredictable... — Samael looked at Richard, who was listening to him attentively. —
Having seen black wholeness in Angelos’ guidance seems to make sense now to me.
—

— So it was this component that those rookies controlled. — Mika said.
— Boognie made them go through the alchemical processes. —
— And you...? — the boys were excited and Samael gave up resisting.
— I can also guide you through them. — they celebrated, with Mika and Yun

making a handshake.
— The snake... — Leon said calmly, and Samael was finding the strength to

stand firm in the face of diversity. They were making him feel embraced and
understood. For many aeons, many people had placed him in a myriad of distortions.
To see that there is someone else who... sees him as he really is makes him dizzy in a
good way. — I knew we couldn't do this without you. —

— Shh... I get that you want me around. If you keep giving me all this
attention... I'll melt. — he pulled Daemon into a corner while the rest prepared
themselves on an energetic level to perform the transmutation with Richard's help. —
Daemon, as a detective myself, your partner, and also as an archangel... I know you
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are inhibiting your own powers. — Dan glanced at him and stared at a random point
soon after. He didn’t want to make direct contact.

— How do you know that? —
— Believe me, I have extensive knowledge in that particular type of situation.

— If you continue to suppress your powers. You won't be able to see, and you are the
only one who can. — Daemon was confused.

— You can't do that? —
— I may be from the sphere of chaos and desire. But that doesn't make me

have what you have... Since I represent duality with Michael, you are both one, and its
energy.  — the way he contracted, he looked unintentionally at Leon and Samael
pressed his lips together. — With chaos, that's what I meant... But also whatever you
want, so you can remember that. — I need you to tell me if you are ready to do this
because now I am in charge. It's not a ritual, but my powers need you to be receptive
to them. — Daemon was silent. He was apprehensive about the unpredictable and
uncontrollable potential realities that this could unleash.

— ...If you promise that if I ask you to stop... You will stop. — Samael reached
over and touched Dan's shoulder, gently touched his chin, and turned toward Leon and
back to him with a focus signal.

They formed a tetrahedron. Angelos, Mainyu, and Ieiazel were making the
points of a triangle, while Yun, Mika, and Leon made the other triangle interlocking
them. Daemon was building strength and focus. Leon was concentrating, and Dan
stopped midway to see it... His breathing, how he was shaking his hands. He walked
past Zi, touching his shoulder and standing in the center, facing Leon in which he
waited patiently for Dan. He needed to release the power, the power that he buried
deep inside, that power he no longer could feel... No matter what he did, simply wasn't
responding to him.

— Samael, I don't... — It's not responding to me. —
— Call your power back to yourself, say your real name. — Daemon turned

around again, closed his eyes, and said slowly
— Abracadabra. — and again firmly and loudly. — Abracadabra! — nothing's

happening... Leon looked at the others, concentrating energy so that the symbol drawn
on the floor which connected them flowed as if in motion, as if alive and breathing.
Leon remembered how much better he felt, how he could breathe again when Dan
hugged him, and at the moment, Dan seemed to be in dissonance.

— Daemon. — Leon called out, and Dan searched his eyes. And Sophia, that
look was an invitation, calling out to him. The body was a magnet for Daemon, Ieiazel
could see energetically. It was a tremendous show of colors. The force extended across
the spectrum and this was because of the light, the first intention. Ieiazel was
amazed... Daemon wanted to run into his arms, but he knew he couldn't, and so he
took steps backward, retracing the steps he had taken in the heat of the moment almost
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provocatively... Leon, realizing what was happening, put his tongue through his
canines, and the rest of the integrants forming the symbol saw the opportunity, and
with veiled smiles turned to the opposite side. And... That's when it happened, Leon
moved his lips as if to 'bite' preceding a growl mixed with a grunt... He looked a little
rough, ruthless... To say a softer, inaudible 'Abracadabra', he just articulated with his
lips. Dan shivered a little and moved in a receptive way as he did the other time as he
pulled away from that embrace and felt something from within repelling but was
calling forth the energy for whatever would come, he moved to the side laying his
head a little toward the spot where he felt those butterflies in his stomach.

— Did Leon just bark at him? — Mika said, through telepathy, stunned
between being somewhat curious and... Feeling lighter, Hell, the energy was amazing
and building up.

— Take a wild guess, Sherlock. — Yun said ironically. In the process he didn't
think through while moving his head towards where Mika was... Dan was levitating in
the center, his head was laying backward. Leon saw the whole thing, the wings
growing out of his back of black matter while he was contracting towards his center,
that black matter seems to be everywhere but to access the properties and accumulate
it you have to accelerate the building up of energy, practically his body knew how to
do it unconsciously because mercury was pouring out his blank left eye. Samael was
helping him out, managing the substance and rotating it around them in a giant silver
glittering circle. When it finished round full-circle, a dragon in dense metal formed as
if it were a sculpted ornament, and around them chains made of the same material
hooked to the ground were releasing one by one until a chain event happened and
mandalas were being drawn in sacred geometry. Gabriel saw shapes, paths, and ideas
throughout the labyrinth that were not there before... And Beatrice's marble sculpture.

— I see where the sculpture is! It's an encrypted map! — Gabriel said, seeing
beyond the walls, but before he could get out of the circle, Dan's eyes dripped red, and
white lilies filled with red bloomed from the steel dragon. Samael's look of concern
and despair. Leon could see Dan from below. He was holding himself in his arms, and
he was resembling a hermaphrodite symbolism.

— Samael? What do the flowers mean? —
— That he's losing control. — Leon looking towards Dan and Samael, and then

into the boy's direction.
— How do we make him regain control? —
— ...I think there's no coming back at this rate. — the way he seemed to

breathe so slowly, so sleepy, so divine and brilliant. But then he moved almost
imperceptibly to Leon, and he understood. He looked at Yun who nodded and started
transcribing the entire map connecting to his power after performing some Kung Fu
moves, being in several places so seeing beyond the walls and accurately seeing the
route, he still kept the symbol flashing luminously where he was. Leon was seeing
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flashes of an angelic being through clairvoyance like the one in the sculpture and
remembering the visions, the white tiger circling him, but he still doesn't know how
that works.

— Angelos, how do you manage to transform yourself? — she thought for a
moment.

— After Samael's ritual, it happened naturally. I don't think about
transforming... It just happens because the kitsune just wants to be. —

— Where's the seat of your consciousness? — Angelos understood what he
was trying to say.

— I don't cease to exist, or what are you trying to say... My body, as you see
me, is still there. — To create wings you don't need to see them, you just need to
believe they exist, and reality doesn't resist. It will mold itself to your will. If you have
felt someone you have never seen before in your dreams, and you feel that they are
calling for you, trying to make contact. — ...You will find them because you have felt
deeply. That's how illusions become reality. — Leon understood every single word,
and in that half-second that he turned, circling around himself, a holographic image of
a white tiger taking Leon's place and coming back to him... It was almost a dispute
against himself. It was magnificent and haunting. He went to the edge of the circle and
turned around, building momentum. The image of the white tiger became as vivid,
curving upwards as the color of his sea-colored eyes. He didn't move his mouth, but a
deafening roar reverberated for long seconds in an echo. Something there was blurred.
No one could reconstruct the image of what Leon did but for Daemon it was all like
an extremely lucid dream, a winged being moving so slowly, but it had all gone by so
fast. It was Leon's azure eyes; it was Leon's body above him in an infinite void. He
realized then that he could only be awake, and he had to go back to sleep... Because
someone he could only feel touching him was calling him. He couldn't remember
what it was before or after, he just knew. Isn't that how it happens? The only thing we
came to feel, love...

— I did it. — Hayun said, and a dimensional map materialized, moving
through the wrist controls.

One breath deeper than the other, on the third, the wings disintegrated after
leaving him on the ground and blinking a few times until his eyes returned to normal...
The symbol and steel dragon were crumbling in reverse. Although he returned
completely back, even gently, he was trembling, touching with his forefinger the
scarlet red tears which dripped from his fingers onto the ground... With a weeping
expression, Leon walked over to him and was gentle in waiting for him to calm down,
laying his head on his chest.

— Is everything alright? — Daemon turned away nodding as Leon touched his
hair, looking at him once more remembering the winged being. — You saw... me? —
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— Yes. And... this is not the first time I saw you in a different state. — the way
he said it, with that smile. Leon was confused and curious about what he meant by
that.

— Ahn... Won't the labyrinth undo itself? We are no longer seeing it through a
circle. — Mika, trying to divert attention, commented.

— Now we have the codes of the experience. It is no longer an abstraction; it
has taken shape in reality. — replied Gabriel. — I understand why the explorers didn't
get very far... Besides having to perform an alchemical process, it requires specific
DNA sequences, which in the past was not yet completely unlocked. —

— And you can't teleport into the labyrinth because of this either. — said Yun.
Mika suddenly moved his head as if he was hearing something. He heard elementals
whispering in his ear. The holographic reality began to change around him, showing
the current version of the city of the dead. A wall covered with skulls, and one of them
was upside down. Mika rotated the skull around, turning the surroundings. As if
something that was also upside down had flipped up; a kind of mirror of dark energy
formed from the skulls. Without a second thought, he placed his hand on the malleable
energy, inexplicably when he removed it, it had become that energy and returned to
normal moments later. Before he took any more steps, he thought for a moment,
looked at Yun and Leon.

— I will come back in no time. — they smiled at him. Mika was confident, and
he knew how to change the sequences at will with great ease.

— ...C-come back safely. — Daemon said... Mika hadn't been expecting that,
looking out from the corners of his eyes and passing through the mirror before anyone
saw the reddish cheeks.

On the other side of the mirror was something between material and
immaterial. He could see chambers projected to keep moving. Mika looked at Hayun's
map and, according to what it showed, the sculpture was after a huge corridor,
apparently empty. He continued walking down the center of the hall. And as the
entries moved, Mika could feel his body receiving information and codes.

— What's in there Mika? — Mika heard Yun as an echo as if he was dreaming.
— Images, I think they tell a story. I see... Wow... — the walls drew a kind of

samurai armor made of miners like stones, obsidian, and growing biological life, with
flowers and vines. Then lava started flowing out of the cracks, making a drawing of a
flower above and below Mika, who jumped over as the cracks opened up below
him… And all of a sudden, chains made of steel from a Kusarigama went towards
Mika from all sides. He gave backflips as he climbed up them, using them as an
impulse to reach others in an attempt to dodge the others, when he was high enough
he threw himself upwards, and from there as if his genetic code had become more
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subtle he floated for a few seconds and saw something that he could only see from a
specific point. The chains created the word 'Redrum' and the moment he saw the
message, the chains melted and the silver element turned to gold.

— Mika? Are you alright? — Leon called out to him and Mika blinked, getting
denser and falling fast. He rolled on the ground and looked at the drawings.

— I am okay... I think... — said breathlessly. — This place is going through a
process too. It's going to turn into something. And I'm not sure if it's viable for me to
stay while it happens. — the archangels looked at each other as Dan saw Yun and
Leon pondering the situation.

— Keep going. —
— First, I think these engravings want to tell me something. This samurai made

of stone is familiar... — There is this Demigod of fire and I guess it has to do with the
scarab, but the element of fire, the forging, is not enough... — then the shock. Mika
had seen something... Elohim, it was the images of that gnostic deity with a demonic
creature... It was...

— What? What are you seeing, Mika? —
— ...D-Daemon. — Dan didn't quite know what to think as Leon and Yun

looked at him for a moment. — In different forms and expressions. Dark matter,
mercury from the forge, and gold... Ouroboros. — Dan was the one missing. It was as
if this place was waiting for him, and... — noises of movements that were difficult to
assimilate triggered. Mika started to look around. The passages were overlapping. —
Ahhn... — he jumped over the fissures that were still widening, looking at the map,
entering the passage that seemed to lead to the sculpture. It was narrow, and suddenly
he saw malleable material appearing to be mercury coming at him like a tidal wave,
ready to carry him away. — What do I do? What do I do... — he looked up, and there
was nothing, at least not on the corporeal level. And he had an idea.

— How do I control the mercury, Samael? —
— You are still going through some stages, you have to go through them first.

—
— Is there another way? — Samael didn't know why he was so curious.
— Unless you are an archangel, this kind of control takes time and practice. —

the waves are getting closer. If he gets swallowed up by it, he would probably become
too subtle to be able to return to matter, but he had to try. If he remembered for a
moment the trips he had with his father to the tropical islands, Caelius always talked
about 'Heaven is when we recall that Elohim is within each of us...' If he becomes like
the sun, if he becomes the polarity of mercury, what is needed to make it molten gold,
it will pass through him so he could see through the circle.

— Eye of Ra. — he commanded loudly, increasing the volume with each pause.
Pulling the power to his center elevating his body while emulating a movement that
looked like the yin-yang symbol, and the slamming sound came... Everyone heard it
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but couldn't tell what was happening. They stopped at feeling Mika's telepathic
connection.

— Mika! — was silent, until the mercury began to glow golden, exploding the
malleable substance. And showing a circular space around Mika, which was glowing
very slightly in gold. The place had gotten larger in meters, looking up and seeing
circular platforms moving like pendulums... One last pulse enough to push the
mercury away, and jumping with the help of a wall, getting more subtle until it landed
on the circular platforms.

— Hohoho! I made it! — everyone breathed a relieved breath, and let out a few
giggles at his animation.

— What's happening there? — Dan was curious. — Why Eye of Ra? —
— A giant wave of mercury hit me. I'm looking at the ocean of mercury a few

meters above. — Samael and Richard were surprised.
— How did the Eye of Ra...? —
— That circular room was like instructions to continue forward. I figured that

the only thing with enough heat to turn mercury into molten gold was something like
the sun, expressing the polarity precisely. It worked. —

— If he hadn't succeeded...? — Yun asked the archangels.
— The way he is sensitive to this kind of cellular change, he would become

one with mercury. — said Richard with his forefinger on his chin. Leon suddenly
expressed concern.

— Are you close to the sculpture? — Leon asked, and Yun noticed the way he
was a little distressed.

— I think so... — he answered, pausing for breath. He jumped between the
platforms and it needed to be done in a precise moment, depending on the speed they
were moving. Performing the course without much effort, when he came across the
last one he saw the mercury rising towards him in the middle of the jump, hitting the
formation and turning his body while wrapping his arms around it and looking for
balance inside the circle, half dizzy, there was an elastic material stretching towards
the only exit, a tiny circle that Mika doubts if he could get through. It was now or
never. The mercury was causing the platforms to be swallowed. He waited for the time
gap and jumped. The matter threw him up and he grabbed the opening with one hand.
As he passed through the small space, his body was molded in a female physiognomy.
The curves helped him to pass through the space, sitting up and raising his legs,
moving away. The circular exit closed with an inverted pentagram seal.

As he stood up, the cells of his body accelerated, and he returned to his
masculine stature. Facing an emerald wall... No, actually it was simply a wall that had
no end made of emerald. No way out, no matter where he looked or if he tried to move
away from that divider, he couldn’t get out of the place.

— Okay... I'm stuck. —
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— Stuck? —
— Yeah, there's a huge emerald wall... Hang on. — he tried to touch it and

formations were transcribed. — Oh! Actually, it's not a wall. It's the emerald tablet
written by Hermes. Thoth. —

— We studied the text in the preparatory. — Yun affirmed.
— Of course, it talks about alchemical processes, and I just went through one.

— he performed precisely what he had done when he turned mercury into liquid gold.
— Eye of Ra. — nothing different was happening.

— So...? —
— Nothing happens, but... — in a very subtle way, the letters reacted to the

power as if they were being attracted to the sun's force. — It is reacting to the power.
— Leon thought about the text on the tablet.

— The text mentions the earth, the sun, and the moon. Energy capable of
creating and giving life, the void and creative energy, all that is and two polarities, the
duality of this world. They are the same thing, just in different states. The instructions
look the same in the first room... You have to invert the pole, which would be... —

— Eye of Horus! The moon. — Mika was surprised and then cheered up by
jumping up. — Oh my! How do you manage to be both the looks and the brains at the
same time? — when he had finished speaking the sentence he became aware putting
one hand over his mouth, pressing his eyes closed.

— I don't know, how do you manage to be both so inspiring and flexible at any
given moment? — still, with his hand on his mouth, he opened his eyes. Hayun put his
hand on his forehead, he was conflicted about whether this kind of interaction would
make Mika lose focus completely. Daemon was with a stamped cute little smile.

— You know how to use words efficiently, don't ya? — was Samael's teasing.
Leon hadn't understood what he was talking about.

— I am just being honest. — Mika with a large smile. He loves Leon's pisces
energy. Hayun noticed his silence and imagined that he was daydreaming.

— Hello there? Did you forget that you can't be that much longer in this place...
The alchemical process? —

— Oh, yeah! Right. — this time he made the movement, forming a yin-yang
symbol in reverse. — Eye of Horus. — he said softly and sweetly, moving gracefully
and receptively. He began to glow silvery, crystalline particles floated around him,
touching the tablet, the symbols lit up, breaking apart and creating pulsing veins all
over the tablet. Mika felt as if he had run through them all in a fraction of a second.
And as he came out the other side, he felt as if he completely mattered in the densest
states. The tetrahedron symbol formed beyond him from the glowing veins, which was
also the symbol of 'As above, so below.'

The others in the main salon of the corridors of the akashic records, they now
heard something unlocking. And in the giant circular column in the center was shown
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to guard a golden spiral staircase. They heard rushing footsteps echoing, and it was
Mika, looking for the others with half his face in the opening called out to them.
Smiling with each other, they descended the stairs to a chamber, the chamber of
Ieiazel's vision.

— Daemon, you said it might be right in front of us, and indeed it was. —
Ieiazel points out. Hayun and Leon lifted Mika's spirit as they entered by patting him
on the shoulder or messing up his hair.

— Beatrice! — Angelos approached the sculpture, almost at the stature of a
normal person, relics referring to a fire Demigod and drawings of the samurai made of
stone on the scrolls, and strange patterns.

— What are they saying? — Ieiazel looked more closely away from Beatrice's
sculpture.

— It doesn't seem right... — he noticed the puddles of water reflecting the
reliquaries and used a water mirror after making some movements with his hands. —
It's written things like bardo, mortal, caede, which in Latin is 'murder' in a mirrored
way. —

— Redrum. — This samurai with armor made of stone is Redrum... Now, I
know where the memory comes from, from my father's notebook. — Mika realized,
and Angelos then noticed a letter hidden in a notebook in the sculpture's hand's on its
back.

— You mean this one? — Mika turned around. He walked over to Angelos. He
looked at the suede notebook in a faded shade of dark red. It had the name Caelius in
gold ink and cursive handwriting on one edge.

— That's the one... — Mika unwrapped the rubber band and dropped the
letter...

— The Maurice stamp! It's a letter from Beatrice. — Mainyu took the letter and
read it calmly.

'You must have noticed that the scarab is no longer in its proper resting place...
— they turned to see where the resting place was, searching at the pedestals

and Ieiazel noticed a formation on the wall between the ivory archangels and their
wings. — I found it! — it had hieroglyphics making a circle around the formation that
seemed to carry it. 'I had to carry it with me, it was protected below and above by
various genetic codes that only at the right time could be accessed. But after what I
discovered... All my research on Caelius' notes then connected... The path of
knowledge leads you to see the sunrise before the rest of the whole world, as Oscar
Wilde would say.'

— I've heard that before... That's right! Dragon, in this particular case, Mr.
Cartier used similar words when describing Ahura. — Hayun punctuated.

— Angelos, why... Your name is in my father's notes. — she looked at him
confused and saw letters dedicated to the name di Angelos. How could this be
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possible? She took the notebook gently from Mika and read along with Ieiazel. There
were clear mentions of the Triad and how Caelius trusted this secret to...

— Dean... — Your father and mine were close... But how? —
— That makes sense with the bits of information we received. — Mainyu said

as they directed attention to her. — The Triad worshiped the Gnostic deity, an
important piece of information to achieve immortality, which my brother Ahura needs.
They tried to separate the parts into different parts of the multiverse as told to us. That
was the first mark. We found one of the three parts the moment Daemon opened up to
the powers, Redrum is another but what about this Demigod of fire...? — Ieiazel
materialized the wine book, turned the pages but besides the last myths of Daemon
and Leon, as the symbols of Beatrice, there was no mention of Redrum or this
Demigod.

— ...They must be somewhere too far away to reach, like Beatrice. — Ieiazel
suggested as he saw Angelos climbing on Beatrice's sculpture. — Angelos? What are
you...? —

— There's something here... The key necklace she always wears... It's almost
coming off... — she was using all of her strength, but it was stuck like some kind of
valve. As she stops pulling, sounds of compartments opening everywhere, agitating
Angelos. The key went back to the center of the sculpture's heart and got loose.
Angelos took the necklace in her hands and the whole place began to flood with round
openings. Everyone looked at Angelos with narrowed, judging eyes. It paralyzed her
with a funny face. — The exit! — they looked at the golden spiral staircase but the
moment they did, it began to curl circularly and the only way out was now with a
vortex made of water too strong to try to venture yourself in there, but that wouldn't
stop the chamber from being completely inundated. Angelos was squeezing her face,
hugging the sculpture, and watching the water rise close to her feet.

— Is there anything else on the letter, Mainyu? — she took another look,
conjuring with her third eye a minor spell to see if there was any hidden message, but
there was nothing.

— Let me see this key. — Gabriel approached Angelos, and she gave him the
necklace.

— It is the androgynous symbol, Beatrice once stated that this symbol was the
door to knowledge. — Ieiazel towards Gabriel expressed.

— The caduceus was a symbol related to hermaphroditic beings. That is,
Hermes, who was later the bearer, also referred to as Mercury... Mercury. — he
repeated, and the image appeared in the book spinning as the serpents wrapped
themselves around the winged cedar.

— The symbol portrays well the alchemical process that Dan went through. —
— Exactly Hayun, like the Redis engraving. Two polarities, the sun and the

moon, surrounded by a dragon or a serpent. —
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— Like The World card in tarot. — Ieiazel said after having a clarification.
— Beatrice, as a scholar of alchemy, should be involved in astronomy, since...

—
— Symbols and alchemical symbols have to do with the planets. — they were

already with the water rising above their waists and Ieiazel had his arms above his
head, looking up to the sky with a smile. — The farthest planet in the solar system is
Saturn, and it is repeated around hermaphroditism next to Mercury in art and alchemy
as the symbol of the sickle, also representing Kronos, with his powers over time, a
three-headed creature, a leader. — the wine book levitated drawing new images in
Boognie's myths and showed him summoning the huge scythe wearing an iron crown
in a place in shades of pink and blue. It looked like a high-tech city with Parisian
elements...

— Valentino! — the boys exclaimed together.
— You guys got it right. Valentino is like the coliseum of Olympus. It is like a

passageway and one of the overlapping realities of Paris. — And the only way to get
there is through a swirling portal in the water. —

— So we are going to let ourselves drown? — Hayun asked, and Samael took a
look at the whirlpools.

— I'm sure that's access magic. That's our best shot. — the water now reaching
their shoulders was beginning to pull them in. — Grab hold of something... — at once
the water submerged the whole place. Samael was holding onto his sword after
summoning it and hooking it into a crack in the ground. The rest found sculptures to
steady themselves but Hayun ended up slipping his hand in the process and being
pulled up with rapid speed. Angelos, still on Beatrice's sculpture, summoned the
blood-red cord with the peonies and pulled Yun back after he held it, before being
swallowed up completely by the vortex. Slowly he reached Angelos, holding onto the
sculpture. The vortex suddenly formed a cylinder of light. It was silent, a few relics
moving around. They looked at each other, seeing the place in a greenish light; the
light of which was illuminating the silver and gold objects. Until it compressed into a
point like a star and exploded in blinding white light, taking Leon by surprise who
scraped his knee and ripped his jacket into a skeleton angel on the impact. Blood in
the water and sounds of a lighthouse to ships half-muffled, as if at the bottom of a
pool.

Beatrice was in that long sorceress dress and the long black hair blending into
it, the glows in an eternal night playing her violin, calling out to the shadows of that
mysterious world. It was Black Wholeness. Dragon watched her with that gray gaze,
so calm and yet becoming one with each note. A sound like the pulse of a heart
echoed along with the violin. Dragon looked over and saw Redrum's stone armor
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pulsing veins through the cracks. With each peak in the sonnet Beatrice played, the
more the veins spread. Dragon's smile broadened.

— Daemon began to release his powers. — that voice faded of color... Putting
the white hair back in a place that it was hard to tell where it was, but it was like a
graveyard without dead bodies.

— Perfect timing. — the bat wings were still blinking with little strength, but
still... He could feel the sun rising on the horizon of that smoky dark land. — Mika
also started to unlock the codes. —

— They didn't came to me as they were supposed to. — But I already had
something in mind in case things started to get messy. —

— Now, it is just a matter of time to find the Torch. —

“A prince of a magical land is sent on a journey in a distant, unknown land to
find a lost treasure within a sacred cave, — the void — able to point to the location of
a place called the Holy Land, where he finds what was actually to be a secret hidden
in his own mind. Superhuman abilities cause him to assume a mask, an alter-ego to
realize his desire to bring the truth from the illusory reality. But he fell for the lies of
the king, the highest King of the Divine Heroes.

The prince discovered that the distant land was always the Magic Land, but
many aeons in the future. Valentino. The great fall caused ruptures. Demigods made
blood pacts with demonic and supernatural creatures and their ancient wisdom fell
into oblivion.”

— Leon! — he was underwater, opening his eyes delicately and feeling a
terrible pain in his arm... A blinding pink effervescent light hit his eyes with a beacon
sound. He was underwater, his blue eyes almost blended with those blue tones.
Everything seemed to move slowly until Daemon appeared beside him, seeing him
through the water. Gaining strength to get out of the water, he was faced with shades
of blue and pink. It was like being in the center of Tokyo and on the Boulevard
Haussmann in Paris at the same time. The statues and architecture were golden with
neon signs and their holograms, cherry blossom trees, and oriental lanterns in designs
in the same palette. He looked back and saw a sculpture of an archangel in gold and
was soaking wet like the rest, which he could now tell was a fountain with Mainyu
helping Angelos get off it on one side. — Leon, your knee is bleeding. — said
Daemon touching it.

— It's nothing, I- — he tried to move his arm, but it was like an agonizing sting
and he complained about the pain. Ieiazel, next to the boys, scanned his body
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energetically, as he made some movements with the purple energy seeing what was
happening in the physical body.

— The arm is broken, and he has some scratches. An energetic healing with
one of my miraculous teas will solve it. —

— It must have been the impact, but when it happened I could only feel my
jacket... My jacket. — he whined as he saw a huge ripped piece of fabric in his
forearm... It was ruined. Mainyu looked at him, giving her hand to climb out of the
fountain. He held her hand and Mainyu saw the fractured spot.

— Let me take care of the healing. — Leon looked at her gratefully, hearing
someone call out to them in the distance.

— ...It's the young ones. — Hani was calling out to them, grabbing some
towels from the entrance of a hotel in the southern direction of their view.

— Bonjour! Konnichiwa! What... are you all doing here? — he asked a bit
breathlessly as he handed them the towels, after running a little.

— We could ask the same question. — Mika crossed his arms, and Hani tidied
his hair with a smile.

— When we are not training with Boognie at the circus, he takes us along to
Valentino when he has to come here to take care of his duties as a prince. — Luan
arrived with more towels next to Vik.

— Yeah, hallucinating nights and ultra-enhanced video games. —
— Or symphonic orchestras inside cyber cafes. — continued Vik after Luan's

animated words.
— It must be exhausting to come here soaked every time. — Hayun shakes his

hair and takes off his soaked hoodie. Hani smiled at Luan and Vik, who were waiting
for what came next. There was a system in the streets with a kind of glass-like
material that became malleable when touched, underneath streams of water. Hani went
to the edge, jumping there as if entering a swimming pool. The material molded itself
to be more flexible, letting Hani go through and started swimming in that giant
aquarium under their feet. It resembled a merman as it moved its body. It was almost
as if a holographic tail flashed in place of his legs, in a holographic pattern also, as the
light from the lighthouse passed by. The wine book spoke to Ieiazel through intuitions.
That purple energy made a swirl and showed the book. Ieiazel's eyes sparkled reading
what was written, the boys with curiosity went to see what it was. Pictures of Malibu,
with surfboards and amusement parks in the bay.

— He is like a merman, but is somehow different... — He hasn't been marked.
He could be something like Boognie. The scythe is a relic of power. From it comes
Boognie's powers over time, like the enchanted chains in the mansion. — Mika looked
at him, swimming with the colorful shoals, seeing that necklace with the shell
pendant.
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— That's why he's handsome like that... — Hayun lowered his voice… That
looks towards him. — Come on, someone had to spit it out. It's almost supernatural.
— and they agreed with him, was really out of this world with his tribal tattoos of
dolphins, ships, like he came out of legends about Hawaiian gods.

— It must be the necklace. — Why do you look so excited? — Ieiazel
expressed not getting it or pretended to be confused at Mika's words.

— Me? No, you're imagining things. — the boys narrowed their eyes at
Ieiazel's faraway look.

Haniel climbed back up, touching the matter and sitting down... As he climbed
up, his hair and clothes were not wet.

— No one comes by fountains, your means must have been peculiar. —
— More like curiosity killed the cat. — Ieiazel played a little with Angelos.

She crossed her arms with a frown face. Rick approached Hani, touching the shell on
his necklace.

— Something like this... Where did you get it? —
— Family heirloom? — Rick laughed and repeated what Hani answered

dismissively.
— I'll pretend I believe it. — Daemon watched the two of them as Rick

dropped the necklace, he was no longer in Gabriel's emanation and fixed his tie in that
hot pink color and Hani tucked his hands into his low-waisted pants with that faraway
look, catching waves, on the shores of Malibu.

— You two look alike... — Rick and Hani looked at Dan at the same time and
then at each other.

— It must be Valentino. This place leaves characteristics related to marine life,
the phases of the moon, and its effect on the ocean more intense. — And it seems that
this young man has traces of this energy... — Rick waved his hand in front of Hani. —
All over the place. —

Vik looked at Leon holding his arm, squeezing his face, then lifted two fingers
conjuring a mirror spell showing the fracture.

— His arm is broken. — the three gathered together. — You're here for
Boognie, aren't you? —

— How do you know that? — asked Leon.
— People come here usually in search of him, to see time as it really is, as the

archon of time. —
— To create through the Void, you feel you are beyond time, not identifying

with body, space, and time. — Samael contemplatively looked at the surrounding
structures, noticing the subtle connections. — These two things are intimately
connected. The human obsessions with the ego, the identities. And the transformation
that can only happen in pure consciousness completely removed from what it is
familiar with and finding oneself in a totally unknown place. —
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— If they listen to the guidance and messages from the circus, they are brought
here. Then they can experience what they truly desire. — finished Vik.

— You all can use our rooms in the hotel to take care of this arm. We were
going to the Kotodama Arcade, meet us there later to go see him. — Hani was sending
flying kisses giving their keys.

— To me, it appears it's already late. — exposed Leon.
— It's always night here. — Luan said, walking away with the other two with

Hani hugging them by the shoulders. — The city never sleeps. Aoi en rose! — he said
loudly waving at them.

The surroundings were truly a journey into stranger tides, walls structured to
put aquariums on display. It was a dance of colors with glistening gold details. Fancy
furniture like waterbeds and Yun seemed to be completely convinced it was not safe to
go up an elevator like a circular aquarium closing his eyes quickly expecting the
aquarium water to flood the place as they opened the circular doors and came to be
only holographic images, as in the akashic records, but only in the genetic codes
written of the place.

As they walked in, it was like a penthouse, with an observation area and
long-size windows. It had a kind of beach charm, in shades of bright pink and blue
bubblegum like bruises, and wood details. The skyline with the lighthouse turning
neon blue and the iridescent pink light. A silent siren, the curves of the buildings were
making waves, zig-zags. It was like a tide; it was like being underwater with a
plethora of exotic life, the red and light rose flowers in that fauna and flora covering
the structures. They were in one of the highest formations. The colors they made down
there were like a light show. Most of them were reflected from crystals and mirrored
reflectors. And in one corner of the room, there were easels and paintings in a
beautiful mess with the thousands of plants decorating the surroundings, the paintings
portrayed the city colors pulling a stronger reddish, a mesmerizing violet and a darker
blue, inside these nebulas and galaxies there were inscriptions of spells with angelic
symbols, it was signed by Vik, Viktor Dion.

— You get to know someone better just by feeling the things they love doing
when they are not thinking about anything, and put all their attention on it, is all of
them. — Daemon ran gently the hand over the easel while Leon took off his jacket
and sat down on the bed with fuzzy blankets with geometric patterns.

— Yeah, Leon, do you want to take a look at his space in our apartment in
Paris? — Rick pondered and before Dan could do anything, his camera was gone from
his back and the slide in the pocket inside his padded jacket was gone as well.
Daemon asked him not to show it, but he had already placed the camera on the floor.
A dimensional picture of the place, it was an urban style with pillars like industrial
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pipes, with mannequins and spaces with blank sceneries and the cameras in the
supports. This was probably Richard's part. Daemon’s part was such unique chaos.
Hermetic and alchemical symbols, pages of books in the wall above a desk with dark
wood with metal chains curling up the bases, band-aids, and stickers of brands on it
like his motorcycle helmet and those devil red horns, a black leather case, and several
pictures related to demonology, silver crosses and colorful Mexican skulls swinging in
the fairy lights as they noticed symbols related to the myths and the powers of each
one of them. Mentions of the archangels written by pseudo-Dionysius, drawings of
yõkais masks, and investigations into psychic phenomena.

— Yes, you were really watching us very closely. — Ieiazel said from further
away, doing something in the kitchen, and Daemon ran his fingers through his hair
trying to cover it up. Hayun took his helmet and looked at the tapestry of the Horned
God in neon green and bohemian colors.

— He isn’t our favorite edgy cop? — Daemon went over to him, grabbing his
helmet and leaving it where it was. — I saw a smile over there? He liked the
compliment. —

— Stop bothering him, Yun. — Mika said with a lowered voice, but Yun was
again connecting the dots and he couldn't believe it.

— Is this because of Leon? — he asked telepathically as he approached him.
— N-no, I mean-I don't know what you are referring to. — meanwhile, Mainyu

stood a few inches away from Leon who was wrapped in angelic symbols representing
Lucifer, creating swirls of air. Lucifer, as the brightest star, made those powers of
Mainyu to be very shiny and glimmering, with her hands lining up towards the
fracture. The fractured bone began to regenerate with designs of a snowflake on
Leon's skin, he seemed to feel much better... And Mainyu's powers were somehow
nostalgic, that snowflake rotated making other geometric formations and it was as if
he felt a connection to the formations. He looked into Mainyu's amber eyes as she
made her final checks.

— Stand up. — Leon did so almost unconsciously, following her with his gaze
as she took his arm.

— Yuki-onna... — Mainyu looked at him for a moment after saying the yõkai's
name.

— The healing powers were passed to me by her. —
— And she almost sucked the life force out of Leon. — shared Yun.
— It is not wise to enter her territory. —
— Yeah, we learned it the hard way. —
— Come here, boys. — Richard called out to them, showing them some clothes

and holding them up on hangers. — I thought you might like it, it's one of Diane's
collections called, 'The Fuckboy Club'. I know, a bit exaggerated, but she's like that.
—
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— Where do you... — another slide showing a high-tech closet. Richard also
had one of the cameras, but it was a smaller vintage-style model.

— Dan carries his safe space in his pocket, and I have a portable wardrobe. —
— Fair enough. — Mika quick-witted stated.
— Now, Samael and I have to take care of some things. —
— We have? — his brow furrowed in suspicion.
— We will be in Kotodama too. — If our presence is required, Dan will send

me messages. —
— Through soul connection? —
— No, cell phone. That place is a mess. — and they had already taken the

elevator with silence enveloping the place as Ieiazel finished what he was doing, and
the boys returned well dressed. Angelos did Mainyu's makeup. It was shades of pink
with a glossy effect and she was wearing a kind of overcoat made of white vinyl
leather, black pantyhose, and a white body with white neck buckles. And Angelos'
makeup was shades of blue with references to oriental handcrafts. She was wearing a
white top cropped and torn blue shorts, a black leather padded jacket, leather gloves,
knee-high socks, and an all-star. The two were talking to Daemon and as they turned
to them, Yun tripped over his own feet at the sight of them, but quickly recovered.

— Rick has come here before, right? —
— That’s what it looks like. Explains how he knew to make the passage. —

Daemon answered Zi’s curiosity, turning the chair from side to side.
— Here is my tea Leon. It needs some time to make its magic. We'll go ahead.

Will you keep him company, Daemon? — he nodded with an innocent smile. Leon
was looking at the leaves and lily flowers.

— You're wearing a sweatshirt and shorts, how do you intend to- — with a
snap of a finger the energy of his powers spiraled around his body, a denim jeans
jacket on boots, lots of patches, and the gold necklace with an opal crystal. What was
eye-catching were the shiny strips in the mahogany hair and the turtleneck in crimson
velvet. Yun bites his lip, going ahead of them.

— ...So what does that tea do, Ieiazel? — he didn't understand Mika's question
as the blue lights danced across his face from the elevator passing down the floors. —
Aren't your teas charmed? —

— That was just tea. —
— Why did you...? — Mika realized it was just an excuse to make them alone,

putting his hands on that American football jacket and shaking his feet to see that
glitter moving on a malleable substance inside the sole of his sports shoes. — You
know what? Nevermind. — he moved enthusiastically and lifted his body on tiptoe
with a focused gaze. They smiled at each other and giggled.
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Dan got up from his chair and walked over to the observation area. The effect
the lights were giving was really like being on the open sea. Daemon wondered what
Valentino was, and the wine book talked to him through the connection.

— Valentino is an underwater city in the fifth dimension... Located on the
brightest star. We are on Earth, but at the same time in another set of stars, in another
constellation. Fascinating. — he was reading, turning around, and sitting up in bed.
That wound on Leon's knee was healing. — Was it the tea? —

— I think he just gave me tea. I am regenerating the wounds with
visualizations. — taking something from his pocket, Dan reached into his notebook
and pulled out a band-aid, even though he now just had a slight mark on it, he insisted
on putting the band-aid on.

— The upside of wounds are the colored band-aids. — Leon smiled in
agreement. Daemon got reflective. His space was still there in the corner looking at
Ahura Mazda's mentions. He turned forward, placing his hands in front of his body,
elbows on his knees. — How could my powers fulfill Ahura's wish? — Leon began to
have visions, precise and in alignment with those he had had at the very beginning of
this journey.

— You are accelerating the movement of the Earth's pole. The prophecies
about cataclysmic events... Your powers as an embodiment of transformation have
given space for us, out of the void, to create. For this, it is necessary to be beyond
identities, beyond the ego. The Death of the Ego. You and Ahura are the beginning of
the Blood Moon. — Naturally... Now everything makes sense. — Daemon shows a
certain desperation remembering the records about the Blood Moon. — Hey, it's okay.
Without you and Ahura, it wouldn't be possible to reach the New Age. —

— But the prophecies speak of the seas invading cities and submerging them,
with earthquakes breaking continents. — Did you remember? The seven nights and
days in absolute darkness? —

— Still, what about the amazing things that came along with these events, the
connection they felt? The words communicated between hearts? — Yes, so much of
what we knew about our world was gone so that we could see beyond our old
perceptions. And now that I know that it was you who made this possible... — Leon's
smile was so charming, and he seemed to have been enveloped in something that
made him light and high. He sat down next to Daemon on the side of the bed. Daemon
moved to rest with his hand using it as support, the way Leon was looking at him with
stunning and magnetic eyes.

— ...You shouldn't make me feel good about something like this. —
— You should. — he susurrated in his ear. — More than anyone else, you know

what Mortem means. —
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— There's blood on my hands. — laying towards one of them with his head
bowed.

— You’re trying to put yourself in the position of being the villain but deep
down you know. You’re not here to be what they want, you’re here to be who you are.
—

— And who am I? — Daemon was with a faded look in his eyes, and Leon
could only see that this darkness was as intense as the pure light of his whole self, it
was only he who couldn't let himself see and feel.

— Why don't you come here and show me? — he muttered as he stood over
Daemon with hands resting on upon theirs on both sides of his body. The silence at
that moment was exactly the same as when he was awake. Now he was dreaming a
dream so beautiful, in form, in warmth. It happened without much poetry or flowers,
nothing about elaborate words or small details. They just came together in the silence
and touched each other, they kissed. And at that moment, it wasn't the taste of honey,
but it was like becoming one with the substance and its characteristics. Malleable,
liquid, and glistening. Something very deep reminded them that they were the same
person, and Sophia, the feeling it brought, the rhythm and synchrony was undeniable.
It wasn't suffocating or too fast; it was just too real. The thought of us doing
something like that, something so elaborate and structured to have intelligence of its
own, how the body knows what it should do and when it should do it without the
logical mind, is breathtaking. And we did it just to remember, to remember who we
really are…

At the entrance, a neon sign in blue and pink with the word 'Kotodama' written
in kanji, inside the sign orange carps swimming holographically. You could see the
yellow traffic signs with colorful stickers all over them for vehicles powered by
different energy than is used after the Blood Moon, some water-like substance. As
they went inside, the fragrance brought up something refreshing and sweet. That
perfume was lovely. It was a kind of arcade with an aquatic theme. Shades of navy
blue with flowers in soft pink, with ultra-realistic video games. Luan was with Hani in
the cybercafe part, the computers were made of pure energy, in a dynamic way the
keyboards materialize when desired and the joystick both the old versions and the fact
that now, the body itself was the controls, you don't even have to move but many
prefer it because it is much more entertaining and Luan was in one of the fields, he
was wearing a basic white t-shirt with several bracelets, Hani was wearing a smaller
size 2000s inspired one with a tropical flower and the necklace, the seventies inspired
pants calling the boys to come to join them.

Angelos became excited at what appeared to be an ice skating rink, so Ieiazel
and Mainyu separated from the two being pulled by her. The boys went over to the
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rookies to greet them in the 'La bise' way. Vik returned with a summer-themed glass
with that little umbrella and lemon slice adorning it, wearing totally spies-inspired
sunglasses. Mika took the drink from his hands and gave it to Hayun, dragging him to
play arcade basketball with him.

They were spread out playing various games together, Angelos skating divinely
and even professionally. As she has been training since she was a little girl. Under
those lights with maritime sirens echoing with the music that now made sounds like
electromagnetic pulses, like waves and radio frequencies, the spins were fast but
seemed to modulate singularly, she really was going somewhere beyond time and her
wings take shape in her jumps.

Further away with tavern-inspired decorations, with masts and the statues
adorned in gold of the goddesses of the seas, referring to those on the prows of ships
to bring luck, were Richard and Samael.

— What kind of place is this? —
— For unafraid pirates seeking to be guided by the moon, by the goddesses of

the seas, by fortune tellers and their beautiful ritualistic dances. —
— And for what exactly are we here? —
— Has your memory not returned yet? — Samael looked around, trying to

decipher Rick's question, and looking back at him. — Such a privilege to experience
this again should be forbidden to you. — Richard raised one of his hands, showing
Sam his palm as he walked away and sat down elegantly in one of the corners. Samael
continued to stand there, trying to figure out what this all meant. Until he saw a young
man circling a mast, wearing a white puffy blouse and high-waisted pants in laced
leather, and overlapping belts… Pupils dilated, swallowing hard.

You could hear a grim chorus in an orchestra with references to medieval songs
and pirate tales, his eyes with the singular heterochromia illuminated by navy blue
light and the holographic images of waves... 'Michael.' his name an echo in Samael's
mind. The music started to brighten, with him spinning again and again. The dance
was in elevated, jovial tone and he felt free from the so strict rules that had been
thrown upon him for many aeons, the ginger hair jumping with him, raising his fists
closer to his forehead and tapping his feet on the oxford shoes rhythmically moving
his torso, he made sensual steps leaning against the mast behind him and lying on the
circular tables looking in the mirror as he fell in love with his own image. The male
body is sharply focused and fluid, like the moon and the waves.

Samael ended up remembering all the times they met. It was exactly the words
in the lyrics, gasps, breathed within a fierce hoarse voice tone and grief for his loved
one, all this burning fire, and attraction. And they do it over and over again. Agro
hearts sculpted in angel bodies. He's in love with him for too long, and it doesn't
matter if the times are ancient or modern. His divinity overflows everything and
people suddenly start to yearn for something forbidden and mystical. And out of
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nowhere, he was on a table too close to Samael. He's looking from above, lifting his
chin and going down through the seats with fierce steps. He doesn't even know who
he is, and he's already messing with him. How tragic.

— Here we go again. — Richard was talking to himself as he saw Samael
ducking out of the crowd asking for passage, already pointing his finger at Richard.
He was acting like he had been dealing with these two practically all the time, and it
was true, he has been dealing with these two for aeons.

— What should be forbidden is you putting me in such a situation! I'm totally
off guard now, really. I'm starting to think that the trickster is you, not me. — he lay
down on the table and hid his face. — ...He's my Michael. —

— Aren't you going to talk to him? —
— The handsome face doesn't even remember me, and he doesn't remember

who he really is, either. —
— But we can work this out now. — Richard got up and Samael dragged his

chair and stood beside the blonde.
Michael bowed his head in an attempt to show them gratitude for their

compliments until reached the red velvet curtains. Richard and Samael followed him,
and through the curtains, you could see him pulling his white shirt off. The necklace
with a cross in gold entangled with the shirt and slid down again soon after. His pale
skin, wearing a flowering crimson Hawaiian shirt with the buttons open.

— What is he doing here? —
— Psychometry, he takes readings. —
— What was the dance about? —
— The people here like my dance, so I do it once in a while. — Samael, caught

off guard for the second time this long night, sees the young man some steps ahead of
them through the mannequins. — So… What kind of reading do you guys want?
Regarding love life, spiritual growth, or to contact dead people in the afterlife? —
Samael could not believe how he could look into his eyes like a complete stranger…
He’s just trying to run away before anything gets deeper, Richard catches his shirt
turning him towards where Mike was.

— We are here to talk with you. —
— Okay, what is it? — Sam and Rick looked at each other for a moment, and

Richard took a deep breath.
— You’re the expression of an archangel reincarnated. — he expressed surprise

as he analyzed them to see if they were serious. He smiled sweetly, letting out a few
laughs.

— It’s very sweet of you to give me such a compliment. I rarely get those. —
— Alright, now you’re lying. — Samael added a little roughly. Mike scanned

him for a second, dispersing himself.
— Anyway, how did you know? —
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— And that is about…? — Richard was trying to catch up with his thought
process.

— Me being a major in angelology? —
— We didn’t know about that. —
— …Right. — If that's all I'm flattered, but if you guys have nothing for me to

read... — he was tidying up some things in the cabinet, with the lit incense and
dreamcatchers.

— He's not taking us seriously. — Richard looked at Sam sideways, narrowing
his eyesight.

— We do have something for you to read. — behind them, Angelos appeared
calling for them.

— There you are! —
— We were looking for you… Wait, where are the boys? — Ieiazel looked

around but could not see them anywhere.
— Michael… — Mainyu called Mike that was a bit off, looking at both Rick's

and Sam's eyes.
— Now, how did you know my name? — and as they walked in, Mike saw the

necklace around Angelos' neck. — And how do you have Beatrice's necklace? — they
had shocked faces.

— Do you know her? —
— Yeah, she was my roommate at the S.S. Academy. I would recognize this

pendant from miles away. She would never take it off unless… — You guys are really
serious about it, aren't you? It’s that so… I am Archangel… Michael? But this is so
unsettling. I have been studying him for years. —

— But you never felt him. — Look, in this incarnation you committed to
forgetting your light till this point. It's asked from you here and now to become aware
again. —

— Very well. Is there something from him that is strong enough for me to
recall? — everyone turned their eyesight towards Sam. He looked like he was okay
with all the judging eyes upon him, but soon after, he rolled his eyes, giving up. He
cast up a summoning spell, surrounded by bloody light putting his hands where the
energy was more condensed, bringing from there the katana Michael used in the fight
with Boognie.

— How did you get the katana? — Mainyu questioned.
— An emanation of him incarnated in ancient Japan. The blade represented the

power of the royal bloodlines in relation to the Dragons, passing down generations. —
I don’t have it after he’s done with it. I have to return to its place. — somewhere in
East Asia, in a museum, the podium is missing their display weaponry.
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With a crossed-leg position he closed his eyes in a meditative state, he placed
his hand above the ornament and within a short period of time, it started to get less
heavy, levitating towards his palms… The expressions on his face were tearful, the
feelings were strong towards Dragon, the ritual of the Dragon, memories of falling
and being in dense form, willingly he softened the need to cry and rage, although he
expressed it dearly, all that he needed right now was forgiveness. Giving it to himself,
remembering the light, changing his state to something serene and restful. But all of a
sudden, he grabbed the katana boldly… Clearly, a memory of something and the
touching on the ornament is the same way he touches Sam, very bold, striking, and
precise.

This time, he really wasn't ready to meet Mike's inquiring eyes and turning
towards him, like some kind of predator towards prey.

— Sure. For him, it is that easy, and I have to go through something... — Sam
was trying to mask the effect he had caused.

— Sam. — Mike was calling for him. All he was doing was hiding those
feelings. — You’re going to pretend you do not care? — with arms crossed and body
facing the wall. The delightful sensation in Mike's body, all colors are dazzling, plus
the dreamy state was like nothing else, one of the best things in the world. To
remember where he belongs, the angelic spheres with their loving light. Getting on his
feet, brushing his hair. — Wow. You’re really holding yourself back. I confess it is a
little unexpected and impressive. The Sam I know would not care if people are
watching- — the next second he gives up, just to get closer to him, he hugged him
passing his hands inside the shirt touching Mike’s skin with his arms all around his
back. Mike touched his black hair gently while he had his face on Mike’s neck.

— Why? Why you had to take so long… —
— You know how delicate and complex the processes happening at this moment

are. —
— My turn. — Gabriel appeared in front of the two, placing his hands in the

center of them, separating the bodies from its embrace.
Michael, Samael, and Gabriel. Completely aware of their light and duties of

being archangels. In the same place, oh boy. Sam e Mike were looking at each other
with that force that could bring an earthquake capable of fracturing the world in two
halves. Nothing was more intense than this.

— You both messed up. —
— Excuse me, sir? — Samael cannot believe he did that. — You hold yourself

back all this time, and now, you’re throwing this at us? Like, right now? —
— What better time than here and now? — a daredevil smile.
— Evil. You’re evil. —
— Rick’s right, Sam. Because of that, I didn’t give permission. Our connection

is too strong. —
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— That, but you can't pretend it's not there or force it either. What I'm referring
to is that if you two weren't so concerned about each other, you might have felt what
was out of place, a seal that wasn't yours, Mike, and a creature outside your domain,
Sam. I watched it all at the circus. —

— Why didn't you intervene? — Mainyu asked, confused.
— In this reincarnation, I am only tasked to guide and protect Dan- — right

there, Richard stopped. He was not feeling Daemon, not at all. He suddenly
dematerialized, and everyone looked around for the rest of the group in Kotodama.
Hayun appeared, he was breathless on the stairs above, Ieiazel looked at him and he
pointed to the sky, they ran to the exit door and saw a sky in a black hue and Dan was
fading with heavy chains around his torso and legs, levitating high above the stars...
Richard growing his gigantic wings swirled towards him, but it was too late... He is no
longer in his dense form, disappearing before them.

We turn back the clock while they were having some fun. Both Dan and Leon
had arrived, holding hands and looking gorgeous. They were literally sparkling for
Mika, and he knows what this kind of field means. And... Boom! 'Shit' a hit in the
face, his nose started to ache...

— Sophia, this hurts. — Mika had just been hit in the face by his own
distracted throw while looking at the two of them.

— You mean your nose, or... — Vik pointed to the two of them walking
towards Hani, Yun, and Luan on the cyber cafe benches having a drink while
laughing.

— No! — to make his statement clear, he continued. — My nose. Both of them
make me feel good... — it must be the hit to say something like this. Vik expressed
just being comprehensive. — I didn't mean that, not at all. Heck... Wait for a second,
how did you...? —

— Relax, I get it. And I know it because I am not blind. —
— This is the second time we have met. — Vik misses the shot.
— Yeah! I am... an observing type of person. — he lied. Mika furrowed his

eyebrows but didn't have the time to think because Dan was coming towards him and
Vik was walking away with Hani calling.

— Can I play with you? — Mika tried to say something but nothing came out,
that cute smile… Giving up and just consenting. — Cool. —

— You will tell us where this necklace comes from? —
— Get over it. — Hayun on the other side of the bench lowers his head,

aligning with his hands placed on the bench.
— I just can't! — insisted putting his hands together, asking him once more.
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— It's from a high-advanced civilization, the people of Mali in West Africa
called them Nommo. Fishlike entities. — With it I am able... —

— To create a fishlike tail? — Yun cut him off. Hani seems to be very annoyed.
— They gifted it to you? —

— This is far more complex for me to explain. —
— You can always try- Okay, no more questions. — Hani was about to grab his

throat and shock him, scaring him out.
On one of the digital screens, they saw letters in Arabic-like formations

surrounded by fluorescent green energy pointing to the stairs and numbers. It was 4 3.
Hani and Luan looked at each other, getting up from their seats.

— That's the sign, it's Boognie. —
— How are we going to communicate? I know he came with you, but I don't

think he can leave the circus having no form. — Leon questioned, and Luan as well as
Vik and Hani were impressed.

— You'll see. — they smiled and went up the stairs. Yun called Mika and Dan
to come.

— Wait, I'd better notify Richard. — Hani in the stairs, reaching the handrail
looking towards something distant.

— He is over there. — at the moment, Richard and Samael, currently from afar,
were passing through the curtains in the area inspired by taverns and ships. — He
appears to be busy. — Hani observed as he lay on his crossed arms on the handrail.
Dan gazed at Richard as he stepped out of his sight and then nodded in agreement.
They walked down a few corridors illuminated with colored light tubes on the sides.
There was a door with no door handle flashing like a hologram and it had the numbers
4 3 blinking in gold and silver, respectively. The rookies walked through it holding
hands. The number three had become a malleable, more subtle energy and the boys
found themselves totaling four, realizing that they had to do the same thing. Mika was
startled to feel both Leon and Dan intertwining their hands in his. They were a bit
dispersed but exchanged glances with him. Yun came out in front of them, holding
Leon’s hand. After they came out on the other side, the number four became dense,
adorned in gold behind them. The numbers came together, forming a 7 in dark
matter-energy, pure emptiness, and something had been sealed at that instant.

As they entered the room, and wherever they looked, there were references to
the phases of the moon.

— The moon represents the world of imagination and abstractions, rules the
spirit and femininity. — Yun looked around informing them.

— With this much energy concentrated into the subconscious mind… Is this
the way you make it possible for him to take form? — Mika asked, feeling a
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tremendous accumulation of yin force. Hani, Luan, and Vik were already in the center
of a circle. The ritual seems to honor the moon goddesses.

— That’s it. Through spirit. — Luan was facing them and a silver crown
materialized over his head, green fluorescent energy circulating him... Leon's intuition
is telling him to pay attention as if something was out of place. He began to have
flashes so fast and strong. Never had his clairvoyance been so active and persistent as
it was now. He could hear the sentences in Beatrice's letter and Mr. Cartier's:
‘Knowledge makes you see the sunrise before the rest of the world.’ And as Boognie
took Luan's body, Leon placed Dan and the boys behind him. He was moving his body
defensively. The rest could not comprehend until the scythe took shape in Luan's right
hand. The illusory reality flashed, showing Boongie's face.

— If he is the Archon of time and makes everyone see time as it really is. —
He would have been able to tell us exactly where Beatrice would be and how we could
make contact. He could have told us from the beginning, but he didn't told us. — the
boys were beginning to understand why he acted that way by taking defensive
positions too. — He was the one who granted Beatrice immortality. —

— Too bad. I thought we'd have more time to talk. Anyway... — It was Luan
moving like Boognie with a deep voice echoing all over that place that now seemed to
be a magnet, an unstable energetic field. — We needed you to find the Demigod of
fire, the Torch. —

— Sorry to be a party pooper, but we have no idea who it is either. — he
laughed wickedly at Yun's comment.

— Oh, surely you do! You do have an idea, darlings. — he scans Leon up and
down, his forefinger resting on his lips with a tantalizing smile. The confused boys
looked at Leon. He was getting so much information that he was no longer in an alert
state, as if in some sort of conscious trance...

— I'm trying to contact Richard, but something is blocking the communication.
— Daemon spoke by telepathy and Leon, within the numerous visions, saw the
chimera village, that masked man... He was wearing a Dragon mask, and he had been
with the necklace given by that masked man all this time. What he did subsequently
was to break the necklace by loosening the pendant and stomping hard on it,
engravings of dragons on the silver heart. The necklace was some kind of bewitched
relic. Leon looked down, watching the spell break as the holographic image of the
dragon turned into a sulfate-like substance as it disintegrated. You could hear some
screams in agony coming from the creature. Looking up gradually... Leon looked
enraged, with Boognie giving him a smirk.

— There's not much time left. — using Luan's body he moved at lightning
speed pushing the others away in the process, with the huge scythe a light touch with
its tip on the center of Dan's forehead, and all that concentrated energy was channeled
through the scythe were being sucked into Dan's eyes, the Ankh symbol appeared
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rotating in front of him forming a holographic tetrahedron in his energetic field
through the circle in luminous energy. A black butterfly flashed over Dan's mouth as
his eyes turned completely white. Daemon's powers were pulsing with extreme
strength. The balance had been altered, they could hear the sounds of chains, metallic
chains hitting each other and stretching until they went everywhere and wrapped
around Daemon's body making him levitate, all that energy had been contained and as
it all happened in slow motion, he laid his head down and a tube of light pulled him up
into the sky.

Leon had just blinked and Dan wasn't there anymore, just shadows and
splintered images, until Rick appeared in front of him touching his shoulder.
Mumbling words like 'Daemon, what happened to him?' and Leon answered him,
feeling a little dizzy. 'He reached immortality.' The archangel dematerialized and all
Leon could see were the pieces of the pendant in front of him, crouching down and
touching them.

The energetic fields of people and systems were destabilizing between matter
and immaterial. They went outside, and Yun saw Ieiazel from above, squeezing the
bars and pointing upwards soon after.

Gabriel's emanation was descending from the heavens as they looked up at the
sky, with a way denser murky gloom. It was always night there, but that darkness was
not quite a night... The way Richard approached silently, but you could feel a mighty
presence in agony and fury. Archangels were entities of light but also of order and
justice. Something had questioned and gone against those expressions.

— Someone masked my connection with Daemon so I wouldn't realize that he
was in a place like that one, or that he was trying to make contact, what kind of
thing... — Leon with his fist raised before him, Richard opened his hand and Leon left
in his palm pieces of the necklace, that glow suffocated Richard who let the remains
fall to the ground placing his hand over his mouth shaking a little. Richard felt Sam's
hand trying to give some comfort.

— Michael, can you try to use Beatrice's necklace to contact her? That's our
last clue. — Angelos asked. He agreed, and she deposited the necklace in his hands
but before he could even try, he felt the energy of the object...

— This way is not possible. She is beyond life and death... But there is one
thing. — he closed his eyes and saw images of a golden scarab. — Do you... do you
know anything about a scarab relic? — this cheered them up a bit. — The key fits the
lock that holds the scarab, but I don't know where it is. — and there went their last
hope... Leon was so broken that he couldn't see clearly the images and visions coming
up, but it wasn't only him, they were all feeling some imbalance in their mastery.
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— Any of you... are feeling it? — Mika was feeling it much more intensely. —
Everything... Everything is kind of shifting energetically. — he said as he leaned
against Yun, who held him. Leon had his attention taken away from the blurred
visions, knelt where Mika sat, touching his legs.

— Those chains that wrapped around Daemon... They were the same ones you
said were enchanted, Ieiazel. — Leon remembered. Ieiazel was trying to stabilize the
images and information that were being written in the wine book, but his energy was
being drained faster than it normally should, the implicating order was also trying to
recalibrate itself, but the balance between the subconscious and the conscious was
getting blurred.

— Yeah, it's just like the ones I saw in the circular room before in the city of
the dead. — Mika said with difficulty.

— Boognie granted Beatrice immortality, but before she did, she might have
managed to hide the scarab. — Leon was updating the rest of the latest events and
Ieiazel connected a few dots.

— The principle of Ircanare and Custos Spiritus... — If some outside force is
compromising the balance of polarities, it acts as a defensive mechanism. — But they
are using that force to their advantage, manipulating it. —

— Mainyu, didn't you say that she was trying to go to Italy when you guys lost
contact with her? If she went in a rush, she must have hidden the scarab there. —

— But we don't know exactly where. — She talked about her memories in the
orphanage and her adoptive parents, but nothing beyond that. —

— Maybe there are some answers in our dorm at the Academy. — while they
were talking Hayun was trying to get the missing piece of information.

— What had he said...? Oh, right! Boogie said that we had some idea who the
Demigod of fire is. — ...Hitting that Leon has something to do about it. — Samael and
Richard exchanged a look.

— Leon, we need to know who has marked you. — Now that Mike is here, the
ritual will be faster and less intense. — Samael was walking toward Leon as he stood
up, and in the center of them the image of a woman slowly began to materialize. It
was a faint connection, not quite there, but they knew who it was, listening to Angelos
speaking excitedly.

— You do not have time for this. — between piercing echoes, a firm and
welcoming disembodied voice reached them.

— Beatrice! — she ran to hug her, the image had density, emulating a touch,
her smile so calming and full of mystery.

— Those chains are an extension of the Demigod of fire. They are using it to
keep Daemon in a place called Black Wholeness. It is like a black hole and thus
causing Ahura to take form. The only thing keeping him still with some part in the
material world is the chain itself. —
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— What do you mean that we do not have time? —
— Ahura is going right now to St. Michel, the resting place of the Torch. —
— The academy. — Michael said, appearing among the others and waving to

Beatrice who smiled at him.
— With the codes written below and above, on earth and in the sky. Ahura will

become the Christ expression, and it won't just be seven days in darkness, it will
become another fall millions of aeons away. Without the proper guidance, wisdom
will be our doom. —

— If you can communicate with us, that means... — Leon was running his
fingers through his hair. — The Blood Moon had begun. — Hayun and Mika looked
up as their attention was drawn to his words.

— Angelos, let me borrow your cell phone for a second. — Yun said as she
walked over to him and Mika. He connected it with a malleable cable made of pure
energy from the controls on his arm, opening a holographic screen, images of
volcanoes erupting and mercilessly turning tides submerging countries with
earthquakes splitting cities, the sun has become dark, there's no light at all in the
middle of the day. Humanity was seeing the unified field, awakening to other states of
consciousness. — But this is all happening too fast. —

— The perception of reality is being altered, remember? You are seeing events
that took months in a brief moment because it's all happening at the same time. —
described Beatrice.

— Daemon, he's going to... — Beatrice approached Leon holding his hand.
— It's okay Leon, I'm also in Black Wholeness. — Just as we need you there in

St. Michel to put Ahura's heart in the right place, Daemon has to go through it. We
need him there. — she touched him on the cheek and brought their foreheads together.

— I believe in us. — Leon felt as if this was not an experience that only
Daemon was going through, but something collective. And he knew that the moment
had come, so it was time to undergo a metamorphosis. It's hard to describe the
expression or the way he said the words, but they are still here, and they need to go
forward with faith.

— And we believe in you. — Mika stood up, feeling that he was adjusting to
the energies.

— Then let's do it! — Samael lifted their spirits. — We are going to the upper
part of the island to wait for Ahura, and you fellows are going to the Academy with
Michael. —

— There's one thing. — warned Michael. — There is an energetic field similar
to the pyramids, or the Bermuda triangle around the Academy. It was not unstable, but
now it must be because of these changes in the Earth's poles. —

— I think I can help with that... — it couldn't be... Haniel comes closer with the
others.
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— Aww, how adorable he thinks we will fall for that, again! — Hayun shouted,
almost losing his mind. Until he saw Haniel's pendant glowing so bright. — Why is
the pendant shining like that? —

— It's because... they're here. —
— You mean, the high-advanced civilization? — he nodded positively.
— They are here to help, and I can feel that I need to open the gates for you. —

As much as we felt that Boognie's intentions were not so bad. — doubtful glances.
They were unsure if those rookies were being honest. Until Beatrice came over and
took his hand with a tender smile and joined it with Leon's.

— You're Elohim, remember that. — she said, slowly disappearing, and they
finally accepted the help.

— We're going to use the waterway, take these. — Michael gave them special
glasses similar to the ones Luan used in the camps. — They will help you move more
nimbly and quickly underwater. — when Michael approached Luan and Vik, they
refused it.

— We will be more useful on the island. — claimed Vik and Michael
understood. Haniel had already jumped into the waterways, his holographic tail
flashing as he moved in circles. Mika, Leon, and Yun jumped together, and while
arranging the controls, Yun discovered 'jet mode' and it was like wearing a rocket on
your back, but the only thing they were wearing was the glasses as equipment. He had
fun boosting up in spiral movements. Michael was leading the way with the gold cross
necklace and the Hawaiian blouse floating around, while the others dematerialized up
there, with Ieiazel teleporting them.
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CHAPTER SIX

ST. MICHEL

The end of the world is actually the dawning of a New Era. These signs can be
seen all the time, such as the seeming change and expansion of consciousness, the
heightened spirituality, the need to transmute the pain, manipulative structures. Light
is the key to this door.

Part of my childhood was flooded with miraculous experiences, the spiritual
world finding its way to go beyond the limits we impose on ourselves, with
unexplained healings and apparitions. Everything had a golden aura, mysterious and
divine. In the orphanage where I grew up, I saw them all the time. And they talked to
me all the time. And on the surface of Mount St. Michel might be full of rules and
rigidity, with their black pantyhose, but I found a way to go somewhere buried under
that ground. Since it was surrounded by water, I imagined it to be a submarine at the
bottom of the sea. With sea stories of mermaids and sailors... That's when they came
in among one of my most immersive visualizations. I had seen them before at a very
young age. My two fathers adopted me shortly after. Pondered and graced by the
grayish colors in the suburbs of Florence, the rain with its refreshing aroma, the
shades of dark green and rustic brown, and the shelves full of books. Only much-loved
works stayed there. The journeys through the desert and magic, the seven angels
experiencing the pains of youth, an adventure in search of visions and psychoanalysis.
How I love... Hermann, Jung. My legs were crossed looking at the written letter left by
them in ballpoint ink. It was on the coffee table, with a dried flower, its pink faded,
lifeless. Lit candles in their chandeliers. The phonograph in the room's corner, next to
the oil-painted picture of the three of us made on a special occasion above the
fireplace. It played an old sonnet, and you could hear it whispering premonitions.

I touched my pendant in a peculiar glow; it was in the shape of a key with an
androgynous symbol on it. I never knew what I could open with it, but it was secretly
placed in those old memories.

The images of my ballet shoes sewn into a black fabric to the sound of a violin
in the distance, beating rhythmically as I spun around and around searching for
breath on the polished wood in the training room, I could feel the sweat in my hair. I
hardly cut them, and the years were passing. Now they were touching my hips with
their delicate undulation as I looked through the mirrors multiplying my reflection. It
was those eyes, like the sea and at the same time, I felt only creations in archaic eras
could describe their dark aura. I descended the stairs to the main deck of the S.S.
Academy, the faded greenish effect of all that water, barrels, masts, and shelves with
their multitude of books. And the next minute, the holographic projections of records
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on ancient Egypt and its Egyptian gods. The gold again, the mask of death, and the
eye of Ra, the sun.

I would open the letter again with the seal of the Maurice family.
"Oh! Oh! They were gone and shortly they will come.
The Angels, they! For sure.
The Butterfly wings have to fall off, a raven is about to be born.
And finally, a swan. And behold.
Do you become an Angel who sends them a message of the fiery sword, of the

light of capriciousness?
How insolent! Now go, hurry.
Throw me into the fire, like an ancient ritual.
I am no longer alive, but will you, in the end, die just so you could live?
What a mayhem."

And that was hammering in my head. How it all made complete sense. Those
prayers somehow called out to me, helped me remember who I was. That picture of
the Virgin Mary in the orphanage, the premature death, and that we are all angels. I
keep coming back here, and I rewrite the images with different words, but the essence
gets more alive and pulsating every day. I keep missing where the material and the
spiritual end. I am living a profound black swan experience because we are all going
through one. And I am going towards where this key belongs, and every time I return
to my imagination a new door opens. The key... It transforms with every sunrise, and I
realize how much I love these images. They perish and are reborn anew, their wings
fall off and new ones are born in its place.

I would wake up with the Eiffel Tower on the horizon, from my windows on the
Boulevard. My typewriter is above the desk. I would play my violin and create a new
sonnet. I was inspired after making some notes. And in the middle of the way, the
beautiful mess that words and music sheets make with all those angelic symbols. It
was a magical moment in the city of romance. Time stops and becomes infinite, seeing
photographs and Polaroids of the paintings and sculptures with their wings. And the
sparkles coming from the Eiffel Tower with the perfume of the nights full of hope and
imagination through the streets and lights of Paris... But the night was just beginning,
with the fashion shows and the concerts. Golden earrings, brooches, and the soft
overcoat with an animal pattern, the black dress with a shadowy glow and the
turtleneck, the gloves in transparent silk like a true sorceress.

— It's Mike! — the girls waved to him as they hurried down the stairs.
— Who's Mike? — was one of the new girls, still in the preparatory.
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— Mike! One of the few ones who have the greatest knowledge and works
related to angelology together with Beatrice. — he walked with books in his arms
away from the group. His hair was straight in shades of brown and copper, the leather
buckles overlapping on his high-waisted pants. Samael hadn't resisted and came with
them. He’s in the distance listening to the girls sitting on the stairs.

— He looks like he has spent a summer vacation in Greece. — He looks like a
Greek god? Isn't it? Straight out of a story? —

— And he also does extracurriculars in ceramics and sculpture. There is some
gossip that he has pirate descendants. — Samael looked at the flowered Hawaiian
blouse and the open buttons... Gold earrings and necklaces, the shimmering leather
with the thin French pointed shoes.

— But it is not only these gossips going around, there are some forbidden
territories like being a dancer, almost a celebrity in the suburban alleys of Valentino.
His dancing is magnificent, he looks like a being without a defined sex. —

— Like an archangel? — Samael said. He’s trying to scare the girls, who gave
a few screams. Samael asked for silence with his forefinger. They were in the library,
after all.

— Yeah, pretty much this, like an archangel... — the new girl said thoughtfully.
— Yeah, but that archangel over there already has another archangel to share

eternity with. — This is me, obviously. — But I have to thank you girls; you get me
full of ideas. — he winked at them, making the girls blush hard as they went up the
stairs.

Samael looked at the books displayed in the circulation area, looking between
the shelves and edges at the tall young man, the footsteps of the heels on the darkened
wood were loud and echoed inside his head, the looks in the distance. The fingers
running over the books, the drawings, and drafts. Samael heard it all and seemed to
leave him dazed, remembering the sea waves, horseshoes in the sand pounding with
the rides. Until Michael realized his presence by looking through the books on the
bookshelves. Samael was not careful enough. He was about to run away, but Mike
was faster.

— What are you doing here? Get back up there now! —
— I couldn't resist. I don't want to stay away from you any longer... — the way

he is standing still, just breathing with a steady gaze, hearing what Samael got to say.
— You're very popular. Those girls reminded me of how you deserve to be seen, to be
loved, and to be praised. — he couldn't hide the changes that were happening in his
aura, which Michael was causing him.

Sam discreetly hugged his waist, getting very close, face to face. Made him
hide behind some furniture, brushing off his own hair in the process. Sam sits between
his legs and uses his knees for support... Touching the back to Mike's shoulders, who
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had his hands resting on his thighs. There’s where he kissed Mike’s neck, and in front
of them for Elohim knows why. That furniture over there had a mirrored effect. Mike
could see everything he was doing over there. Nothing that much disturbing while
Michael was resisting it, but it felt good with his thin lips and he started smiling
because of how well he did it. Sam stopped just so he could come back to kiss him
again, practically giving a simulating kiss with his mouth opened wide, one of those
with rhythm, and Michael followed him with his lips partly open. And he couldn’t
help. His eyes started to close. Then, Leon’s voice reaches them, and it seems he
found something.

— How do you feel? — Samael helped him to get up. They were exchanging
smiles in delight. The bodies are very close, faces near. Shining and giving off blissful
vibes;

— I cannot answer this question of yours right now. —
— Then, answer me later. — Samael with both hands at Michael’s cheek, his

whole body pulled by him moving his face to the side, about to kiss each other but at
the last second before it happens. He’s not there anymore, now, what Michael should
do with this dreamy state?

Ieiazel was channeling energy on an astral level, creating invisible spells while
Angelos was meditating further away on Mount Saint-Michel, purifying the place with
her yõkai spirit. Even though they were in a space protected by the higher planes, he
could not use much of his spells. They could be absorbed and eradicate 'waves' or
'tornadoes'. This is how the butterfly effect is explained, assimilations of reality that
are aggressive can be harmful, and it is common knowledge that humans have free
choice, this is why our observers cannot intervene on a large scale in times where they
are attached so much to the material realms.

Mainyu was further away, taking care of the protection of the surroundings.
Samael suddenly appeared, helping her with the seals of protection as if he hadn't
disappeared.

— Where have you been? —
— Don't, just don't! Don't make me answer that. —
A lot of supernatural activity was going on, and new lines were being written in

Liber Vinum without rest. At some point, something was happening. They looked at
each other and Samael started to act strange. His heartbeat was accelerated, and the
stabilization was altered, giving way for modifications to the "matrix" code to happen.
Some of the humans involved changed at a quantum level, becoming incompatible
with their own frequency and the gravity on their vibrational field. It's not the form
that gets different, it's the other astral and formless planes. Mainyu materialized the
bow in blind spots of the pillars and spaces where there had long been a sacred
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temple, while Samael felt the changes more strongly. She shot arrows enchanted by
Ieiazel. It was like inspirations or an impulse for these people to return to their center.
This is usually how guides or angels communicate with humans, ideas, by intuition.

— He’s here. — Samael sought the energy of the sun to become stronger. The
color of his eyes became like sunstone gems, creating barriers within reach of the
ruins of that temple.

— Get ready! — Zi said while looking for Angelos, thus speaking through
telepathy. — Angelos? I need your help to protect Samael. He’s forming invisible
barriers. —

— Zi! Onis are appearing. I need to keep watching over them in the sacred
area. — she had already transformed into a yõkai while Mainyu used Archangel to
protect her vessel. It was then that Mainyu saw Samael touching the ground and
creating symbols of energy.

— Liber vinum is drawing elemental symbols from the underworld. —
Beatrice had just moved beyond space-time, still in a faint image but was over time
gaining strength. Carrying the book with her in which she placed it on the floor,
approaching Ieiazel. She transcribed the symbols, using her hands in which they
became images that can only be seen by accessing visions, like dreams or
non-chronological stories that are in constant motion and in the infinite possibilities.
Beatrice manages to connect one to the other, creating cohesion and meaning to them.
— Mainyu. —

— Yes? — she continued to concentrate on aiming. Arrows like this need to
have some connection to the targets, needing to be perfected in order to be fully
received. Changing their shape and code depending on who receives them.

— Ahura has created form. All these changes at an energetic level are
happening because he's adding other levels of understanding of reality in the
implicating order. — Mainyu glanced around but knew that if she lost the level of
elevation, she would end up creating a chain reaction.

— The line between the conscious and the subconscious mind is getting
thinner. It is opening black holes inside all conscious beings. — announced Ieiazel. —
Everywhere people are opening their third eye and seeing the unified field... —

— Ahura, can you hear me? — at this moment she was using supernatural
perception, giving her the ability to see dark matter and spirits helping them. Samael
got up from the circle, his eyes still glowing. He seemed to be everywhere, feeling
Ahura's presence.

— The time has come, Mainyu! — exclaimed Ahura in a croaky voice as an
echo in everyone's consciousness.

— And what comes next? — she heard him finally after an interminable period
of time looking everywhere for him. Although she knew this search has been towards
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something that has already gone, we are always in constant transformation, and
Ahura's powers had been altered, modified.

— They need to know about us, and I am engaged to speak up, to prove how
they are capable of doing much more than they ever dared to imagine. — and then a
shadow fell over them with bat-like wings from the sky, but not because it came from
there. With the help of Dan's transformation powers, it granted him the power to alter
his blueprint of a Wise Lord unable to materialize, to be matter. He only remained in
the world of ideas, and now, he did it. Not anymore a symbol in the subconscious
mind. Bringing with him pure chaos. — My liberator. — He was on his knees to
Samael, standing up with his bare chest and his crystal amethyst eyes. Samael went
back to material levels with a sigh.

— The contract of Eve... Sam, what does it really mean? — Mainyu inquired.
— The pact... was that I would keep the balance. Eve, who is no longer in our

solar system, knew in advance that since his genetic code is a fusion of the primary
emanations of Archangel Michael and manticores. He had a destiny linked to the
knowledge he carried biologically, which in this case. At that time, the stage of
evolution of the conscious beings, were not prepared to know the truth about the
creation myth. — Mainyu came close to where Ahura was, getting stronger and
stronger physically and energetically. To be able to stay dense with his subtle form,
even with Daemon's help, required a lot of concentration and resilience. This showed
in the defined body and the caffeinated skin he had. He was confident, and his wings
were black and exalted. His eyes sparkled and in the next moment, he stabilized the
energetic field of the place, lowering the barrier just to the center where they were.
Angelos came in yõkai form and then changed to human form near Ieiazel. — In times
like that, I was seen as a martian and demoniac force, thus forming the bat wings and
demonic pact relations. This was how the secret remained guarded, in places they said
to be forbidden. —

— And of course, conceived him the ability to command the Sphinx, the
guardian of the knowledge on the akashic records. — Beatrice put together the
fractured images of grotesque creatures. — As the Lord of Knowledge and having
blood of the wild sphere, naturally that- — terrified looks followed from the
conclusion Beatrice reached.

— Wait, what did you just reveal to us, Beatrice? The sphinx? — Ieiazel
levitated the book to him and Angelos, from the manticores to the especially gigantic
Sphinx rising from its rest with accumulated amounts of sand falling from its body,
now, running across the desert as if it were getting closer and closer... As it vanished
from the pages, the shocked expressions went toward Ahura, now levitating in the sky,
saying in that attractive, sinister voice:

— You ruined the surprise. — from his body accumulations of sand were
overflowing and gushes coming out from his hands, the bat wings scatter sand
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everywhere in bursts one after the other, until it created the body of the sphinx
stomping hard with each paw that was created, shaking the surroundings as it grew in
size. The eyes were like crystals, the human face in an expression doomed to always
remain the same, emotionless. But even though it couldn't do things like roar or bite, it
moved like a titan or resembled the earth's own embodiment of energy. It was
petrifying; they were scared to death, but it seems like those embodiments are taking
shape, those divine beasts because they are here to show us the way to heal the planet.
Things we cannot comprehend like our divinity speaking in a very silent voice, only
asking you to rest on the knowing that things are unfolding before your eyes. Those
who are wise are no longer in need of pushing themselves, trying to control outcomes.
Those beasts are your leap of faith into the unknown taking shape. Sure, it's
frightening, but it transcends you. And precisely, the sphinx was getting very close to
them with eyeballs made of crystals, majestically lifting its paw. For a few seemingly
endless seconds, it stayed in the air, now creating momentum and heading towards
them. Angelos changed shape, running away with Mainyu at supernatural speed.
Samael teleported away, Beatrice dematerialized and Ieiazel... was now under her
paw. The alarmed gasped they let out after witnessing it, but it didn't last long. As she
removed her paw, sand slipped out of the energetic field surrounding Ieiazel, falling
soon after to his shoulders and mahogany hair.

— You can control her, but the Sphinx is not here to do damage to humans or
her land. — Unless it is necessary. — Ahura grunted with a devilish giggle.

— Alright, you want a riddle? I will give you one: Where's the Torch resting
place? — he roared aggressively, pausing by the end. Ahura stood in the center of the
Sphinx, using her as a vessel. Her wings molded into the energy of the emanations of
non-form, which caught the attention of the Onis once again, passing Ahura's ability
to take form in material reality to them. They became visible, beings like those in
dense forms were worrisome, remarking gargoyles and had frightened grotesque
expressions, this could have a devastating effect on the implicating order. A butterfly
effect, altering the qualities of balance on planet Earth, pulling the pendulum towards
out-of-control creatures and non-conscious beings. And the Sphinx perceived those
emanations as a disturbance of the balance, but unfortunately, the changes made the
Sphinx perceive more strongly the wild implications of all of them, as something also
out of balance... The balance now was to prioritize Earth. It was as if she had returned
to the times where the fall had happened, in a still very primitive evolutionary stage.
Samael felt she perceived him as something they used as a martyr because they didn't
know what Samael truly brought with him. He was liberation, but the distortions
labeled sinners those who would follow him on the path to enlightenment. The way
the Sphinx moved made him remember the distortions that overwhelmed him. Even
though he was an Archangel with such strength and wisdom, they did not understood
him. The fall. He felt as if he was falling again and quickly kneeling on one knee; he
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leaned on the flaming silver sword with his fist in the center of his heart above the
chest. It was happening again, and the others dealing with the creatures, deflecting the
Sphinx's attacks by the paws that also took care of the non-form emanations, knew
they had to do something.

— Ahura is confusing the Sphinx. She thinks we have returned to the Dark
Age. Samael will retract until he returns to pure light. — Ieiazel advised. — He’s the
very expression of those distortions in that reign, in an attempt to keep us from our
own divinity and strength, tainting Samael's true intentions... When they made us
castrated Angels. — Mainyu could not bear to see him feeling such agony and
torment. Encouraged to maintain a peaceful and joyful energy, she did something she
had learned after living for so many years, to wish, to use her imagination. In desolate
situations and conflicts, many think that the only way is to protect ourselves, but the
one thing that has strengthened us through the ages was not only our ability to survive
threatening tests. It was the ability to close our eyes and feel the desire to bring
magical and mystical visions into being. And a vibrant image of a pure soul appeared
as the young generations have, and that's exactly what happened. The holographic
reality showed a very young expression of Mainyu. It was her inner child, and the
intuition was communicating uniquely. It was silent. Our true selves, with penetrating
eyes and insight, with a cherished heart. And through the wishes, the dragon that
Angelos had seen before circling around Mainyu had taken shape, the mystical spirit
that had been by her side along the way, given to her as a gift by Qilin. Formed in
front of Samael in its grace and glowing colors moving in a spiral, protecting him. —
That's it, imagination! Divine beasts, like our inventions and constructions from the
world of ideas, can materialize now. —

— Does that mean that our wildest dreams, like fairies, centaurs, druids? Like,
pureblood type? —

— Whatever you want, Angelos. — Ieiazel laughed excitedly, and something
was different about him. He smiled and moved shrewdly. With a snap of his fingers
his clothes became like pirate's wears.

— So what are we waiting for? Let's balance this out. — a ship had
materialized, stopping on the shores near them. From there, half-man, half sea
creatures, octopuses, and sharks on seahorses and stingrays came flying around the
non-form creatures. Ieiazel was teaching them hermetic magic and sacred geometry.
As Mainyu caught the creatures' attention, she performed a dance honoring the desert
and the lands of the east, the transparent fabrics and beads dancing with the wind
blows, inspired by traditional Indian dress, wearing a scarf over her face hiding her
eyes, her feet bare, the shapeless creatures circled around her, and a violin played in
the background along with the sound of the winds. Angelos was overjoyed and
euphoric, the deity Anubis had always amazed her, as she pushed the creatures away
with her lasso: — You know exactly who I am going to summon. —
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— I know, mariner. — Ieiazel said amused and with a glimpse, she observed
the ground opening, from the center of the Earth an identity with a jackal head and
human body was steading before her, the glittering gold in the details and being made
of glister dark matter. He's tall, anchored to the world of shadows. Kneeling before
him, Angelos had always belonged to the world of the feral animals, which makes her
have a deep connection to wild and virgin lands, and mostly death was a recurring
thing to her, finding comfort in what he represents, a protector of the bewildering
penumbra. A poetic resource of inspiration. Anubis, recognizing her as his equal,
granted her a new expression. The kitsune mask had been painted black, the clothes
were like a college uniform in black leather; she hit the lasso by taking a look at her
new visuals revering him. He stepped back, and the staff sent the creatures from the
underworld, striking them back with effective movements.

Mainyu focused on the subtle intentions of the arrows she was shooting during
the performance, and the others did the same, the non-form creatures getting more
subtle the more light they came into contact with. Angelos gathered the Onis so that
Ieiazel could conjure portals to their respective non-form dimensions. Dark matter was
what was shaping the Sphinx’s wings, when Mainyu found space in the whirls she
focused on one of the Sphinx's black wings, with the tip of the arrow the intent passed
through it also crossing the other wing, the points had become subtle energy.

The three exchanged glances as they saw Samael becoming translucent. It has
to be done now, nodding positively and spreading out. Ieiazel was drawing attention to
the ship that was becoming more subtle by floating the lands. Creatures swarmed the
deck and spells in purple and cyan pushed them away. Angelos took momentum with
the flying creatures, tying the two wings together with the lasso and attaching them to
the top of the columns of the temple ruins scattered over the hill. She leaped over the
Sphinx and morphed into the kitsune in midair to descend to the ground again. Ieiazel
turned the hill to where Mainyu was standing after she shot an arrow into the sky.

— Drop the anchor, sailors! — the sea creatures let go of the chain systems.
The sound of it unleashing unbridled, Mainyu released her Nephilim powers,
breathing deeper and slower, moving with extreme speed and using telekinesis to lift
stone columns, the huge iron anchor passing beside her until it was high enough she
jumped, leaning on one of the four curved ends and propelling herself forward,
balancing gently performing a split with her legs. One arrow after another, the more
light made them more subtle. Angelos continued to tie her wings at her sides, and the
ship curved into the heavens. Ahura understood what they were trying to do.

— I know you are here, Gabriel. Are you trying to camouflage the resting place
using the same trick I taught Dragon? To hide you and Daemon? — It's useless. Do
you think you will be able to contain the codes when they are active? — and with
energy pulses, Ahura enveloped the Sphinx in a magnetic aura of dark energy. The
non-form creatures went toward the Sphinx from all sides, causing the bonds to
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loosen, and dark matter to return foment itself again. — You won't be able to hold me
back for so long. Are we going to fight for eternity? — the bonds were loosening too
fast as she spun around with slow but precise steps.

— The Sphinx is moving too much. — Angelos was breathlessly pulling at
some strings on one side. Mainyu and Ieiazel were watching the situation from afar,
and suddenly, a mystical creature that Mainyu recognized jumped out from between
the hills. It was Qilin, a chimera, with different animal parts and glowing colors.
Mainyu revered him subtly. After a few moments, motionless, he grew exceptionally
with the help from the holographic reality. The two divine beasts were preparing to
engage in a dispute.

And as they rose up, with both paws towards the heavens, the beasts clashed,
making the earth shake with each turn. Paws touching each other. The familiar Lion
face that Qilin possessed was as unsettling and fixed as the face of the Sphinx. One
more strike and the Sphinx causes Qilin to roll on the ground creating rumbles and
sounds mixed together, which they suspected to be thrusters moving at light speed
through the heavens, it was very subtle but every time the leaps happened, signs in the
sky and beams of light moving in waves. And before Qilin, the Sphinx tried to grab
him by the paws, but before she could, Qilin stood up and clutched the Sphinx
underneath his hold.

An opportunity had presented itself, Angelos throwing herself a combination of
tricking techniques, with flips and martial arts kicks was loosening the bonds of the
pilasters, she moved backward with her hands wrapped around the relic at the wrists,
pulled hard with a few steps back. The wings were stuck together. And Mainyu, who
had now been brought into the flying ship by a backflip walking on the borders as
Ieiazel turned back contorting around the Sphinx, one arrow brighter than the other on
tiptoes in the borders of the ship, with such concentration and balance preparing the
last arrow in the pulp. Ahura was crying out, trying to liberate the Sphinx from Qilin's
hold, but it didn’t matter if he kept letting out dark energy. It was already one with the
hundreds of arrows in flames that Mainyu had shot. The Sphinx, recognizing the time
has come to open the gates, the chambers of Wisdom within all living beings had been
kept safe under her Wings and now, shall they remember where they belong, to the
stars.

She stopped trying to free herself and Qilin took steps back, shrinking in size.
She moves, intending to rest her vessel on the ground, making reverberant sounds
echoing at Earth’s center. Her link with Ahura has changed, sitting on the ground. And
in one of her paws Ahura is submerging from the sand, her loving crystal eyes singing
the truth at Ahura’s heart, as tears came down from his face, touching his hands in the
sand. He came down, placing his forehead in her paw as she returns to the desert.
Ahura is walking away from the shaky images of his long-forgotten kin towards
Qilin… Who was peaceful and being enveloped in radiant light. Ahura had put his
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arms above the eyes, protecting himself from its blinding light as he felt the others
getting closer in striking quickness.

The creatures of non-form were naturally returning to the world of ideas.
Ieiazel descending the ropes, saying a last goodbye to the sailors with a white
bandanna in hand as they disappeared over the horizon. Angelos was running to where
Anubis was taking the last creatures that belonged to the ashes, and their implying
order where they could take new forms through the shadows. When she arrived, she
revered him with such enthusiasm but wished to embrace him... Taking her by surprise
as he knelt with deep respect and affection; it was a subtle embrace between intentions
and expressions. With a movement of the cedar, he signaled that the protective powers
given to her belonged with her. She smiled through the mask, moving away again as
the earth swallowed the deity in the assurance of his decision. Mainyu caressed the
protective Dragon, even though they tried to corrupt the true image of this celestial
creature, she found solace and support in his presence. With swirls approaching the
ocean, the divine beast in front of the darkened sun had returned to the relentless
waters.

Under there, the sounds of the untamed winds and shaking roots were being
muffled, but the lights moving above them were very strong. Swimming as fast as
they could. The path was not a straight one. They got themselves in caverns and
tunnels, colorful biological marine life with Haniel’s holographic tail moving so
smoothly ahead of them, side by side with Michael creating such a marvelous and
outstanding view for them. Until they stopped in the middle of nowhere, with rocky
formations.

— That’s it, that’s the place. — Michael informs them telepathically. Puzzled
faces, but one thing was for sure perceived by them. The glow of Hani's necklace hits
them with such a strong luminosity. He held the pendant rhythmically moving his tail.
Something was trembling. They saw geometric formations in thin light operating in
disharmony. Haniel gently opened a type of fissure and from there they saw a vintage
submarine. His hand was holding apparently to nothing. Giving passage to them after
he entered the gap, they dive near the submarine with huge gates on one of the sides.

Michael took the knocker with a lion engraved on it and knocked three times,
and what appeared to be students from the Academy, who, given the circumstances,
were using astral projection to move around the place. Michael and the others were
the only ones in corporeal expressions. They gave way to Michael, who told them that
with their assistance soon the true balance will be achieved in no time.

— This compound that for a long time the scribes of the past had no word to
describe. Sometimes they spoke of the aura or dark matter. But in other cases, it was
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our life force. What is around the submarine is like the Christ grid around the Earth.
— And you were right Michael, is destabilized. —

— So you're saying that this civilization helped... —
— With that? Where we would follow the path of enlightenment? Yes, through

the flower of life, its resource is infinite and can turn into a water-like substance if you
enter in a state of constant connection. —

— Complicated, huh? — Hayun joking around and Hani is so uncommitted. —
So, you can stabilize it? —

— Yeah, we just have to do what we have to do before it closes. —
— If it closes before we get out? — Leon asked, and Hani expressed being

tense just by the thought of it.
— We’ll be in big trouble. —
— What exactly are we looking for? — Hayun, in a rush, started to look

around.
— The Demigod of Fire resting place, we're looking for codes, Beatrice said to

me once that for us to be drawn to this place it’s because somewhere is buried the
unsolved mysteries about our first intention. — I wonder if she already knew I was
Michael. —

They separated looking for any sign of a burrowed hidden place, in how the
books were arranged or under the displays. The atmosphere was subversive, with the
water green illumination of the light lamps. Marine species streamed through the
windows in gothic architecture and renaissance era paintings. The place was much
bigger inside than it appeared from the outside. Leon with a faraway look searched
through books but was thinking of Dan even though he knew he would be fine. Mika
crouched down looked at him from afar. He thought for a moment and slowly moved
closer as he looked at the books beside him.

— I'm sure he'll be fine... — Leon distracted now realized Mika has come
closer, scanning him and lowering his gaze.

— He's going through the death of Ego, remember? My notes. — that wasn't
helping, but Mika wanted to try, anyway.

— Does this imply that he's going to transform somehow? — Mika now had
Leon's attention, the tan-skinned one biting his lip on the inside. — Have you ever
thought about what a metamorphosis might awaken in him, inwardly and outwardly?
— Leon with an inquisitive smile after he passed his tongue over his lips. — J-just
trying to remind you that you are even more in your energy even after your White
Tiger powers became visible. —

— Are you implying that I have awakened something inwardly and outwardly?
— 'What do you want me to say? That you are radiating an alluring and heavenly
aura, and I am about to collapse because I lose my breath every time I am around
you?' was what Mika thought while mirroring earlier actions made by Leon
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unconsciously, staring at his lips. And all of a sudden, he touched his hair. — There's
something... here. — it was remnants of biological marine life, tidying his hair after
making a mess here and there. — Even though the glasses keep us from getting wet,
your hair seems to have come back from the saltwater. — he giggled while saying it.
Mika feels Leon's hands brushing his hair... He's about to sleep because of this state of
relaxation.

— He... is like this naturally. — his face moved towards Leon subtly, he had a
kind of tearful expression. The truth was that he also wanted Dan to feel good, but
before that, he has to get out of the cocoon and the pain we felt through this phase is
like something you're unable to explain, and the only thing making you hold on is the
thought that those visions of something of breathtaking beauty, will bring you to the
light.

— What is it? — Weren't you the one who was trying to comfort me? — and he
held him while stroking his hair, honeyed eyes closing slowly, laying the head on
Leon's shoulder.

Both Hayun and Haniel came across the couples. They tried to take another
direction on opposite sides when they met, informing each other of what was
happening until they realized the disconcerting situation. Hayun was about to ask the
question... But Hani made him stop before it gets weirder, setting boundaries. Hayun
thanked the Heavens, folding his hands together.

— 'The codes that are above and below…' — Leon quoted as he placed his
chin at the top of Mika's head and his attention brought aloft. — There's something in
those paintings! — Mika looked up away from Leon. The Renaissance paintings were
about stories of Angels coming down to earth and meeting the children of men. And
Leon's sharp observations brought them to a seemingly empty space in the center of
the huge library. All the Angels and children of men seemed to be drawn to this center.

— Give me a boost, Leon. — Mika ran to the other side as the rest approached.
Leon knelt interlocking his fingers together, Mika messed with his bangs and the
azure eyes affirmed he was ready... Now, Mika was coming towards Leon and in the
moment he put his hands on Leon's shoulders and he lifted his body, in that split
second he threw up Mika. His honey-colored irises mixed with a half-greenish tint at
the edges... Leon couldn't tell why, but it was intimate and as if it wanted to open up
like a flower before him, high above reaching the stars. He took steps back, a bit
disoriented. Why did it take so long for him to notice? The cute, quirky characteristics
he suspected to be about his sweet personality, but also were about Leon all along
hitting Yun with his back while lost in thought, who held his shoulder with a smile.
Mika was less dense, floating in the air for a few moments. His hand passed lightly
over that part of the painting where there were only shades of aqua green and blue.
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Standing in the air still very weightless, he looked down, and behind Leon, the
mischievous smiles of Hayun and Hani, they pretended to kiss each other trying to
mess with him, which clearly made Mikail destabilize, which resulted in a strange
unfolding of events. A locking system began to release the chains that held the
wrapped chains, as in the rituals of mummification. They loosened sideways, releasing
Mika along with them. He swayed on high above as he watched what seemed to be...
A preserved body taking shape, wrapped in modulating water-green energy with
falling seaweed; it was like some kind of projection unusually linked to the
holographic reality. Mika slipped almost falling, holding on with both hands. Despite
that, he slowly reached the end of the chain. He was about to hit hard on the ground
but that touch had awakened the Torch, before it hit he changed the genetic codes and
felt a deep connection to other perceptions of reality, he was still there but he was also
one with other ways of experiencing consciousness. And something became clear to
him. Slowly, his body modulated out of that similar energy that was wrapping around
the body above them.

— You... — Leon helped him to balance by holding his hand.
— Uh-hu. — squeezed his hand a little. — Hayun, you such a jackass! And

you, Haniel, you feed his ego. —
— I’m not sorry. — mocked Yun, with Hani following and getting past him.
— I... am. Sorry for that. But you two are so pretty together. I had no intention

of making fun of it in a malicious way. — Mika cleared his throat, discreetly releasing
Leon’s hand.

— Uriel? — Michael had stood beneath the body, with a dazed tone. The body
was of what appeared to be a warrior, with a ponytail.

— It is an Archangel, right? — asked Hayun.
— Yes, it is the Archangel of the wild sphere. That’s one of his emanations,

Sakurai. — Well, that makes sense. Uriel rules the fire element, the connection with
our animal impulses and the souls, thus their lights. — But what I don’t understand...
— Mikail cut him off.

— Those chambers in the catacombs and these codes… Scattered in many
points that only I could make through, he designed so I could access them through my
DNA. — everyone was listening to Mikail now. — I think... Redrum helped my father
to unlock more advanced potential codes in the human DNA... —

— Combining the existing genetic codes, which are already a set between
advanced civilizations and hominids, with the Archangels. Uriel... — Michael was
being hit by waves of imaginable and unbelievable clarity. — Which makes you an
engineered Archangel. — they were standing before each other, the tension was high.

— Why am I having a déjà vu right now? — Haniel touched his fingertips
against his chin.

— And, that explains a lot... — with a comical expression Yun exposed.
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— Said Michael, the Holy Archangel. — the nervous laughing, following along
these words Mike manifested.

— It’s different. I chose to take human form to fulfill some roles given to me.
Your capability to achieve new heights is immeasurable. You’re like Ahura, who has
had part of my codes a long ago. Or like other masters from the past. — smiling so big
while saying those words, clutching his hands over Mika’s shoulders. — If you and
Ahura become one, combining your elements beyond time-space, then something
amazing will happen. —

— This is how he will receive our guidance? Possibly through Mika? — Hayun
suggested and Leon was seeing images of that statue of an Archangel he saw in the
potential overlapping realities in the mansion... Something to do with Daemon’s
return.

— Michael, can you tell us more about Uriel? — said Leon, a little jumpy.
— ...We’d better go meet up with the others, Richard can tell this story better

than I can- — then, a shake, they hadn’t noticed the chains swinging from side to side
that were turning into branches, from metal to wood, and were now cracking the
structure of the submarine, they were spreading out looking for somewhere to take
root. It was time to go... But Leon looked at the warrior’s face. He didn’t want to go as
she became less visible with the branches swallowing her, forming a thick trunk and
continuing to spread. Mika was pulling Leon, who eventually followed him. The astral
projections were dematerializing and the fissure in the energetic field was almost
closed in their vision in the distance. Passing through the invisible barrier of the
entrance that kept the place from being flooded as the doors opened.

Activating the jet mode, they went through the fissure one by one until Haniel
came out last with his tail almost trapping in the process. They looked at each other
with the aid of the bluish illumination of the special glasses and swam toward the
shore.

Up where Richard, Luan, and Vik were holding hands in a circle at a
settlement, the land was extremely fertile in that area and with an unusual aura, with a
little knowledge in the unified field or even just being a sensitive person could
perceive something rare is there, besides the references to the eternal flame with the
chalice engraved in the stones. They had passed by them a few times while dealing
with the Sphinx, but the protection spell made them unnoticeable as well as the whole
place with the naked eye, like the energetic signature not being felt as something
atypical.

— Why haven't you acknowledged my attempt to uncover the secret, the truth
about the ancient days? — What they have kept from us… — Ahura looked towards
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Samael, weakened by the excruciating pain, surrounded by the others safeguarding
him. — Ask him, ask Michael… They know what I am talking about. —

— Your mission is to lead them through the way, with your wisdom, not
through the material realms. —

— Many others came and did the same Mainyu, and what happened soon after?
They take your words and make distortions of it. — My intention was not to hurt you
Samael, but look at the repetitions throughout history. The only way is to show them
some proof, and I will be the proof they need. — Now, Gabriel, if you're hearing me,
better you show some face, or I will have to force you… And I don’t want to do that.
— …silence, brutal silence. When something happened, Ieiazel couldn’t keep the
wine book from materializing… A myth is being written on it, and everything makes a
full circle when the Ouroboros symbol shows the Demigod of Fire. Her hair looked
like it was ablaze in an uncommon tone of hot pink, dancing through the winds, using
a leatherette-like armor, covering her body almost upon entirely. Just her eyes, like
sunstones, were free of the mask she was wearing. The looks they exchanged… Ahura
went steps back and advanced to get the book, but Mainyu threw it with the saber far
away, floating in the sky above them. He materialized a saber as well.

— Like old times? — they were circling around each other. — I have to tell
you that your Nephilim powers will not be enough to knock me out this time. —

— We were children, training. I didn't mean to hurt you. I was learning about
my powers. — They were slipping through my hands because I was too worried to
keep them under my control. That's what you're doing, trying to control things out of
your reach. Each one of them will hear you. You just have to speak. —

— I doubt that. — showing some hostile declarations.
— What Eve did was only for our protection. She was not trying to protect

them from us. —
— You look like you are so sure of it. — I am too far gone, Mainyu. —
— And I have high hopes. — her moving as fast as the speed of light with an

undisturbed expression on her face. Ahura had blocked her first attack with little
effort.

And the saber dance began with Ieiazel directing him some spells and Ahura
with a harsh approach but at the same time very receptive turned and used Aikido
movements to throw the spells back towards him. Angelos took the form of a kitsune
and tried to catch him off guard, but he dodged the onslaught by pushing her, his paws
dragging in the ruins of the temple.

...Ieiazel was running out of spells, and Angelos had already returned to human
form, using the lasso to pick up stone columns throwing them towards Ahura but, he
threw Mainyu away performing a combination of Wushu moves breaking the huge
stone in half with the palm of his hand. Energy drains out, and Mainyu was the only
one holding him back with the Nephilim powers healing her.
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— We have to help them. — said Luan, seeing the whole situation.
— Hold on a little longer. — it was at that very moment that Rick saw branches

and cherry blossoms growing out of the grass around their ankles.
— Uh... Richard? — Vik called out. Rick tried to look around for something.

— What do we do about it? —
— They must have gotten the codes. We can't keep them hidden from Ahura.

— I just need to confirm one thing... —

Ahura flees fast-track towards the wine book, but Beatrice materializes near the
book. Ahura came back down, approaching her.

— In Black Wholeness I couldn't get much out of you, but now, will you tell
me where the last piece of the puzzle is? — she didn't say a word, standing still. —
Let me borrow it from you. — Beatrice takes his arm, his eyes amethyst. He wasn't
going to try to argue with her. The rest approached, then Ahura noticed the necklace
Angelos was wearing. It belonged to her.

The other three almost became unable to move from the branches.
— Gabriel... — apprehensive looks on their faces.
— Keep hold. — until finally, he saw Michael coming up the coast with the

rest of the boys. — They made it! Reverse it, now! — as they did so, Ahura saw the
holographic reality flickering. A few meters ahead of him, it was the codes. A wicked
smile. The wings lifted, and he threw himself aside, grabbing the book and passing
Angelos' side when she noticed the necklace was gone from her neck.

— I'll take it too. — he was flying high above and behind him the magnificent
cherry tree was growing higher and higher towards the sky. — Before I leave, let me
tell you a bedtime story. — 'I, Redrum, the keeper of the secret of all secrets
transcripts the Oath made between the Torch, Sakurai, and the one who has no face,
Abracadabra. To bring upon the descendants of the Angels, the systems that will
sustain and help them advance on their path of enlightenment. But, before they reach
these states of consciousness, the Holy Land within them will be forgotten, Wisdom on
alchemical processes and the spiritual strength buried, following the path of Light,
Fire, and Sun. They will fall for the Lies of their King, repeating cycles of great
disturbance on Earth's core because of the systems previously taught to them. Only
when each one of them has awakened to the path of Shadow, Water, and Moon. This is
the sign where the Divine Heroes will rise.' — he closes the wine book and somehow
it reminded the way the emanation from the chimera village made it. The others
coming from the ocean reached them after they had run a little. — This means that
this Demigod, or as he calls Sakurai, is one of us. And Abracadabra's reign has made
us follow the path of blindness, in surviving mode, and be bloodthirsty. Have you not
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heard me yet? The one who has no face had given us the first intention and led us
astray. — one of the branches reaches Ahura and from there he takes one flower... and
simply puts it in his mouth, swallowing it all at once. A portal was conjured above
him, which was similar to the one Dragon summoned in the circus; before it could
take him through the portal, Mainyu held his hand with completely black eyes filled
with the Nephilim powers.

— This time, I will not let you go. — ...they disappeared in a flash.
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FINAL CHAPTER

REDRUM

I have a lighter in my hand. Mexican skulls. The flame lights up and I felt the
heat on my face. That piece of paper with a drawing of the Star of David. I
have to burn it up. I blew out the flame. My coffee ceases the paper of
becoming just only ashes. With the camera in hand, there’s a clock, the symbol
again. The Devil and my hand is marked by him once again. I can't breathe. I
am bleeding Christ’s blood under Holy Water. (Vinum). Dead again, Mortem.
My hair is wet, the crosses in the pantheon of winged beings. The altar of
questioning, Who I Am? Then, the memory, just a child of the Virgin Mary.
(Vinum! Vinum!) Mortem! Living in between, living in both worlds. The death
of the ego is the way to the truth, the fog of illusions. NDE. The tree of life and
I am free of my prison made of chains.
THE SEALED KISS.

Two silver chains were holding my wrists, effervescent tears of blood. I tried to
get up by holding them and pulling myself up, using all the strength I had, letting out
sighs and groans, but I fell back down into a place that didn't seem to have any laws of
gravity acting on it, but I still ended up being pulled down. It was the void. I didn't
need to see it to know that. At the moment, it was as if only senses other than the
physical could perceive what this was for me. My mind couldn't interpret it, it only
knew what was enveloping me and what was chaining me. It was as if they were
trying to talk to me in some way, trying to keep me going. It reminded me I never
stopped listening to them. It was the only thing that ever repeated over and over again
beyond lifetimes. They were telling me what they felt, what they wanted to be, or
what they loved. I was never a Self; I was always a conglomeration of identities, what
they felt I felt, too. Emptiness has always been the place I belong. No matter how
much time passes, I watch everything and deep in my thoughts I just want to go back
to them, to this silence; to this place where the Moon and the Sun are actually not two
celestial bodies that seem separate.

...Now I understand, this silence of mine is the deep reverence I have for my
knowledge of this truth in my heart. The moth wings fall into what I recognized as my
consciousness touching my true nature. They broke free from my body and from those
chains a piercing light breaking into brilliant particles, the Caduceus, the Sword. And I
touched it and remembered everything. I am The Death of Ego; I am the song of the
whales, and I was singing, singing in the same frequency as them. I was never really
here or there. Even though I knew that. I didn't understand what it really meant, and
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now I know. I was always going through a death, a transformation, always killing my
own gods, my images of divinity to become him. That's why I was called
Abracadabra, because only with this Sword, with my eyes finally opened, I would
remember my true power, who I really am.

I am an Archangel. My rational mind may try to unravel the mysteries of this
statement, but I know it is something almost inherent in my being. These words come
with the truth about the ancient days and our creation. And every time it comes to me,
I am seized by something as if I am free, completely free.

How to explain such a liberation? How to answer such a question; Do angels
become humans, or do humans become angels? The names I gave myself, the forms I
took, always meant the same thing, the same thing that I had been in love with my
entire life, that I based myself on to shape my reality in any way I wanted. That which
I didn't bring to consciousness because it couldn't be, but the feeling was always so
strong, and I wanted to become their celestial body, to have their names and move as
entities filled with something so pleasant and surreal. I can try to make myself forget,
but there is no turning back. From now on and always with my sword, I am pointing
towards that infinite light essence. With my dance, I welcome my movement towards
honor and protection. The dragons, I see their golden light welcoming me. I am
surrounded by the Ancient Orient winds blended with the Ancient Occident. Where I
belong.

The sky was blackish still, with the huge cherry tree dancing with the fierce
winds, and further away on the horizon, they saw a blinding light materializing. It was
a spaceship with rings spinning horizontally on opposite sides. The wind was so
strong, and in front of that tree, Leon began to have visions of Sakurai in that very
place, meeting someone in wine-toned armor. He wields a sword in light, on his neck
and face, stars... Sakurai had her hair like flares moving rhythmically with the bursts
of the winds, she called for the Kusarigama and realized that the sword in hand had
molded itself according to the wishes of its new bearer. She smiled and said words that
Leon could not understand. And as the vision passed, a song. A sweet sound, as if the
notes had shown what the sounds of the rainbow colors and many other colors they
were beginning to perceive were like... 'Kiss him, kiss him now.'

Leon turned, and it was as if he had recognized Mika in a way beyond words
could explain. And at that very moment, they felt what Michael and Samael felt for
each other. It was as if glowing on their skin were passages written by scribes telling
their story. Michael was enchanted by the knowledge that Samael had pledged to keep
until the days when their sovereignty ruled the whole world. How much his light
overflows magnetic intelligence to his light of intense vitality and imposing energy.
And all that Samael wants is to be held into his light, such opposite energies are made
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just for us to realize the wisdom of it. When conquering the powers within us, shows
us that our divinity and love are all we were made for. Michael's chest puffed out as if
to show he was protecting the one he held in his arms. Samael called him incessantly
in a subtle way, without words, just with each breath and the warmth of his chest on
his face.

Mika had his attention pulled from that embrace, it was as if nothing else was
hiding from them and Leon was coming to him, and that energy made him a little
dizzy, he raised his hands delicately over Mika's wrists who was trying to move back;
they touched each other's foreheads, exchanging glances. And Daemon's voice deep in
their consciousness, 'Kiss him' like a guiding spirit, speaking through intuition
whispering in their ear very softly. In perfect timing, they touched lips and sealed a
kiss, letting go in a brief moment and turning their faces causing their eyelids to kiss,
Leon caressed with his forefinger the palm of Mika's hand with that sun-kissed skin,
and this time they opened their mouths a little more Leon smiled and Mika
overwhelmed by the whole thing placed his hand above his eyesight between the
fingers he looked at Leon, the vulnerability he showed that second...

— It's like everything is clearer now. I am receiving information before my
thoughts. — How wild. — Mika said it looking at Leon, and he looks gorgeous right
now. Hayun, smiling at the scene, met Ieiazel's eyes, and... 'Oh, he's feeling me.'
somehow, inexplicably, he felt like Ieiazel knew all along. Hayun quickly reached out
for Mika and Leon, they called him into a hug. Between them, they could feel Ieiazel
showing Yun that when he was ready...

— W-who triggered something like that? — both Leon and Mika saw his ears
turn red and laughed as Leon answered him by exchanging glances with Mika.

— Daemon, who else could be? — and it was as if now everything had become
even more magical, more exciting, and full of mysteries that only time could show
them. The book gently moved to the center of them as they slowly separated from the
embrace, revealing a map in dimension, showing the Caribbean Sea. The smiles the
boys shared with the rookies.

— What's with these smiles? — Angelos inquired with such curiosity.
— The Island will be an island that will emerge in the Caribbean sea. — Vik

answered Angelos.
— But why is the book showing us... —
— That's where Redrum is, where I took the scarab. — Ahura must have

realized that I had left it right in front of his sight. —
— Is he at the bottom of the ocean? — Leon was confused, Beatrice had a

smile demonstrating someone who had accumulated a lot of wisdom throughout the
trials of life. And Hayun feels as if the light-speed travel is accessing other layers. He
could feel himself taking part in many events about to take place, he's aware of how
everything is so visceral interconnected and returns to the point of beginning.
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— Follow my lead. — Hayun touched Mika and Leon's shoulders. Stronger
than the other times, many, many other intentions are now moving beyond space-time.
They were even more aware of Yun's process of teleporting. Between many
reincarnations he has accessed and created many worlds, he has probably been in
places that we cannot even imagine existing. The first intention gave him the ability to
materialize whatever he wished just by the way he felt connected with everything that
was created and will be created. Something was telling them that Hayun belonged to
an extremely complex order of creation. He is the very law of the stars, and as he
being so passionate about the spheres of life, the Earth, and the birth of galaxies. He
could not resist the dreams that the brightest star showed him wishing to take shape
and spread the ideas of the new world.

Ahura brought Mainyu with him. After that modulated energy moved away
from their eyes, she saw a beautiful island with circular buildings and systems, areas
with a multitude of virgin forests forming over a smoky, dark land. She eventually
detached herself from him and reached the ground, performing some clean, smooth
gymnast-style movements. Further ahead was something she had never seen before,
which was impressive since she had lived since the ancient days. It was a type of
temple reminiscent of the sacred geometry of the Sphinx but built by a type of
cellularly altered stone. With chambers giving passage to other chambers, in those
walls, they counted the connection between cultures and religions, wisdom that had
been sealed and was now being revealed, before she could see more of 'The
Revelation of the Angels'. She saw a samurai armor made of stone amid one wall to
the north, with veins shining and pulsing through the cracks. It reached the height of
an elder tree. Spinning her body around as she knelt, spreading smoke around,
shooting an arrow toward Ahura before he used Beatrice's key to open the armor in its
center.

Hitting right on the key that curled around the arrow getting stuck high up, the
chambers with spiral staircases extending some considerable meters up.

— Not this time. — the wings rose as a creature prepared to proceed in a series
of natural movements, an animal instinct, to be flexible from the thousands of arrows
coming toward him rising high and grabbing the necklace. Standing up an energetic
barrier similar to the one he was enveloped in the cage at the circus.

At the entrance to the main chamber, Hayun teleported the others along with
him. Angelos looked back and saw that beautiful place, forming a geometric symbol
when seen from afar that could only be one place.

— Island? — was still forming in eternal darkness, in lands of pure emptiness
and terrifying breezes.
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— Redrum became the representation of the collective Christ consciousness.
Island is also Black Wholeness, the huge graveyard where the Death of Ego happened
for all of them. In doing so, Island was born from this creative energy. — Beatrice
gestured. Following in Latin. — Oriri ex cinere. — she was getting stronger and
stronger in form and color. Reality was molding itself to the enigmatic beauty she
possessed... Or was it they who were getting lighter and lighter like her, thus seeing
reality on higher planes?

— This means...? — Leon and Mika said together euphorically. And between
the two, someone passed at supernatural speed. It was no one less than Daemon, in
shining wine-colored armor wielding his sword in light towards the energetic barrier.

They all realized that in the huge entrance before them, far in their eyesight
was Ahura opening the central compartment of the huge Samurai Armor made of
stone, the fissures cracked, the closed eyes of the armor stayed that way and Daemon
said turning his body while putting his sword through the barrier:

— Arcanus Caede. — the slash of crimson light went to the end of the barrier,
dematerializing it completely.

...However, the beetle in gold and silver with details of dark energy, with tiny
starbursts as if it had an entire universe in one tiny insect, walked on Ahura's
shoulders, circling his arm and coming to his palm where it rested. Spinning his wrist
and opening slowly the hand with the scarab in front of him, he looked between the
beetle, and at the rest of them coming to meet him, calling forth the angelic and yôkai
powers. The relic of Angelos, making circular turns and the kitsune mask now painted
in black. Samael's wings and the flaming sword took shape. Ieiazel performing
kuji-kiri movements and that beautiful purple energy surrounding his hands and
through his eyes. Richard letting Gabriel's emanation take over in warm shades of
pink and that black vinyl fabric. And finally, Michael with the katana in hand all side
by side with Elohim behind Mainyu, saying the words along:

— I know we showed them pretty bad things... But we have shown them pretty
good things too. — she looked toward the way Mika's body was facing Daemon, hand
in hand with Leon, the two of them touching Dan's free hand, while Leon stood
behind him. — Do you really want this to go away? — ...Ahura then found himself
with the scarab turning towards him, his amethyst eyes reflecting those glows of
wisdom given to him. Realizing that Mika was standing before him, he placed his
hand gently on the scarab... That light modulating throughout his aura, it came from
the stars.

— You're an Archangel? — Ahura was feeling his codes unfolding in those
states of consciousness they were experiencing. Everything was becoming visible,
unraveling before them, exposing what had been there all this time. Ahura couldn't
believe the realization he had. — You all... — looking at the boys. — You all are
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archangels. — Leon blinked a few times in confusion when he saw Daemon's smile
close to his face as if he knew something.

— Sakurai told me the reason why your beauty is so breathtaking. — he said so
softly and hoarsely touching his lips to the corner of his ear, and apparently, this was
the first time Leon looked embarrassed, the chin dipping down and Daemon looking
forward with a remarkable gaze towards Mainyu, who had no idea what she has to do
with it.

Ahura was looking at the walls of the chamber at 'The Revelation of the
Angels', and looking back at them.

— That means... — I... I am... — they nodded positively, smiling. It was the
moment he had been waiting for since the ancient days. He could not hold back the
tears that looked like crystals. They had heard Ahura's cry and were now answering
his call. — They will listen to us? —

— They're already listening to us. This Sword I received could only take form
if they awakened to the Wisdom of their whole creation. — with these words spoken
by Daemon, Dragon appeared by Ahura's vision at the chamber's entrance, with long
straight snow-white hair swaying with the winds, giving him a positive sign.

Ahura is standing in front of them, who's waiting for him if he's now ready to
speak and share his sacred knowledge. What he does then is to look at the armor,
which had been watching the whole conversation silently as if it somehow knew every
word that was going to be said by them, returning the scarab to the central
compartment of the armor, he walked around Ahura's hand and circled around a
drawing of a red sun and found the place of return. Redrum had a position of
knighthood. The only thing missing was a sword. Daemon understood that as the new
bearer representing the Death of Ego, it was something that belonged to everyone, the
collective consciousness, and something beautiful happened... His wings were now a
mix between those that moths and bats have, he was resembling the autumn, the
sunset, the lunar world and was so majestic and beautiful fitting the sword between
Redrum's hands, his armor dematerialized descending to the ground with his wings
beating in ripples, they lay down and shrunk disappearing as Daemon turned, with the
investigator look he had putting his hands in his jacket pockets. Overjoyed. Mika was
so consumed by the sensations, seeing him move like that, that he only came back to
reality by feeling Ieiazel's hands touching him and Ahura placing the wine book
between their hands.

Another sacred ritual was being performed by Michael, Gabriel, and Samael
holding hands with Leon. Sacred geometry rotated beneath their feets. It was energy
so ethereal, precise, and delicate that it could only be mirroring the implicate order of
the first intention. Elohim.

And on Leon's chest there’s a symbol of a snowflake formed by black veins...
Black veins that Mainyu also possessed. She did not understand how this could be
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possible until another marking appeared on a burning angelic seal. His breathing was
heavy, tears in the corners of his eyes feeling Daemon's arms wrap around his waist.
Leon's face searched for Dan, who had his head lying on his shoulder after depositing
a discreet kiss on his collarbone. Even though he did this to make Leon relax, his
eyebrows furrowed, clenching his teeth, but it doesn't take too long for him to enjoy it.
Tears fell down his cheeks looking towards the Heavens.

— This is extraordinary. — Ieiazel was reading the lines of the book with his
eyes on sun-stones overflowing with bright malleable energy, in cyan and violet, while
Beatrice brought the images together. — You haven't gone through the ritual of the
Dragon because your marking will be held yet... And who will mark you will be... —
Ieiazel was with a surprised expression while Beatrice played with the images related
to the Archangel Uriel and no one but Mainyu, under a snow-covered cherry tree
smiling at someone. — Mainyu and Sakurai, the powers conceived to her as snow
took the form of the White Tiger in you. And Sakurai, made you see what holds for
each soul through your clairvoyance... You're bathed under their angelic light. —
Ieiazel was trying to find the words to express how thrilled he was.

— But Sakurai... We saw her become that tree. — And there is also this!
Michael, you said Gabriel could tell us the story of Uriel. — Hayun was looking for
answers.

— Uriel, as Ahura read for us, sealed the promise with Abracadabra and was
also the first of us to commit to undergo the Death of the Ego. 'I died to make them
into existence.' — Uriel needed to be constantly in states in which he moved through
the Bardo. Being like an eternal flame so that they could free those who identified so
heavily with material realms. —

— As did the Angels and the grid around the Earth, the Christ grid. — Haniel
pointed out.

— Precisely... Now that they possess the Wisdom, Uriel will probably take
another task from Elohim. —

— What does that mean? 'Bathed under their angelic light?' — Daemon still
has his arms wrapped around Leon, moving a little and hiding behind his back. —
What do you know about it? — he whispered, turning and hugging Dan, who spoke
telepathically.

— I promised Sakurai that I would keep it a secret. — and then the vision of
the two talking, Leon began to read Sakurai's lips and hears her voice, a voice that
could cause shivers down your spine and was also overflowing with love.

'I ask you dearly, do not tell yet my beloved, the black dove.' And in the molded
images of Beatrice. There appeared black doves flying around Mainyu in landscapes
similar to Florence in Italy.

— Why... Beatrice, why did you want to go to Italy that day so badly? —
Mainyu approached her, returning the images to the books still in Ahura and Mika's
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hands. — Was it because of the Scarab? Was it about immortality? — she shook her
head negatively very calmly. — You will not tell me anything about it, will you? —
the anticipation in her words and the omnipotent presence of Beatrice, the smile so
sweet and the captivating aura as of Muses, still moved around negatively. Mainyu
expressed a sigh but still could be seen a faint smile, those rare ones under her resting
expression going towards Ahura, touching his shoulder. Leon and Dan came soon
after. Leon messing up Mika's hair and Dan also hugging his back with a big smile...
He wanted to give a kiss on the cheek but Mika turned his head in the same instant to
look at him and 'Oops' a lip-smacking sound, an unintentionally stolen seal.
Open-mouthed looks, heartbeats reaching the throat with Leon sensing Mika’s hand
sweating. Takes air into the lungs, and in Leon and Daemon's thoughts only remained
how irresistible his charm was.

— Can we… Do whatever we are doing a little faster? —
— Why would we rush something that we want to last forever? — Ahura's stare

following those words made the Adam’s apple of Mika rise and fall… Straight to the
door of his soul. From that book sealed by them, one day will bring so much solace,
and amuse. The glimpse of the days yet to come already taken form through those
sensations, those immersive visions. Let them carry you back to your divinity and be
graced into transcendence.

"In a future nearer than you think, you people will be able to define dark matter
and with it, you will understand the primordial essence. Matter, as you know, is in
constant motion and is not in one place, wisely said the mind is everything. From
metal to wood, everything is life, everything is us. You don't see the end or the
beginning, but only transformation. And then, — Sakurai gives a few pats at Redrum's
samurai armor who is alive and gleaming. — You people will know that what is
ethical is only the limit you all set to yourselves, learning that the outer experience is
an intense inner truth. Consciousness. All the answers are within you at the moment
you are just being. It is what you choose to do with what you already have." "Your
bodies are vehicles capable of wonderful things."

"In your holy books, Gods have the image of humans, angels take human form
as unidentified living beings. Shouldn't the question be: have we not already told the
secret instead that the secret has not been told to us?"

Words like these recurred in Sakurai's thoughts, in a landscape with trees
blooming lilac flowers. Walking down the basilicas in the Vatican city with sculptures
of Angels, and looking at the lines of their bodies with their flamboyant wings. The
scarf covering half of her face in pieces of leather clothes. Those blazing eyes were
surrounded by freckles. They’re very vigilant to see the Divine Heroes triumph.

To my dearest, Archangels.
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